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The stock farm of Otis &.
situated about
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Gardiner, is
two miles from the city of
shore road to Sears])ort.
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At the time of my visit, 1 met with one
of the proprietors, Mr. Gardiner of BosThe firm of Otis \ Gardiner, carry
an extensive trucking business and

ton
on
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Adulterated

Vinegar.

Saving Mother.

The adulteration of vinegar is carried
to an extent unknown to most people,
who are thus not only cheated hut poisoned bv one and the same act. Those
who could palm oil their adulterations
could never hope to succeed unless
they put their prices for vinegar below
those at which an honest article could he
afforded.
The nameless composition,
whose cheap basis is molasses and water,
and into which go all sorts of elements,
with a certain quantity of sulphuric acid
to impart the tiinr/, can he sold readily at
seven cents a gallon and leave a prolit to
the adulterating manufacturers: whereas. if people would encourage dealers to

Deftly, swiftly, silently

At last between the clouds of smoke
That wreathed his lips the husband spoke

There's taxes to raise, an’ int'rest to pay
And ef there should come a rainy day.
Twould be mighty handy. I'm bound to say.
T' have sumphthin put by. For folks must die.
An' there's funeral bills, and gravestones to buy
Enough to swamp a man. purty nigli.
Besides, there's Edward and Dick and .loo
To be- provided for when we go.
So f 1 was you. I'll tell ye what I'd du
I'd be savin' of wood as ever I could
Extra tires don't du any good—
I’d be savin' of sope, an' savin' of ile.
And run up some candles once in a while ;
I'd be rather sparin' of coffee an' tea.
For sugar is high.
And all to buy.

■

■And cider is good enough drink tor me
I'd be kind o' careful about my clo'es
And look out sharp how the money goes
(iewgaws is useless, nater knows
Kxtry trimmin'
'S the bane of women.

~

■

man.

i1. c

Boy
The

Potato

Crop.

well now mid
■ties* there will lie a wide breadth
ted to this eroji. Those who are
i11 to use Paris green, and have betired of picking bugs by hand. w ill.
•u:>h, let others raise the potatoes,
h makes it all the better for those
■
know how to conquer the hugs,
.nting bugs is expensive at the best and
• foie,
it is all the more important
the necessan work of tending tin
should he done as cheaply as possiuui. at the same time, done well.
It
onger pays to grow small crops of pees
It is as much work to protect a
tatcu-s

selling

are

>

r acre

as a

good

aero.

Potatoes,

to

profitably grown now, should be treatas a garden cro]i, even though the

i may he large.
Let the land he as
a> it is safe to have it.
Some stable
mire may In- used, but if potatoes of
id quality are desired, in place of rank
s
and sogg\ tubers, a liberal dress,g of fertilizer will, doubtless, give the
est satisfaction.
Fertilizers act quicker
oid incline the crop to make progress
arlt in the season, and allow it to ripen
'•al ly, yielding smooth tubers, instead
growing •■lingers and toes" late in the
•

•'•asnn.

If tin seed is planted in tolerably deep
lows, it may he colored >y a Thomas
now. and the same implement will
one
or two erops of weeds after
potatoes are planted, thus saving
ii expense for hand hoeing.
The
■thing harrow is not half appreciated
as a cultivator of growing
erops. but
gradually gaining favor, and where
it is once tried its continued use is
aired. Those readers of the Farmer
were subscribers last year, will rea-ct that we showed them that pota'■••>
rarely, if ever, grow deeper in the
than the seed is planted, so if a large
■[‘ is desired the seed must be put in
enough to give the new c rop room
'ml'
i/riouid. Small green potatoes
nging to the vines above ground, often
■ult from too shallow planting or inIt is not well to cover
iilieient hilling.
lie seed very deeply, in cold, early spring
atlier, but it should he well below the
el of the surface.
Paris green may be applied in water
ill a sprinkler, or it may he mixed with
ground plaster of Paris, audsprinkover the vines through a perforated
el.
It must he remembered that a very
le of the poison, if eaten by the beetles,
iust as sure to kill as a great deal,
i’lie plaster need have only enough green
■
a to give it a tinge of color.
Too
rii'h will burn the leaves
The dressg. w hatever may be used, should be apled early and as often as necessary,
the crop is past danger. [New F.ng1 and Farmer.
How

Long

to

Keep

Sheep.

M.ij. L. ('. JJryau, of Georgia, writes in
Southern Farmer’s Monthly, that there
;
few animals kept on the farm which,
their prime, pay as well as do sheep,
:i,l there are very few if any others, upon
'hum old age has such a damaging efi
As the sheep is much shorter lived
u.
any other of our domestic animals,
is not
strange that many farmers at’■mpt to keep them too long. At ten
years of age a horse is in his prime, and
'■"tv is as good as ever, with the
prospect of remaining so several years longer,
it the
sheep is very old when it reaches
tlie age of ten, the natural limit of the
term of its life.
After reaching this age,
'Pei'ii are very likely to he injured by the
■light exposures which would do young
‘‘iiiinals no harm. They are more liable
1,1 he attacked
by disease, and it they live
they will be likely to produce less wool
un,i smaller lambs than
they have done
previously. We do not think it pays, e.x',rpt. perhaps, in special instances, to
keeP sheep after they are six or seven
'ears old.

Farmers

mensely
audit

more

Maine.

in

The hoy farmers are
er heads in farming

excelling the
They have

enthusiasm,

begins to look

more

oldim-

go-ahead

know
more about raising large crops than their
fathers do.
It w ill lie remembered that
over six hundred of our Maine boy s last
year competed for the Allen corn prizes,
and that the larger part of them reported ha\ ing rai-ed at the rate of over 100
bushels ot shelled corn per acre, while
many raised over r>o bushels, a few goo
bushels, and one gto bushels.
Now we have reports published in the
New England Earmcr, what the Vermont
farmer boys accomplished lastyeai in competing for prizes for corn and potato raising ottered by the trustees of the Vermont
Agricultural college, one hundred and
two boys sent in reports of their corn crop
on one-eighth of an acre.
Of these, tig
raised over SO bushels of shelled corn per
acre: thirty-four raised at the rate of 100
or more bushels, twelve, no bushels;
live rai~ed at the rates respectively of
111, 117, I IK. |gi and Igg bushels, these
tigures, w hen compared with the average
yield of corn, in the state of \ ermont,
which was :t» bushels per acre in IS7S,
make a favorable showing in favor of the
hoy farmers as compared with the men
as

though they

farmers.
In

potato-raising, one hundred and live
boys reported the yield of one-eighth oi
an acre of Early Hose
potatoes. Of these
forty-nine raised at the rate of :{00 or
bushels per acre, while live who
won the prizes, raised at the rate of-ltd.
144. loll, lo7, and 17)!I bushels per acre.
The average yield of potatoes, in Vermont,
in 187S, w as I in bushels per acre.
These tigures speak well for the enterprise and skill of the boy farmers in Vermont.
The Vermont and .Maine hoys
have shown that they have enthusiasm,
enterprise, and ‘‘know a thing or two”
about farming.
.New England farming
seems likely to fall into safe hands when
the boys take the helm.
11 .ewiston Journal.

mure

Brighton

Cattle Market.
Wki>\esi>a v, May 11.
Amount of -ti»< k at market: ( attic, ISKJ4, sheep
and lambs, 7000; swine. I0,27»s; veal, IP; number of
western cattle, 1712; eastern eattle, 02; milch rows
and northern eattle, ICO.
Prices of beef cattle P loo It. live weight, extra
-L a/H5 77; lirst, $7 77fp» 27; second, $7
2.»<i.» 02‘2 ; third, $1 ,7n«7 12 L; poorest
grade of
coarse oxen, hulls, etc.,
i;2 *.
:t7
Brighton Hides, s.jBrighton Tallow, 7,.,
p 11.; Conntrv Hides, 7<‘. Pit.; Countrv Tallow.4 e 11 o’ P It., ( all skins, 12u 1212*■ P it. West
ernSheep and Lamb Skins, $1 atm2 27 each ; Northsheep and Land, skins, $1 j.'.a f 7.'. each; spring
Lamb Skins, aOc. each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales in full
1 pair girth 0 ft., > inches, live weight.*1700 It., $12.',;
1 pair girth 0 ft., s inches, live weight 27.*,0 It,, $|.io;
1 pair girth 7 ft.,
inches, live weight .‘1140 It,, $i:i.»;
1 pair girth .*, ft., lo inches, live weight 1S00 lb, $77,;

quality, $0

$T>
,.’-p

a,\

..

Milch Cows—Kxtra, $7,7,<i(;i); ordinary, $27,n47,;
springers, $ls<i77 p head. We quote the sales of
two cows and calves at $.70 eacli; 1 .Jersey cow and
calf for $7)7,; 2 new milch cows $s7 7»<j the two; 2
cows and calves, new milch, $7»o each: I cow and
calf, $40; 1 springer, $77; I new milch cow, $.*,.',.
store Cattle—We quote sales of 0 stockers,
average
It'Sat 4

weight

(»$7 Il»"; 17,

do.,

average

weight,

Wo

11,, live weight; 7, stockers, average
ll,s, at h P ll»; 7 steers, average, weight,
weight,
1277 tbs, at 1 V* p lb, live weight.
Sheep and J.anihs—Western slump cost (J^gSLe.
P tb: western lambs 7msc p tl>, landed at Brighton.
fat Hogs—Prie.es (»."*, «7‘.| e P It,, live weight,
spring pigs, $:U7 7,0 p head, Shoats. 7 «10c P H»,
live weight.

'jC
772

P

■■

x K I'll It KTIU M. the famous K 11»X K V I! KM
KDY. prepared by l)u BI KKOCK, is the best
known remedy for Kidney troubles
It will
strengthen the dillereut parts, and prevent Bright's
Disease, it is without a rival, and as a help to
the aged is invaluable.
1

Ket

youth,”
water

remove temptation from the
path of
the frog said when he plunged into the
a
tako
a
stone.
seeing boy
up

us

as

on

Kidney

What they Lead to.
troubles and liver troubles,

cheeked in time
ite

by

Dr. David

Kennedy's

unless
‘'favor-

Remedy."

will end in constipation, piles, rheumatism and gravel. The latter are ailments of
very serious character, “favorite Remedy” acts
upon the disordered kidneys and liver with ijtiick-

and certainty. It is Nature's own device for
this purposo
Ask for it when you are next in
the store, or write tothe Doctor at Rondout, N. Y.

ness

:

I'd sell otf the best of the cheese and honey.
And eggs is as good, nigh about, s the money
And as to the carpet you wanted new—
1 guess we can make the old one du
\nd as for the washer, an' sewin' machine.
Them smooth tongued agent's so pesky mean.
You'd better get rid of 'em slick and clean.
What do they know about women's work !
I'u they calkilate women was born to shirk
■

:

Dick and Edward and little Joe
Sat in the corner in a row.
They saw the patient mother go
On ceaseless errands to and fro.
They saw that her form was bent and thin.
Her temples grey, her cheeks sunk in.
They saw the quiver of lip and chin
And then, with a wrath he could not smother.
Outspoke the youngest, frailest brother—
—

"You talk of savin' wood and iie
An' tea an' sugar, all the while.
Hut you never talk of savin’ mother !"

■

.-

:

Tired and wearv and weak and faint,
She bore her trials without complaint.
Like many another household saintContent, all selfish bliss above
In the patient ministry of love

■

j

A

Black

Hills

Duel.

I shall never forget the night which
closed the day that Jack MeCornlie sold
the "Maid of Erin" mine on Carbonate
Hill, Eeadv ille. The consideration was
sbd.onii. The "Maid of Erin" was not
the only one of Jack's mines,
lie was
interested in the "Highland Chief," "California Tunnel." and a dozen others, and
his heart was just as big as his purse.
He was one of Eeadville's tirst six aldermen, and made it a point to know every
man
in the mines, and a jollier fellow
cannot be found from Denver to Saynache pass. Jack determined that a portion of the proceeds of his last sale should
be devoted to his friends, and as a consequence it was a gala night at Carbonate
Camp. Drinks and cigars were free at
Johnny Shea's (Jem saloon in Harrison
avenue and the programme was concluded with the stage box, an unlimited
quantity of champagne served b\ prcttv
waiter girls, at Tom Kemp's Grand Central Theatre, the largest variety house
ever erected in the west—or east, either,
for that matter.
Being -a newspaper
man," as Jack put it, the party would
not be complete without the writer, so,
dropping my work and accompanied b\
Harry Norton, the city editor of the
Chronicle, I joined the party. A ga\
party it was, too. Apart from the host
there were Lieutenant-Governor J'abor,
Alderman Ed. Kavauagh, Alderman J.
M. Murphy, Alderman Kelley, and a halfdozen local majors and colonels, and one
general from the regular army, whose
name I cannot recall.
'I he female mem
hers of the theatre were also well represeated, it being the custom in that, the
wickedest city in the world, for the actresses, from song and dance artists to the
leading lady, to visit the boxes and quaff

champagne at *0 a pint,
night Ida Corey, of

on that parthe Corey sisters. a most finished dancer, hit ted with
Governor Tabor, Maggie MeClare clinked
glasses with Alderman Kavauagh, and
Viola Wray. Amy 'Tudor, Frankie Russel,
Lottie Beaumont and Fannie Garretison
entertained the company so royally that
Ned Barry, the stage manager, was
obliged to cut out several acts from the
bill, because the ladies were not ready to
go on when the prompter called.
Amid all the hilarity Harry Norton appeared ill at ease. He drank a few glasses
of champagne, and then removed his chair
to the corner of the box out of the glare
of the footlights, and lit a cigar.
“What ails you, Harry ?” I asked. “It
cannot be possible that you have the
blues to-night
“No," said he, “but I was just thinking
of a little incident which happened four
years ago to-night, in January, ISDi. in
the Black Hills.
If you care to hear it,
draw your chair a little nearer."
Harry's manner of speaking impressed
me strangely, for he was seldom communicative, at all times reticent, and he
rarely referred to his past life. He was
a dashing fellow about .'id
years of age,
and there was not a thread of silver in
his raven hair or his drooping mustache,
lie was a native of Buffalo, and had been
connected with the Courier of that city,
had written a half-dozen books, and there
was very little of the United States that
lie had not thoroughly explored. His full
name and title was
Captain Henry J.
Norton, the title having been acquired in
the recent Cuban revolution.
“
This incident, as I am pleased to term
it," he began, "has never been narrated
but once before, and th en it was pored into
the priest at the St. Charles Hotel. New
< d'lenns,
about eighteen months ago.
\\ hen I cross the
range and go prospecting God’s country, you can tell it if you
see lit.
Four years ago to-night I was
in Deadwood.
1 had returned from an
expedition up the Yellowstone river and
published a book on research. Deadwood
was at that day what Eeadville is at the
present time—all life and lire, and riches
and glitter, 'l'lieie were no beggars in
the street, and every man was the possessor of gold, mining stock or unlimited
credit.
I was a guest of the Dacota
House, and passed my nights at the theatres.
At one of the theatres a woman
whom 1 had known in Detroit three years
before was singing ballads.
She was too
noble a woman to tread the boards of
any stage, but like many others was gifted with a sweet mezzo-soprano voice : she
found in the variety stage an easy avenue
to a livelihood. She was a woman, every
inch, and was always accompanied by a
younger sister to and from cities and
their.Michigan home. 1 icing an old friend,
she felt perfectly at home in my company,
and we were together most of the time.
.No man in Deadwood, except myself,
would she permit to act as her escort, and
the consequence was that it was not
many weeks until I was envied by half
the men in camp. On the night 1 refer
to, after the theatre, I went down into
the bar-room of the hotel for the purpose
of taking a drink before retiring.
While
pouring out a glass of whiskey a stranger
walked up and accosted me, saying :
“You are Mr. Norton, I believe V’
I answered in the atlirmative, and invited him to drink.
He hesitated for a
moment; and then called for a lemonade
with a “light stick,” asked me to accompany him out to the street. He was a line
looking young man, of heavy build, wore
better clothes than the average miner. I
noted all this from the fact that ho was a
stranger who wished a private conversation with me, and had been so uncivil as
not to introduce himself. Together we
stepped beyond the doorway, and then
halting, he said:
“You are a man and a gentleman, and
—" men1 am the same.
I love Miss

ticular

The

the name of my actress friend;
“and she could love me, 1 am certain,
were it not for you.”
I raised my hand to strike him down,
and the muzzle of a revolver, the butt of
which was in his hand, deterred me.
I
stepped back a couple of paces.
“1 have thought this matter over," 1m
continued, lowering the revolver, “and
have determined that one of us must die.
I could have shot you down any night
and none could have been the wiser, but
1 am frank enough to make you a proposition."
“Hut 1 shall offer no objection to your
marrying Miss-,” 1 said, hurriedly.
“She is nothing more than a dear friend
tome, (to ahead and win her, man."
1
thought that lie was not in his right
mind.
“No," said lie slowly, and with determination ; “this world is not large enough
for we two men.
I will kill you before
this night is done or you will do me the
same favor.
You are armed and shall
have an equal chance for your life : we
will go up the valley a little way, and
there settle our quarrel like men.
If 1
kill you none shall ever know whether
the “cases were right or wrong," and if 1
fall it will lie no malice toward you.”
Me took my arm and we walked up the
street together,
ft seemed like a dream
to me, and yet there was the man anxious
to murder me, at my side.
! began to
grow nettled, and was sufficiently reckless
before we reached the Bismark stage road
to have fought him with bowie knives
had he demanded it. Then, too, I was
angry r.< the free way in w hich lie had
spoken if Miss-. Tp the valley we
strode, something like 4(1(1 paces. The
snow was crisp and hard, the moon was
full and in the clear sky lit up the surrounding country and the sleeping city
below in a fantastic manner. Two or three
hungry coyotes, which had ventured
down to the outskirts of the camp, scampered away and were, except myself and
companion, the only evidence of life in
the valley.
Presently my strange guide
and enemy halted and said :
“’t on stand here and 1 will step ten
paces farther on.”
I obeyed Ins directions.
He paced oil ten strides and removing
liis liat, faced me, revolver in hand.
“Hold on," said I. "if your mind is fully
made up to shoot me. at least let me
know your name."
“That makes no ditfereneo to you," lie
said.
“It's as good a one as you can
hoast. Please be ready when I count to
three."
1 am a clever shot w ith 111 pistol, and
can shoot the spots from a card at even
twenty yards, and felt eonlident that no
matter how good a shot was my antagonist. that 1 could kill him at ten paces.
1 drew my derringer and cocked it carefully. I was standing with my back to
the moon, and lie was a little above me,
and the moon shone full on his broad
brow,
lie levelled his weapon and beAs the fatal words were
gan to count.
slowly pronounced. I raised my revolver.
Wc tired at the same instant, and 1 felt
the wind of his bullet by my head,
lie
sank to his knees without a struggle and
fell upon his face in the snow
My being
in the shadow a little below him and the
moon's rays falling on his pistol barrel
had, even at a short distance, disturbed
I walked forward, turned over
his aim
the body, still warm, and looked down in
its face. My bullet had sped true. There
was a small, bluish-looking hole, from
which the Mood had not yet sprung, in
the centre of his forehead.
If any one
heard the pistol shots, no heed was paid,
! and not wishing to be arrested and
j charged with murder, 1 walked down tin'
|: valley over the hard-beaten snow and returned to my hotel."
After a minute's pause Harry Norton
relighted his cigar, emitted a cloud of
smoke through his nostrils and then continued :
•■The following afternoon I saw quite a
crowd assembled at the city undertaker's,
elbowed my way into the group and asked
an
acquaintance standing near what
caused the commotion.
*•
Some cuss got sick of the camp, went
up the valley last night and committed
suicide. The wolves were hovering about,
and picked his bones pretty clean before
one of the men from the
Homestead
mine' came down to town and found him.’
“
‘lie might have been murdered ." I
answered in a questioning tone.
■■•No: he committed suicide,’was the
reply. -His revolver was found in the
road, and one chamber had been emptied ;
just got homesick and went up there and
‘called’ himself, and the wolves had a
good meal and he can’t be identified,
lie was not murdered, for over *500 in
bills were found scattered about.'
•1 walked away and shed no light oil
the mystery.
In Deadwood. where people came in and departed by hundreds

tiouing

Tlio farmer sat in his easy chair
Between the fire and the lamplight's glare :
His face was ruddy and full and fair.
His three small boys in the chimney nook
Conned the lines of a picture book *:
His wife, the pride of his home and heart.
Baked the biscuit and made the tart.
Laid the table and steeped the tea.

on

keep from 7b to 100 horses. M i Gardiner tells me that in buying this stock
farm, their object was to raise hay, rather
than to make it a breeding establishment.
It is what is known as the Patterson farm : the location is a beautiful
one, commanding a full view of Penobscot Bay. the city of Belfast and the
N orthport campground.
They have built
a substantial set of farm buildings.
The
barn especially, is well adapted to the
wants of the farm, ha\ mg a granite cellar
iinter the wjiole building where they are
saving all of the liquid manure by the use
i ah-orbeitts. They have quite a number
ten cents a gallon, they could get
The stock pay
i swine ol the lassex breed.
cider vinegar ai d keep clear of the
pure
is
horses
are
which just now
Harnmostly
which arc so deleterous in their
poisons
M ist of the horses were
•!'. tomans.
action on the stomach and the system.
in
thin
and
rather
flesh,
young
having
At ten cents per gallon, it will pay the
!!•■ to the barn
poor in the fall. Mr. farmer to raise
apples to make pure eider
Gardiner -bowed me some good sheep, a
at seven cents per gallon, peovinegar:
•ross ol the Cotswold and < >xford Downs:
their so-called \inegarata
Is. a thoroughbred Ayerslrire bull. Their ple may get
lower price, but they take risks which
is to increase the hay crop by
top- soon become certainties of a
highly injuM-sing and summer tilling. Mr. Phin- rious character. This is.
therefore, a
icv, who now has charge of the farm is a
question of public health, to begin with,
practical farmer. 1 shall expect to see a and of agricultural interest, also. There
iient in this farm the comgi-'a! iiiipi'o'.
would he use for all the orchards that
car.
It can be made one of the best
ing
could be planted by the farmers, if cheap
on
the
river.
farms
hay
and manufactured stuff' called vinegar,
itr gi.dier or Sears Island is situated in were once
suppressed by law. It is due
pen ibseot Bay, eight miles from the to
the public health that it be suppressed
Belfast and three front Searsport.
and the advantage to the farmers will he
slain! is now owned by David
sure to follow.
The report of the City
a
descendant
of
the millionaire,
of Vinegar. Horace I., liowker,
Inspector
: ginai propiietor : he bought it of,).
to the Hoard of Aldermen, for the cur(o.
This island contains
Bod well
rent year just ending, shows that the
t one thousand acres of land, is sopamount annually retailed in Boston, front
ited from the main land by a creek lHimi
places is ?•_’:{,(Min gallons, not includis passable with teams at low
ing vinegar sold in bottles, or used in
a
i.
Mr. \V. T. Coehran. the present
pickles and eonset \ es.
;i| ant and manager, has been on the
Including what is exported also, some
il fot ten years, and I am told that
three million gallons is annually sold and
li-r his systematic and judicious nianused in Boston.
Large and increasing
i,i nt.
the Island has been greatly
of vinegar and acid conserves
quantities
: r\ e,d
There a re two sets of buildare annually Imported from Lngland and
m.m- on with its surrla ,.1*1
elsewhere, owing mainly to their puritj :
at
tin
is
situated
out
buildings
unding
the laws in Lngland and France being
ti; westeii part 1'the Island on a high
very severe as to the adulteration of vinon.manning a full v a w of the egar. and also being
rigidly enforced,
stc-ktoii and t'astine; also the
The names of many Lnglish manufacturMr. c. kindly of..lui.
country
ers are better known here than are those
to ,-i’iiw me through the house and
of mu own countrymen. The inspector
a.n otter I gladly accepted, and have
explicitly states that unless we are more
"ii well repaid for the time and trouble.
in protecting honest manufacturthe V””'; vvlieie old Mr. Seals died, vigilant
ers from fraud and dishonest competition,
it:
remains
as
he
left
the
•cything
just
resulting from w holesale adulteration, we
arm-chair, the old-fashioned liremust expect to see our citizens supplying
t
with ts brass andirons, the Kngthemselves with genuine articles of forheartl rug, old fashioned jiietures,
manufacture, to the great injury of
:
the old wainscoted bedstead, with eign
our home industries and the ultimate demtaiii.- still down, remain just as they
struction of our export trade,
lie also
'This room is worth one's visit
i'll- left.
believes that if our laws were as efficient
the Island : it tells a story of olden
and thoroughly enforced against the sale
-.
The summer residence of Mr.
of adulterated articles, as in Lngland and
S’ us is in the southern
part of the Island. France, we could outrival
any nation in
Cochi m told me he cuts on an averthe wot Id in the sale of agricultural prow
Pill
is
all
fed
about
tons
of
hich
,gc
hay
ducts.
ihe Island : the crops the past year
Boston is .situated in the centre of a
t -wheat I -_*o bushels, corn sit. barley
large tipple-growing country : it should
There arc
besides the hoed crops
have a reputation tor the best products
head of horned cattle, some Thbrougbof the apple kind: yet the inspector tells
■'"! siioi'tlionis. ihe rest grades and naus that ten gallons of artificial vinegar
all in good condition, showing that
are made and sold to one gallon of genuhad been web led and eared for.
ine apple-eider vinegar,
litre eider viny oke of fat oxen which Mr. Coehran
egar can he manufactured on a large
ready for the market and thought scale,
according to his statement, for
hard to beat,
lie showed me a very
twel ve and a half cents per gallon. The
lib
of
in
a
dock
number, grade
sheep
average apple crop issulfieient to furnish
•tswold and Shropshire Downs, very
all the demands for domestic use : hut as
This Island is one
go alio landsoinc.
the easestands not one-fourth of the ap:he finest location.- for an extensive
ples jit only for pressing are made into
k farm that 1 know of in the State
hut millions of bushels are alI; an be made to cut tit Mi or Till tons oi | vinegar,
lowed to rot on the ground for want of a
ha- ever .- facility for pasturing a i
itav
market
Three barrels of apple juice
large herd of ‘-.(rile and sheep, and one "
ill make twooi vinegar, or a little more.
g: out .,d .,image is it lies all in a body by
The chief supply of vinegar is now obgo trouble from neighbors, neither
tained in>111 molasses, glucose, acetic acid,
It is well worth
attic nor sheep.
sour ale, lager beer,
distillers'slops, alwhile to visit this Island.
1 wish
cohol. and all otliei sorts, j Mass. PloughC.
for favors
xtend thanks to Mr.
n.
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yard, which though unused, was not
cheerful, and which, likewise, had the
reputation of a ghost. However, Mr.
Hubbard did not believe in ghosts, and
was too cheerful to bo
depressed by
warnings, and never intended to be lonely.
“Mrs. Hubbard," he said, when his
wife shook her head over the purchase, “I
got it cheap, and it is a good one. f oil

will like it when you get there: if you
don't why then talk."
So the house was bought, and into it
the Hubbard family went. There was
scarcely a chance lor a ghost to show his
face in such a family of boys and girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard counted ten of
them, all noisy ones.
Having once expostulated and spoken
out her miml as to the house. Mrs. Hub
bard gave up the point.
She scrubbed
and scoured, tacked down carpets, and
put up cumins, and owned that the place
was

I oimny was four, and when at that age
we are prone to believe that
anything
will bear our weight, Tommy, therefore,
anxious to inspect the newly-made bread,
swung himself off his feet by clutching
the edge of the bread-tray, and over it
came, loaves and Tommy and all.
Mrs. Hubbard Hew to the rescue and
picked up the loaves. All were dusted
and put in the tray again but one. That
lay, bottom upward, under the table.
■■A bothering child togive me so much
trouble !" she said, as she crawled under
the tabic to get it
‘-Ah ■<> ah dear,
sister —oh —< >
And there

gasped.
Mrs. Hubbard pointed to the bottom of
the loaf lying on her lap.
“Look there and see!" she said. “It is
a
warning. William : 1 am going to be
taken from them all."
And he looked : and he saw a deatlishead and cross-bones, as plainly engraved
as they could possibly be.
•Ml is an accident," said Mr Hubbard.
"Some ijtiecr cranks do come you know."
I tut Mrs. Hubbard was in a troubled
state of mind, as was but natural.
‘■The stories about the haunted house
were true," she said: “and the
spirits
have marked the loaf.
-1 am afraid it is
a

cross

bones, certainly every
a glance: but as to its
meaning
one

saw

that at

people

differed.

that it
was a warning of approaching death :
others thought that the spirits wanted to
frighten the Hubbards away, and to get
possession of the house again all to themselves.

Some believed

This latter supposition inspired Mrs.
Hubbard with courage.
Finally, being a
brave woman, she adopted the belief:
and when another baking day arrived,
put her loaves into the oven once more,
prepared for cross bones and not to be
frightened by them.
The loaves baked as before.
They
came out brown and crusty and as Mrs.
Hubbard turned each in her hand, there
were no cross bones visible, but on the
last were sundry characters of letters.
What, no one could tell, till there dropped in for a chat a certain printer of the
neighborhood, accustomed to reading
things backw ard.
“By Heorge !" said he, “that is curious.
That is curious r-e-s-u-r-g-a-m -resurgam : that is what is on the loaf resit r-

gam."
•■It is what they put on tombs, isn't
it 1" asked poor Mrs. Hubbard, faintly.
“Well, yes," said Mr Hubbard, being
obliged to admit it. “But it is not so
bad as cross-bones and skulls."
Mrs. Hubbard shook her head.
“It is even solemner,” said the little
woman, who was not as good a linguist
I feel confident, Wilas breadmaker.
liam, that I shall soon be resurgamed.
and what will these dear children do
then f'
And now that the second loaf was before her eyes, marked even more awfully
than the first, Mrs. Hubbard grew really
pale and thin, and lost her cheerfulness.
••I have a presentiment,” she said, over
and over again, “that the third baking
will decide who the warning belongs to.
1 believe it is meant for me, and time will
show.
Don’t you see how thin I am growing ?"
And though Mr. Hubbard laughed, be
also began to be troubled.
The third baking-day was one of gloom.
Solemnly, as a funeral, the family assembled to assist in the drawing.
Five loaves came out mark less: but one
remained.
Mrs. Hubbard’s hand trembled, but she
drew it forth. She laid it on the tray.
She turned softly about.
At last she exposed the lower surface, on it were let-

Jjaws.

sportsmen.
I

No person shall kill or have in bis
possession except alive, or expose tor sale, any
wood duck, dusky duck, commonly called black
duck, or other sea duck, between the lirst day » f
May and the lirst day of September: or kill, sell,
or have in
possession except alive, any rutted
grouse, commonly called partridge or woodcock,
between the lirst day of December and the lirst
day of September following; or kill, sell, or have
in possession except alive, any quail or
pinnated
grouse, commonly called prairie chicken, between
the lirst day of January and the lirst
day of Sep
tember following, under a penalty of not less than
live nor more than ten dollars for each bird so
killed, or had in possession or exposed for sale.
I I.
Sk<
No person shall at any time catch,
take, kill, or lish tor any land locked salmon, trout,
togue, black bass, Oswego bass, or white perch, by
means of any grapnel,
spear, trawl, weir, net seine,
trap, spoon, set line, or with any device or in any
other way than by the ordinary mode of angling
with single baited hook and line, or with artificial
Hies, under a penalty of not less than ten nor
moro than thirty dollars for each offence, and a
further tine of one dollar for each Hsh so caught,
taken or killed And all set lines, grapnels, spears,
trawls, weirs, nets, seines, traps, spoons, and devices other than fair angling as aforesaid, are hereby prohibited on the fresh water lakes, ponds and
streams of this State: and when found in use or
operation on said lakes, pouds or dreams, they are
hereby declared forfeit and contraband, and auv
person Hmliug them in use in said waters is hereby authorized to destroy the same
When Theodore Darker was married he entered
in his journal, on his wedding day, the following
suggestive resolutions. They are good for all
1. Never, except for the best
married couples:
of reasons, to oppose my wife’s will. ‘J. To discharge all duties for her sake freely. J. Never to
scold. 4. Never to look cross at her
f>. Never
to weary her with commands.
H To promote her
7.
To
bear
her
S
burdens
To overlook
piety.
her foibles. ‘A To save, cherish, and forever defend her. 10. To remember her alwavs, most at
fectiouately, in my prayers. Thus, <iod willing,
we shall be blessed.

warning."

“And the loaf was put aside, for even
Mi. Hubbard did not dare toeat any of it.
Mrs. Hubbard got o\er her fright at
last, but the news of the awfully marked
loaf spread through 11
—, ami the people came to Hubbard's all the week to
look at it.
It was a death's head and

No laws of the State are inoro constantly vio
lated than those relating to the preservation of
lish and game. They are broken in many cases
wilfully, but oftener ignorantly. Wo publish section l‘J of chapter ~*0, and section I-I of chapter 71.
which, it will be seen, are of interest to our local
Si.'\

the Hour sat Mrs. Hub-

and shaking her head.
The children
screamed in concert. Mr. Hubbard rushed in from wln-n1 lie was at work.
“What's the matter, mother.'" he

to the name of the man whom I shot
down in that strange duel, and though 1
remained in the Black Hills some time
afterward I never paid another visit to
the theatre where my lady acquaintance
was playing.
That is all."
Handsome, talented Harry Norton has
fought his last duel and penned hfs last
leader. He fell into the long sleep last
May, after a day’s illness from pneumonia. Such a funeral as he was accorded was never before witnessed in Leadvilie. The four daily papers in the camp
turned their column rules, and the Pacific*
Coast Association and a band of music
follow ed the remains to the second cemetery that Leadvillc has Idled in less than
three years. He was buried by the side
of Charley Vivian, the actor, and a friend
from Colorado informed me a few days
ago that in the vacant lot adjoining poor
Harry's grave, just to the" left, Texas
.Jack was laid to rest last summer.

Game
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bard, screaming, wringing her hands,
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and
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oven

bottom, seeing there were

Spring Plumage.
now FASHION PROPOSES To ARRAY HER VOTARIES
IN THE BRIGHT HAYS COMING.
NEW FABRICS
AND RICH COLORS.
COSTUMES ALIKE SUITABLE
FOR PRESENT WEAR AND FOR COOL SPEI.LS OF
SUMMER.

The

advent of genuine spring weather has
out beautiful spring toilets with almost
sudden a movement as that which covers a
field with mushrooms the morning after a warm
shower. Spring suits are no longer made for that
season alone, hut are as much a
portion ot the
summer outfit as the delicate lawns
prepared tor
the days when the thermometer runs
up into the
nineties. Cool summer days demand the warm
clothing adapted to the spring season, and sojourners in the coo! seaside and mountain retreats do
not leave at home their warm woollen dresses and
The newest goods for summer use show
wraps
that this want is understood by the manufacturers,
aud woolen fabrics are this season in far greater
demand than ever before for summer wear These
goods are light in weight, lino iu texture, and, be
ing generally all wool, are dyed with the most
beautiful and delicate colors. They are espeeiallv
adapted to seaside weat, where the salt, damp atmosphere takes the curl out of plumes and all the
life and stillness out of summer silks, nainsooks,
mulls or other goods of this class,

brought

as

no sur-

vivors and brick were dear. The last
folks before you didn’t get them printed
off on their loaves because they used tins:
and we got used to the marks ourselves.
Cross-bones and skulls we put up with,
and never thought of caring for the resurSo youseehowit is, and 1 am sorgam.
ry you’ve been seared.”
Xobody said a word. The minister
shut his book. The doctor went to the

window.

There

was

a

NEW SUMMER DRESS GOODS.

deadly silence.

Cashmeres aro among the leading fabrics for the
foundation of many of even the handsomest evening and dinner dresses, especially for young la
dies. They are ot the finest texture aud most del
ieate evening tints of color, though white is in
this, as in other fabrics, as great a favorite as dur
ing the winter. The newest color in cashmeres ,s
a dull red called crushed
strawberry. The plain
goods are made up with the handsome tinted silk
damask grenadines, with surah silk, the new tint
ed pongees and the various fancy silks so much fa
vored this season. They are also j nt up by French
houses in regular dress patterns of eleven yards
each. These are forty-six inches iu width, and on
both edges they are handsomely embroidered in
colors of the same tints, one edge being about
eight or ten inches deep and the other about two
or three inches
These edges are used tor flounces,
pannier draperies, ami to mingle with the plain
cashmere and silk, ti such is used in the skirt
trimmings, while the narrow edge is for flouncing
aud waist or sleeve trimmings. They may ho had
in leading evening and a few street shades, and
they can lie matched in color and quality in plain
cashmere it more is required. They cost *77> for
the dress pattern of eleven yards forty six inches
wide. Overdresses of similar goods, with four and
a half yards of cashmere embroidered on each
edge, are *tiU to >7 *. Barege tie l.u/ is a beautiful,
soft fabric, somewhat resembling nun's veiling,
and is embroidered in delicate evening shades on
the same eolored material or in Oriental tints, the
dress pattern costing *7)1) to it in. This material
may also be had tor *H7>, painted with oak leaves
and other designs outlined with golu anti silver
tambour embroidery.
\ very handsome piece of
Chinese embroidery on this tabrie. measuring four
and a half yards, may be obtained for * I-7c
The newest material for summer wear is all wool
( rape,
forty eight inches wide, and >■_' a yard. It is
for indoor and outdoor wear, and is in ail the lash
ionalde colors. Cashmere de .Mecca is a la autihil
suit material tor street wr r. lifty-fbur inches
wide and »o a yard.
Fine camel's liatr. in ombre
stripes, is new and desirable for street costumes.
•Nun's veiling is now made with small figured and
ombre designs, as well as iu plain colors, aud is
"tie ot the most
popular ot the now goods, it is
on a
trom *1 7i0 to
jard. and combines licaut;
fully with the handsomest silks. Nun's cloth is a
new aud serviceable material, heavier than nun's
veiling. Filet Algerienue is seen in white and
colors.
It is of wool, with open square mesh,
somewhat resembling grenadine, and will not
crush nor lose its beauty when exposed to moist
ure, making it particularly well adapted to seaside
wear.
It may be made into the entire costume,
with pipings of satin of the same or a contrasting
color, or it can lie combined with other goods,
either silk or woollen generally forming the poin
uaise or basque with a portion of the sleeves ai.d
overdress, and mingled with plaitings or shirriugs
of other materials for the skirt trimmings.

Mrs. Hubbard sat up in bed.
'•William!” said she to her husband
“the first thing you do, get a new bottom
to that oven."
And the tone assured the assemblage
of anxious friends that Mrs. Hubbard was
not going to die just yet.
Indeed, she came down the next day.
And when the oven had been reconstruct
ed, the first thing she did was to give invitations tor a large tea-drinking, on
which occasion the loaves came out all

—

day. mysterious disappearances
rarely reported. I am in ignorance

is’isn

pretty.

went to Mrs. Hubbard's room, and bolted
into it.
Everyone stared at him as he took off
his hat.
“l’arding” said he, breathlessly; “1
heard Mrs. Hubbard was dying, and she'd
warnings on her bakings. I came over
to explain.
You see, 1 was sexton of
the church here a few years ago, and I
know all about it. You needn’t die of
fear just yet, Mrs. Hubbard, for it is
neither spirits, nor demons about, nor yet
warnin’s.
What marks the loaves is old
Mrs. Finkle’s tombstone.
I took it for

As not a ghost appeared fer a week,
she made up her mind that there were no
such inhabitants.
She even began not to
miml the tombstones. .So the bouse got
to rights at last, and baking day came
about. In the press of business they bad
a great deal of baker's bread, and
they
were now tired of it.
Mrs. Hubbard
right.
never enjoyed setting a batch of bread to
rise as site did that which waste be eaten
Horrors of the Steerage.
for the first time in their new house.
“l’or 1 cannot get up an appetite for
R| IT ION 01- THE EM Hi KANT ‘.'I AITKIN t'N AN
OCEAN STEAMER.
stutf that nobody knows who had the
[ By Cable to X. Y. Telegram |
making of,” said Mrs. Hubbard, “and all
London. May 7. XIiss Charlotte (i. O'Brien,
puffy and alumy besides.
daughter of Smith O'Brien, ot “Young Ireland"
into the oven went the bread, and lame, sends to the Call Mall Gazette
a letter on
out it came at the proper time even and
titled
Horrors of an Lmigrant Ship,” which
creates
a
profound sensation and will he the sub
brown, and beautiful as loaves could be.
of a question iu the House ot Commons on
Mrs. Hubbard turned them ip on their jcct
Mr. O'Donnell
Miss O'Brien visited
Monday
by
sides as she drew them forth, and they Queenstown in order to examine the mode of life
stood in the long bread-tray, glorious of emigrants on a steamer, which vessel, however,
proofs of her skill and the excellence of she does not name. The following are the main
the oven, when Tommy Hubbard bound- points:
It is unnecessary to say that wherever the sacred
ed in.
toot of wealth trod on this
all was gold and

J

were

Oven.

It was iii the days of our grandmothers
when there were brick ovens in the land,
that Mr. Hubbard bought his house and
bought it very much against his wife's
will. It was a lonely house, and reported
to be haunted.
It was next to a grave-

■

every

Haunted

ters

printed backward, plain enough
arranged thus:

to

read this time, and

Died April '-’ml.
Damented by
tier large family.

“Il is me!” cried Mrs. Hubbard. “I
to go to-morrow
this is the 1st.
I
do feel faint yes, 1 do.
It is awful, and
am

so

1

sudden!”

And Mrs. Hubbard fainted away in the
arms of the most terrified of men and husbands.
The children screamed: the cat mewThe loaf was exed; the dog barked
amined.
Yes, there was Mrs. Hubbard's
warning—her call to quit the world.
site lay in bed, bidding good-by to her
family and friends, her strength going
fast. She read her Hible, and tried not
to grieve too much.
The doctor shook
his head. The clergymen prayed with
her. Nobody doubted that her end was
at hand, for people were very
superstitious in those days.
They had been up all night with good
Mrs. Hubbard, and dawn was breaking,
and with it she was sure that she must
go, when clattering over the road and up
to the door came a horse, and on the
horse came a man, who alighted. He
rattled the knocker and rushed in. There
was no stopping him.
fp the stairs he

ship
shining brass, cleanliness, comfort and
decency. \Ye had come on board, however, to
silver,

the emigrants, and we were determined to see
their quarters lirst. When we saw the quarters of
the single men, descriptions of slave ships Hashed
across me.
Below this place our gui'ie showed us
a deep hole,
saying, "I could not take you down
there, it is much worse than what you see.
But
business
was with the women's quarters and
my
we went there.
Between two decks better lighted
than the Lutru’o quiuLeia v*as a largei space open
from one side ot the ship to the other.
f rom either side of a long central walk to the
outer walks of the ship were slung two enormous
hammocks—one suspended about three feet from
the lloor. What was going on in two other ham
mocks above these 1 could not see. but I presume
they were the same as those below. I suppose
each ot these hammocks carry about one hundred
persons
They were made of sailcloth, and being
suspended all around from hooks were perfectly
Hat. Narrow strips ot sailcloth divide this great
bed into berths
These strips of cloth, when the
mattresses were out, binned divisions about eight
inches high.
When the mattresses are in it must
be almost on a level.
New. in these beds lie hundreds ot men and
women.
Any man who comes with a woman who
i> <>r calls herself his wife sleeps, as a matter of
in
the
midst of hundreds of young women
right,
wi o are
compelled t<- live in his presence day and
night. If they remove their clothes they must do
so under his eyes,
if they lie down to rest it
must be beside him.
it is a shame to speak of
these things, but to destroy such an evil it is necesIn day
sary to look at these abodes of misery.
light aud when open for inspection they are empty,
swept and garnished.
But think of the scene in the darkness of the
night, the ship pitching in midoeeau, when a
glimmering lamp or two makes visible to you this
mass ot moaning humanity.
Look at that young
mother with two or three helpless babies in the
agonies of seasickness, unable to move but over
the prostrate bodies of her tellow sufferers. Look
at this innocent girl child lying among dissolute
men and abandoned women, half stupefied with
suffocation and seasickness.amid curses and groans
of hundreds. If she arises and flees to save her
soul, whither shall she go
Again she must tread
on the writhing bodies of -men and women.
But the picture is too horrible to be looked at.
the sounds too dreadful to listen to.
This is no
brutal or impure dream : ‘it is truth
It is a living
horror, menacing the lives, honor and souls of
our fellow country-women, the ship on which 1
saw these things being supposed to
carry in this
manner 1,000 steerage passengers.
She carried
last year on one voyage 1 777> emigrants.
1 was
grieved to see the American Hag floating over a
whited sepulchre like that beautiful boat .'haunted
by the memories of sin, full of ravening wickedness and all manner of uucleanuess
see
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In the past seven days there landed at this port
lo.sil immigrants—which is a good average. These
were from nearly all the countries of
tiurope, from Germany, from Ireland, and from
the Scandinavian peninsula mostly.
It is rather a
notable circumstance that just upon the close ot
such a period of extensive arrivals, the world is
favored with an account of the horrors of a voyage
in an emigrant ship, done by the pen of Miss
Charlotte G O'Brien, daughter of Smith O'Brien.
This lady has discovered that a voyage across the
Atlantic on an emigrant ship is not altogether a
picnic. It is rather late in the day for the making
of such a discovery, perhaps. Some forty years
ago this story would have been new ; and the horrors of the description would, in fact, have been
really sensational But. in the progress of time
the wretchedness of the steerage has been ameliorated : and though the condition is not now all
that could bo desired, it is. perhaps, nearly as good
as the passenger pays tor.
But there is a party in
Ireland that endeavors to make opinion and to ex
cite sentiment against the departure of the Irish
people for America. If the people emigrate, that
pressure of population which makes the struggle
for life difficult is lessened, there is less discontent
and less chance for brawling demagogues to thrive
by agitation. This party, therefore, labors to stop
emigration, and Miss O'Brien s story of the steerage is written in the interest or' that party.
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Pleasing

Incident.

The National Republican (Washington! contains
the following relative to a meeting of ex-Gov.
Connor of Maine, with a lady who had rendered
him a service while he was a mi tie re r from Ins
wounds in the hospital:
"Nearly twenty years ago, when the dark cloud
of war hung over the land, and Washington was
one great military camp with a number of hospitals in various parts of the city crowded with sick,
suffering and dying men. some noble, kind-heart
ed ladies were in the habit of visiting these hospitals daily, and by cheerful words or a smiling
face or the gift of some delicacy helped to lighten
t ie sufferings of those they found there.
Among
these ladies was Miss Ransom, the gifted artist,
now so well known m the city.
She was engaged
at that time in painting the port, ait of ,1 udge Chase,
and the portraits of other distinguished men, and
her time was very valuable, hut she never allowed
anything to interfere with her visit of two hours
each day to the suffering soldiers
In a hospital
on I street there was a young officer ol
a Maine
regiment whose leg had been amputated. The
operation was a severe one aud the bleeding very
profuse. Too weak to hear the taking up of the
artery, the only hope for his life was by having
some one remain beside him with the linger pressed on the artery. His father was equal to the task,
aud by his devotion saved the life of his son.
Miss Ransom saw him while so ill. and assisted
him in whatever way she could, and spoke words
of encouragement to him, hut finally lost sight of
him, and supposed he had died, and one more had
been added to the 'roll of honor.’ A few evenings
since, while spending a social evening with Airs.
Garfield at the White House, she noticed a tall,
line-looking gentleman observing her very closely,
hut, as she did not remember ever having seen him
before, paid little attention to it. As she was
leaving the room to return to her home the gen
tleman came up to her and asked, Is this Miss
Ransom
She smilingly replied it was, 'hut I do
not remember you.’ The gentleman then asked
her if she remembered Douglas Hospital, and her
visits to the sufferers there, and particularly the
case of the young man whose life was prolonged
by his father's devotion. Yes, she remembered it.
Well, he replied. I was that patient, and 1 have
never forgotten your kindness, aud when 1 saw
your face to-night, I felt 1 must speak to you.’
The speaker was ex Governor Connor, of Maine,
and the meeting was a ploasant incident in the
life of Aliss Ransom ; and to have earned thegrati
tilde of even one individual repaid her for all the
sacrifices she had ever made.
The estimated cut of logs iu Minnesota for the
is iSo,000,000 feet, with 00,01)0,000 feet loft
from last year, making a total of Ti-t.000.000
feet, upon which it is expected the Hi lumber
mills of Minneapolis will draw for
000,000 feet
during the present cutting season. The prices of
logs in the water at the mills range from $b..r>0 to
$10 per 1,000 feet which is an advance of $1 per
1,000 feet over last year. Never was the lumber
prospect of Minneapolis brighter than at the present time, and lumbermen are reported to bo iu
season

over

high spirits.

A Georgia editor says that twenty-four heathen
Chinese walked into his sanctum, and through an
interpreter, paid for twenty-four subscriptions to
his paper. The editor wondered what they wanted
of an Knglish paper, and ascertained that they
took it for the “pictures" in it, the paper having a
rat cut, a catarrh cut, a guano trade mark, and an
umbrella “picture
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In silks the newest variations of the ombre he
signs have small figures covering the surface, or a
border of contrasting lints representing an embroidered design runs along one edge of the goods.
to be used for trimming or to finish the edge when
the entire width of the silk is used, as in tablieror
punier draperies, (iraduated stripes are also seen
»n the new silks, giving the effect of
shading <y
the mingling of the contrasted colors. Olive and
capucine red form a rich combination in this man
ner.
Ombre shaded silks have also a stripe ot
harmonious Kotnau colors through the centre.
Satin merveilleux, brocatelles. Ac in Egyptian
designs, either in medallions or introduced in me
form of heads or hieroglyphics, in the now bay a
lore stripes are among the novelties introduced
this season for combination with piaiu materials,
Summer silks of light texture are now made with
beautifully executed designs of tlowers, birds, in
sects. A'e.. printed iu natural colors upon theirsurface.
to sg »o a yard
'They are from -I
'They
are mostly used tor the half
fancy dresses of Trianon design to be worn at
country houses and the
morning or afternoon outdoor parties of watering
place life. The Marie \ntoinette polonaise, with
or without train,
made with half open bodice
tilled Hi with lace, elbow sleeves, pauier drapery
au\jl W itteau plaits at the back, and worn over a
trimmed or plain skirt of satin, quilted orembroiderod, powdered hair, with or without a cap. and
high heeled slippers, with hosiery matching some
color of the costume. Simple costumes are also
made of these silks in the more quiet designs.
Striped silks are extensively used tor trimmings
and garnitures for all kinds of dresses. The r.ewest fancy is to make the basque and overdress of
the stripes and use the plain material matching
one of the stripes for the skirt, or. rather, that
portion of the foundation that is left untriramed.
Satin merveilleux and surah have almost entirely
superseded plain gros grain silks, except in black.
where the rich rad/.mere is a formidable rival to
the heavy, pliable black silk now manufactured
lor handsome black toilets.
The surah silks are
used extensively for the elegant tea gowns that
are a compromise between a
wrapper and home
dress, and are especially designed for afternoon
teas
'They are made sometimes in the style of
the First Empire costumes—a semi classical", scant
garment, with the waist up under the arms and
very little fulness in the short or slightly trained
skirts.
The general manner of making them,
however, is with loose fronts and half fitting back
in one entire dress, or with the loose sacque and
skirt, and they are elaborately trimmed down the
front, sleeves and edge of skirt and neck with lace
and ribbons. They are sometimes made of the pale
tinted or white woollen goods, but are generally of
surah silk in any becoming color.
India ami Chinese pongee silks are among the
most serviceable and popular goods of this season's
importations. They are now to be obtained iu all
colors and pure white, hut the old standard corn
shade is as great a favorite as ever They are from
fifty cents up to *•) •">() in price, embroidered bauds
for trimming them are >1 bn a t ird. and iu some
instances the dress pattern hasea dt edgeeuibr.ml
ered in self colors of brilliant tints
Twenty yard
lengths of Canton pongee with four and a ’half
yards of wide and narrow embroidery, may lie oh
tained for s:f:. Figured foulards are among the
novelties, and with dark grounds strewn with
(lowers and (lower holders there ts an additional
design of largo si/.e for the centre and back of the
overdress. On one this figure is a birdcage, with
a little songster, all in natural si/.e. The dress
pat
tern consists of twenty yards of material aud tho
is
>|n.
The
newest
brocades are made with
price
continuous patterns across the breadth, and these
are arranged so that
they may be cut for bounces,
used as draper}', or made into simple costumes
with other fabrics; grenadines of all kinds are
more beautiful than ever before.
Damasses are
partly transparent iu the now goods, and white or
black in these are made up with beautiful clleet
over colored silk linings.
Silver threaded grenadines are handsome hut rather expensive trim
at
bO
from
to
Flu u yard. Roman striped
tilings
a
grenadines are twenty four inches wide and
yard. They are much used for trimming mins
veiling, matching one of toe colors of the stripe.
Armr.re grenadine is one of the novelties liatiste
is one of the serviceable materials for summer
wear, costing sixty cents a yard, aud is trimmed
with bayadere striped flouncing at sl.bO
One of the handsomest and most elaborate dress
patterns imported this season has not yet left its
nest of cotton batting for the wardrobe of that one
of our city belles who may be fortunate enough to
secure it.
The material is ciel blue satin, and il is
embroidered on the two panels for each side of the
front, the outlined basque, sleeves, Ac with silver
bullion similar to that used for military shoulder
straps and emblems. The design is of Mowers and
arabesques, and seed pearls are mingled with the
silver threads and delicate color of tho shimmer
ing satin with beautiful clleet. Hands of the era
broidery are prepared for any variation nl trimmings or for flounces The price of this beautiful
piece of modern handskill is *bi)0.
For summer rambles and the various archery,
lawn tenuis, croquet, boating and other parties,
the llannel suitings or various fabrics that can be
laundered aro most suitable Lawn tennis suitings
at forty cents a yard, is heavy striped material,
made with short skirt and loose jacket, and is one
of the most serviceable of the cotton goods.
Percale dress patterns, containing about twenty
two yards of material, arc done up in boxes, with
tho trimmings plaited, Ac., all ready to sew on.
They cost *11. with the French plate showing how
they are to be made up, and are a great boon to
those who dislike matching trimmings, buttons,
and other accessories Mornie cloth in all the now
colors, with eighteen yards of figured and plain
material is ss for tho dress pattern
India mull,
both figured and plain, white and c lured, will bo
much worn later iu the season. Lawns aud dotted
muslins made with many llouuees and shirred
waists, yokes, sleeves and trimmings, will he worn
with the long scarf or Mario Antoinette lichtt.
White dresses of all descriptions will be worn on
all suitable occasions, white being preferred this
season to oven the delicate lints
Cream, ivory,
ecru and snow tints aro preferred to the less he
dead
white
or
bluish
tiuts
coming
TKI
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AMI I,ACES.

Most of the costumes arc such elaborate

com

plications of the different materials that there is
scarcely any opportunity for other trimmings to be

used upon them. Headed and embroidered passe
menteries are, however, effectively introduced on
some, and the black silks and velvets are often a
glittering mass of jet and steel. Old iron is the
newest fancy, and rcsemblos a rusty slate color.
Lace is the trimming jut,- e;,vel/en<v for this season
Black and white Spanish lace and guipure net tnav

be hail twenty-seven inches wide for over dresses,
It is from
a yard.
talmas, Ac.
Sleeves,
scarfs, barbs, capes, collars, plastrons and hand
kerchiefs are to be had in all the standard old laces
and many of the now ones
Spanish lace sleeves
are handsome additions to black full dress toilets,
and this lace promises to become more of a favor
ito ihail ev^r from its heavy and largo designs
that combine well with ! hick toilets where a more
delicate lace would be lost. C'oiiucd bices have
made their appearance on some of the impoiUd
costumes, hut are used only as garnitures of
dresses of the same colors. Ombre laces are com
bined artistically with silks of similar designs on
some of the toilets, but they do not look well
when used on a dress of contrasting or even a bar
monious color. The new lace called grand point
is used on some ot the most elaborate dinner and
ovening toilets. This is in white and hand dyed
ombre tints, is from three to twenty four inches
wide aud from $•’> to >''»•’» a yard.
A white flounce
of this lace four and a halfyards long is worth $10»>.
A new lace of similar design has a foundation of
old iron, steel, gold, silver aud iridescent netting.
Irish point lace, or Carrick na Cael, as it is some
times called, is very fashionable, and ranges in
to $10 a yard.
This may bo also ob
price from
taiued a yard wide for overdresses, tabliers, jackets.
Ac., made with small figured designs, for $1<> a

yard

Fichus, jabots and breakfast caps are made of
silk mull, trimmed with Miracourt, vermieilli,
Breton, Languedoc, Valenciennes, point do New
port, perlc »ie lily. Mechlin and point desprit
laces, plated or gathered, and mingled with ribbon
bows or a bunch of dowers of different shades.
Black Spanish lace trims those not made of white
or tinted mull.
French lace is also used, but not
as extensively as the Spanish and black thread.
Duchess point is one of the favorites among the
expensive laces for flounces, Ac. Real valencien
nes and point applique are used on elaborate costumes of light texture.
Laces of great value are
as much prized as diamonds or paintings for their
standard worth, and are, therefore, worn only at
rare intervals by their careful owners, who appreciate the years of toil often represented in a single
yard or a short flounce of lace made of threads of
almost cobweb hneuess. The laces now made by
machinery and finished by hand are used in place
of these treasures on all ordinary occasions, even
by those who are able to possess the most expen
mvo

Sl'MMEK WRAPS.

The newest fancy for a iight summer wrap will
draw the attention of many to their grandmothers'
ok! trunks. Small white Canton crape embroider
ed shawls have made their appearance among the
1 itest importations. They are the genuine Chinese
crape with embroidery alike on both sides and
edged with fringe. The talmas are long enough
to reach a trifle below the waist, and have two
capes, or a cape and wide collar, edged with fringe.
Talmas, vi-ites, Ac., are longer than those of last
season, and tilled at the shoukfcvs. watst and
sleeves with shirring. They are made of satin,
surah and the handsomest of guipure or Spanish
lace, with colored linings. Ulsters are loose and
of light cloth.
Havelocks, or mantles with do,
man sleovi. ;ov used to some extent mstead of
ulsters.
Summer bonnets are the same as those for
spring, with the exception 1 crape and gauze
trimmings. The Leghorn Hat. with six or nine
ostrich plumes of white or several tint-, is one of
the prettiest for summer wear
Flower, capotes
and fanchons are favorite- tor elaborate toilets and
evening wear. <>mbre tinted net is extensively
used for strings and mingling with feathers and
Lowers. Rough straws are used for all occasions
except when the more dressy bonnets are appro
priate. Country bats are made or midi or are ot
with
mull scarf and
the coarse straws tninun
bunch of field Lowers.
<
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The newest fan is of large size and of cretonne
figures, outlined with crewel silk and tinsel tain
hour work
The faces and general figures are not
touched, but the hair and lace trimmings of tin*
dresses are elaborately worked, m the -ilk. They
are mounted on plain ivory or ianey wood stiekand have a chain or ring attached to keep the fan
from spreading when closed. Farasols are of the
most elaborate description, with stripes, blocks,
dc inserted in the outside and two or three colors
in the linings
They are often made of the mu
terial forming the garden suits, of gingham, Lower
ed fatten;, foulard. A
For street costumes thev
are of the trimming of tin* dress or are trimmed
with tin* same striped or black trimming when
much is used. Those having old frames often uti
lizo them in this way. Hosiery and slipper- are
an important item in the costume at
watering
places and country house.-. Tin* stockings mils'
match it possible cither the dress trimming, the
tie. cap or gloves. The newest colors are a bril
limit M-arh-t. called ponceau: that is one of the
favorite ■•■•iors for millinery also this season.
Uartnelite slate, bishop's violet, pilgrim gray, can
ouess blue, cardinal red. bronze, rose, olive, steel
mixtures, plum. blue, moutarde \nglaise and sap
Silk
are the favorites.
phire, mignonette. A<
hosiery, torty inches long, in these colors, in van
ous design.-, from the plain rib at S'- a pair to the
jardmere at >l >. The latter has natural colored
dowers embroidered on the black silk stocking in
the most beautiful manner.
Vertical stripes ot"
alternating contrasting colors, or of a black r
white stripe, with one of color, arc among the
newest.
Embroidered and lace open work ;s
seen on many ot the choicest.
Slippers are finish
ed on the toes wth steel or colored stitching, and
are sometimesnf < olored morocco
Walking hoot.are made with moderate sized heels, and are some
of
times
kid. combined with patent leather. The
latest importations of gloves for summer wear are
«»f silk, without buttons, reaching above the elbow
and wrinkling like the .Mousquetaire, which is also
worn in the Swodi.-h undressed kid, equally long,
and confined at the wrist by two or three buttons.
The silk gloves are >b a pair and the Swedish J
.'><»
to
[ Y 'i Herald
<
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The most notable sale of Jersey cattle, .is re
lates to prices, that lias yet taken place, either in
this

or

the old country,

in New York.

was

held

on

Thursday

last

bead realized the unpree
edented average of >A!7.bo a total of *AIA‘.'S An.
The top price was made on the pure Alphea” bull
Polonius, J A1B. knocked down lor -1 AOO. which

Forty

six

far surpasses any known price for
Three imported cows brought 'A’.hOO.

Jersey.

a

and

$l.AAo respectivelv. Heretofore the highest known
auction price tor a Jersey was >I.AA>, made
for a part \iphea cow in the Kellogg com
bination -ale of isso.

Vork Herald,

The New

reporting this sale says
manners of buyers ••indicate
Jersey is fast assuming an
in

that the prices and
that the rich milking
aristocratic

position

cattle, aud winning a place as the gentle
man s cow. approaching that heretofore monopo
The Herald published
lized by the Shorthorn
Nov v issu, tlie detailed butter test of the Jersey
among

cow

I >i. tor

FuroUis.

showing an
given within
been equalled as

lull season,

a

aggregate of ; ;s pound.-the year, -a score that has

I

ounce,

never

Uf this animal the Herald savShe partakes largely ot the Alphea blood, and
many other cows in the strain have shown large
yields that a von appreciative demand lias sprung
up for thukblood. There are a tew animals known
as -pure Ylpheas,” which are the result «•! exclu
sivelv inbreeding the blood ot iloe- Alphea i71.
aud her full brother, Jupiter. " h perhaps a dozen
in all. which, excepting two, have all been gather
ed into one ownership, tiiat of Mr. William Simp
Y
son. New Hudson N
during the past two
years. Hue ot these is the bull Polonius and the
other is the cow Leda. 74•:>. which will be sold m
the coming rombiuation sale of Jerseys at the
American Institute on flu 17th aid ISth ot tin*
present month.
far

as

known.

Connecticut

mis

recently passed

an

planting

or

that any person

provides

act

which

protecting

a. mile or more along
me quarter ot
forest tn
any pub!:* highway, may receive for ten years an
amir.ul bounty of one dollar for each quarter ot u
■-

the Brest trees to include the
so planted
maple, tulip, ash. Ijosswood. oak, black walnut and hickory : the elms to In not more than
sixty feet apart, and the others not more than
thirty feet apart. This oiler has imparted quite a
stimulus to tree planting, and private parties have
supplemented this bounty by liberal encouragement.
Prof N'orthrup, of Connect aud. has beeu
delivering addresses in Massachusetts towns upon
the importance of planting trees along the roadmile

elm.

side. and in several towns great progress ha- been
made in tree planting. The Boston Journal re
calls the fact that the Massachusetts
in I'sd'.i

passed

an

which

act

which uiiy town may at
sum

not

us

Legislature

still in force under

legal meeting grant

a

exceeding twenty live

cents

a

for each of

its ratable

polls in the year next preceding that in
which such appropriation is made, to be expended
under the direction of the Selectmen in premiums,
or in any other way deemed advisable to eneour
ago the planting <*f shade trees by the owners of
real estate upon the adjoining public squares or

highways

There is

kind of work

a

good field in Maine for this

Here

m

Belfast

we

have trees

enough, but the highways could be greatly im
proved by tree planting. The trees would be a
protection both in summer and winter, to say
nothing of their attractiveness.
A

Diamond

Ring

m

a

Horse’s

Hoof.

Murfreesboro. Tenn
wealthy plnsieian
bought a lifteen hundred dollar diamond riug fur
his daughter. About three years since while rid
iug.ont. the ring was lost. It was advertised and
liberal rewards oll'ered for its recovery, but noth
ing was ever heard of it. \ few weeks ago a child
of a blacksmith was taken sick, and the physician
referred to called to see it
While at the bedside
lie had occasion to mention his daughter’s name.
At this the child's mother took from her finger a
ring, handed it to the physician, and asked him if
his daughter had recently lost a ring, for the ring
contained the name he had just pronounced. The
physician said she had not. but that some years
ago she lost a diamond ring, and as his eyes fell
upon the sparkling object, lie recognized his daugli
tor's long lost treasure. The lady said her husband
had found it in t he bottom of a horse’s foot only a
few days before that, while cleaning out the hoof
for the purpose of shoeing him
One small diamond was missing.
[Richmond (Ky.) Register.
\

<>t

The census otlico has just issued a preliminary
exhibit of statistics of the daily press of the United
States during the census year. Total number of
daily journals in the country during the census
yearlMV-b which includes SO dailies which suspended and 11 I established in the course of the year.
The aggregate daily circulation is placed at A bX I,
ix>, and the aggregate annual circulation at !,1*J7,The people of the United States pay out
AA7,Abb
annually $‘2f>,v!b0,000 for their daily newspapers.
New York publishes the largest number of dailies.
Mb: Pennsylvania next, OS. Massachusetts, Ab
Connecticut, 17 Maine. II and Rhode Island »'•

Maine

Matters.

Thursday morning, Thomas B. Rogers of Orriuga well to do farmer, aged about sixty years,
found hanging to a tree in the woods near his
home, life extinct He disappeared from home
Wednesday night Search was made revealing

ton.
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EKAGE' ONVENTION IN I’ORTLANH.

sutfrage
Tuesday, May 10th, was

convention in Portland
called to order by Mrs.
Remarks were made by
Hon Benj. Kingsbury, jr., of Portland, and Bur
ton Firman, jr, a senior of Harvard College, for
woman sutfrage.
Lucy Stone followed in her
usual eloquent style
She began by comparing
the present movement in favor of woinau sutfrage
to the anti-slavery agitation
It is equally as important. she said, that woman should have the ballot as that the negro should. All just governments
rest upon the consent of the governed
The governed consist not only of men. but of women.
This government, in order to be democratic in the
truest sense of the term, must rest
upon the con
sent of women as well a*-,men.
She dwelt at
length upon the position in which woman is placed
not
allowed
to
vote.
She is placed
by
being
m the same
category with felons and paupers.
Jefferson Davis is deprived of the ballot because
he drew his sword against the nation's life, in other words he is reduced to the level of woman.
After all the suffering we endured during the terrible days of the war. this great government re
fuses us the ballot, and gives the
conquered rebel
more rights than us
Mrs. Stone dwelt upon the
success of woman
sutfrage in Wyoming Territory,
also in Kngland where women can vote in municipal elections. She asserted the need of women on
health and school boards.
Miss Mary F Kastman spoke next
She said
this is not a question of expedience but one of
justice. Nothing can be expedient which is un
jlist. We claim the ballot not as a privilege, but
as a right.
The woman who. prescribed as she is
by the laws, says she has all the rights she wants,
is deserving of pity.
Miss Kastman spoke of the objection urged that
woman was rot
competent to legislate, and says
that such an argument had no foundation either in
experience nr common sense. It is. however, but
natural for those who have t le pow'*r to think
that it inheres in them.
Rev. W. R. Mger delivered the concluding ad
dress. Mr Alger presented in a scholarly logical
and concise manner the principal arguments in
favor of woman suffrage
The convention had a small audience Wednesday and was addressed b\ Lucy Stone. Dr Blackwell. Mrs Dr. Devoll and Mrs. Quitnbv. A life
era! sum was subscribed by the new members of
the State Association and it was resolved to form
a society in Portland
auxiliary to the State society.
The convention was continued in the afternoon
and evening
At the afternoon*session speeches
were mad** by Mr. and Mrs. B F Bowler ot Boston.
Rev. J. W. Bash ford and others, and numerous sig
natures were received to the constitution of the
Portland
au^liary association In the evening
speeches were made bv Dr. Blackwell. Marv T.
Kastman. Rev. W. R Alger, Dr. .1 H. Basilford
and Lucy Stone.
A.

woman
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MERRILL

The treil ol Charles E. Men ill of China, hr the
murder >d his mother in that town, on Saturday,
February iPth, by striking her upon the head with
an iron hammer, began in
Augusta Tuesday May
!"th
\n immense crowd was in attendance.
After a little delay the jury was empanelled.
A
number ot witnesses were introduced by the government and a large amount of circumstantial
evidence was brought forth to show the guilt of
the prisoner.
The confession made by the accused to Coroner Libby was admitted as evidence.
the
Wednesday
government witnesses were all
heard and the council for the prisoner made his
statement developing the line of defence to be
j.ursued. The homicide is admitted nut it whl he
contended that an altercation arose between Merrill
and bi.s mother in the barn, ami that in the heat of
passion he struck her and killed her. and that his
crime is therefore
only manslaughter. There was
quite a sensation in the Court room when the
counsel announced what the defence will be. Ti e
trial closed Thursday afternoon.
The prisoner
was put
upon the stand in the forenoon ami made a
creditable appearance, but nothing could shake the
overwhelming evidence ol his guilt The argr.
ments by the counsel were
unusually able, and at
twenty minutes of six the ease was given to the
retired
and
in
six
minutes brought in
jury. They
a verdict of
"Guilty of murder in thelirst degree.'
Judge Whitehouse did not pronounce sentence on
the Merrill murder ease Friday, as intended, as
the counsel tor the prisoner requested that he
might be allowed until Saturday to look up the
question ol law, ai}d to decide whether to carry up
the case on exceptions to the law term
Saturday
Merrill was sentenced to hard labor in the Slate
Prison for life
The Augusta Journal says that Merrill, the
matricide, when Judge Whitehouse passed sen
tenee upon him, manifested great anger
lie had
t«*ld conlidents m the jail, that if his sentence was
ccer ten years,
they would never get him back t*.
Uil alive.
Deputy Sheriff Jewell fastened the
"twisters' around his right wrist so lirmlv tint’
they cut almost into the liesh. Mr Sewail. su
perintendeut of the county buildings, took Ins left
arm in a vice-like
grip. On the wav to eel Merrill
said
“Take the twisters off: they hurt.'
Mr.
Jewell responded:
It won't last but a minute
Tnen the prisoner made a mighty effort to break
But the cruel "twisters." by a sudden turn,
away.
ut into his wrist, and the
agony was soexenn atiun that it took the
courage out of the fellow and
he was safely got into his cell
A

MURDEROUS

AI

IRA Y

Saturday last in that

Du

IN

HARMONY.

corner

of Harmony

which touches both Wellington and Cambridge, a
wicked and disgraceful attack v» ith revolvers was
made on two Davis brothers, by two men named
Smith and Coburn. As near as we can learn at
this writing one of the Davises is the husband of
Smitn's sister, and he (Davis) lias the
past winter
be»*n at work in the woods, and during his absence
• 'oHurn was intimate with his wife
and spent much
hi* time in her company at Smith's Louse where
she took up her abode after her husband went t<
work in the woods, taking with her certain farm
stock which belonged to him.
If we are rightly
informed Davis lias not lived with his wife since
L:> return from the woods, and
Saturday last in
company with his brother and others he went to
Smith s to drive, home lus cattle. He
approached
the premises alone,
leaving his brother and friends
behind, having no weapon except a stout stick,
when Smith and Coburn came near to him and
commenced firing on him with revolvers
Davis
beat them oil with his stick and would
perhaps
have gamed a victory alone if his stick had not
broken. About this time his brother came t<* his
assistance hut was soou badly wounded in the
body with shots from the revolvers- and Davis No.
1 was soon after wounded, but not
seriously, in the
head. Eleven shots were tired in all. Soou after
re enforcements for the
Davis brothers arrived,
when Coburn and Smith retreated, but were after
wards captured and were taken into custody of
officers and have probably ere this been bound
over and committed to
jail’
S’.uee tile above was in type we learn that Smith
and < oburn were bound over in the sum of y* oo
each, obtained bonds, and are now at large, and at
liberty to kill the rest of the inhabitants of the
country. After all the fuss the Davises got the
< attic
] Dexter Gazette.
'1
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notice of a sal* at auction of smiie oi l
buildings on the sit(* ot tiic proposed new opera
House, on .Main Street. Bangor, tin* ( 'mnmercial
The square building, of one store, that sold
says
for fifty cents is an ancient structure
It was
used as the tits' p<<i-oflkw* of Bangoi, and i.i l*l\!
was purchased
by \V 0 Williamson. !->q o th« r
ot the History >f Maine, and was
occupied bv him
for over BO .years as a law ollice.
He hail its*walls
lined with books, and in the rear was an
open
fireplac.-. At that time Mr Williamson occupied
the whole estate on the westerly corner of .Main
and Middle streets
A brick block stands on the
site of his dwelling house, but a few fine old trees
Mill living, remain as a sign of the historians
vine and tig tree.’ Between thirty and forty
wars ago this
property was bought by ('apt Wu
Lewis, lather of the heirs, of whom part of it has
been purchased by the Opera House Co.
a

■

ACTION OF THK OoVKKNOK ANI)

cui'\i j|.

The (iovernor and Council closed their session
Thursday afternoon, Pith inst The nomination
ot John li
Redman, as Judge of the Municipal
* ourt lor the
city o! Ellsworth, was continued.
Hearings were given to remonstrants against the
appointment of llonstahles for York ('ouutv to on
force the liquor law relating to the sale of'intosi
eating liquors also to petitioners for the appointment ot like Constables tor the counties ot Kenne
bee and .Sagadahoc
Further hearings will he
given by the Council on Tuesday. Mav dl.-t. to
any
to
he
heard in these cases
parties desiring
The
•iovernorand Council will meet Mondav afternoon
May doth.
'-’0th .MAINE KKfilMEM.

Surviving members of the '-’0th Maine Infantry,
who have not already done so, are
requested to

send their present address to Maj. 11 S. Melt
her,
President of the Association.
Portland, or S. I,.
Miller, Secretary, Waldoboro Comrades can give
great assistance in luakingthe forthcoming reunion
a success
by furnishing their own address and the
address of all others they
may he able to give
Maine papers please copy.
IN (JKNKUAL.

FI la worth is

July.

talking

of

celebrating

t!ie

Ith or

The Free Press suggests constructing the break
iu Rockland harbor of street loafers, with
rubble stone on top.
1 he editor of tlie Gardiner Home Journal cut
his first asparagus on the Oth
Bar Harbor has a telephone.
An unusual amount of interest is shown all over
the State in the coining observance of Decoration
water

Day.

Read field is to have a corn canning
factory and
a steam
evaporator for drying fruit.
Rangely needs more temperance workers
Hath lias between two and three hundred cases
of measles.
The Douglass copper mine at Blue Hill is said to
he producing a sple did grade of ore.
The ice has left Aloosehead Fake
Fred P. \ inton. of Boston, has painted an artis
tic and life like portrait of Prof Packard, ol How
iloin College.
Work on the Richmond cotton mill is
progress

was

the fact he had committed suicide as above. The
deceased was a man of good habits. The cause
assigned for the act, is probable derangement.
Win. Hill, a prominent woolen manufacturer,
and President of the North Berwick Bank, died
Thursday morning, after an illness of four weeks.
Mr. II. W. Richardson of the Portland Adver
tiser. who has been seriously ill with a throat affection. is better.
Mrs. Margaret Freeman of Bath reached her
100th birthday the 8th of May. She is iu good
health, teeth all sound, can read aud sew with the
aid of glasses. Her prospects are good for a number of years to came.
Patents have been issued Maine iuventors as
follows
Paue Brick. Cape Elizabeth, preparing
and preserving mackerel, e»e.: Domiuiek A. McDonald. Rockland, hoot and shoe guard : David P.
Noyes. Lewiston, wood drying apparatus ; Charles
Parent. Biddeford, music rack.
Augusta has had an epidemic of pneumonia.
The Milo cheese company are to manufacture
cbeese for all who will bring in milk for two cents
per pound, and will start the factory June *Jd
The Kennebec Journal hears that the machine
and repair shops of the Maine Central Railroad are
likely to be located at Winthrop.
The Dominion Line left about $.*>0,000, and the
Beaver $10,000. the last season, it is reported, iu
Portland, for work done by laborers, supplies, etc.
In Portland Orlando I. Crowley, ot Machias,
was cheated out of $40 by a confidence man. who
left him holding a box which proved to be filled
with newspapers and a bogus miue certificate for
one thousand dollars.
The house, barn and nearly all the contents be
longing to James F Odes. Boothbay, were destroyed l^v lire Thursday night. Loss $1700; insured
The family had a narrow escape.
The Brewer Steam Brick Co. have shipped
another cargo of bricks to St Pierre, Miquelon.
The Maine champion, Harrimau. made I'd 1 miles
in
11 hours—beating the heel and toe record
The Ennis walk in New York was a fizzle.
An interview with James Lowell at the Thomas
ton State Prison, in relation to the skull recently
found in Lewiston, appears in a New York daily.
Lowed says the skull is not his wife's, but sticks to
his last story that his wife is alive in the West
Two French workmen from Lewiston, Octave
Pamarlo ami Levaseus. were drowned at Canton by
the upsetting of a boat, on Wednesday. Amos
Ingraham, of Ludlow, was drowned Thursday
He
;.e sluicing logs at Cary's Mills, Houlton.
was forty five years old aud leaves a family.
Ed
ward, only son of Ashiel M Worcester, of Colum
hi a. was diowned at Saco Falls Thursday forenoon
The Advertiser has discovered another voungest
soldier in the person of John \\. Davis of Portland,
wln> enlisted as a drummer in Company 1, nth
Maine Volunteers, at the age of ten years. He
was mustered into service December 7dd. 18f>;{.
• hi the
expiration of the term of service of the
regiment he re enlisted in the 1st Maine Veterans
Last fall the Maine Historical Society commeuc
cd uncovering the foundations of an old fort at
Castine. supposed to be that of Baron De Castine.
The excavations made disclose lines of old stone
wait, au old well, stone pavements, stone steps
leading to underground chambers, iron hinges aud
implements, and other signs of occupation.
The Republican Committee of Sagadahoc county,
Maine, has issued an address tothe Republicans in
the other counties of the Second Congressional
District, iu which they set forth the reasons why
that county should be permitted to designate the
Republican candidate to till the vacancy caused by
the election of Mr. Frye to the Senate.
The brigantine Levanter, of Thomaston, bound
from New York for Trinidad, put into Newport. R.
i
11th iust.. on account of Captain Vesper having
had .i stroke of apoplexy which had gone to his
brain
Dr Sears
He is now temporarily insane.
His
says there are hopes of Vesper’s recovery.
wife has gone on to attend him
The Democrats aud Creenbackers iu the Second
Congressional district are looking over their
hauces in the coming election.
In live days, recently, at the Katahdiu Iron
Works.
tons of iron were made.
There are
now 700 men at work
Elisha Briggs, 7d, of Park man. sheared eight*
nine pounds of wool from seven grade Meriuo ewe
sheepn the heaviest lleece weighing eighteen ibs
According to the Courier, the arrests for drunk
cuuess in Rockland have steadily decreased—be
ginning with 7J0 in 7b. and ending with •>."> in sit
The liabilities of W. A Waterhouse. Augusta.
Me., whose tailure we reported recently, are about
$7.S00. No assets.
Fishing parties who leave their campi ig grounds
without extinguishing their camp tires are crimi
naiiy reckless Camp tires left burning have caused
many ot our forest tires, aud the loss ot millions of

property.

\bout bb.uoo bushels of potatoes have been
from Calais and St. Stephen, the cron of
!**o. most of them this Spring
A large black bear was killed near Milford
The carcass weighed boo pounds.
Tiiursda}
The Journal says that Mrs Win. Jiukins.of Yu
gusta. Friday night took a dose of oil ot cedar,
which threw her into epileptic tits.
In her
paroxysms she bit a piece from the linger or' one
ot her little boys
She was brought out of her
spasm after several hours.
Hon. Moses Emery, of Saco, the oldest lawyei in
the State, and a highly respected citizen, died very
suddenly Friday, at the age of s? years He has
been unwell for some time.
Widow Anthony Freeman, of Sheepseot Bridge,
passed her 'doth birthday last month and bids fair
to see several more.
She is a colored woman.
The Mail says that the Elmwood hotel at Water
viile. has passed into the hands of Colby University— Mr Seavy, who is under advantageous en
gagements elsewhere, having concluded to aban
don the enterprise.
Enoch Wins:.ip, aged 7s. and for seventy one
years a resident of Phillips, died on Friday. He
was in his usual health. Thursday.
Miss Annie Louise Carey is now at her residence
iu Portland.
Charles Wood bridge, a man about oo years old.
living with his brother in Palmyra, hung himself
in the woods. Friday.
The neighbors turned out
and found him Saturday.
Family troubles was
the probable cause.
Mr. Win, II Hunnewell.of Brewer, a well known
ship carpenter, died early Saturday morning from
injuries received on board of a vessel last Tuesday.
Mr. Hunuewell was fatally injured while attempt
mg t« climb the rigging whiie repairing the ves
sel
The local subscriptions to the stock of the pro
posed cotton mill in Calais now amount to $ loo.

shipped

ooo.

During Friday s thunder storm the house of the
late Thomas Cleaves, m Bridgton, was struck by
i glitning and. set on lire.
The house was cousid
•ably injured by lire and water.
i hree shingle mills ow ned by Charles F Todd,
William Duran and Daniel Hill, were burned Sun
•ia\ night at Baring, with four hundred thousand
Total loss ah »ut *rot»»: insurance *1 BOO.
shingles
Supposed to be incendiary.
The engines ot the Maine Central have novel
decorations Now that the long days do not re
quire the use of the head lights their places have
: '-t n idled
with lithographs of actresses, “Julia
Wilson." Maud Forrester.
Virgie Jackson" and
other stage stars now rule on the rail and shine
a here the head lights used to
Deports of the appearance of the < -dorado potato beetle come from various parts of the State
The Piscataquis Observer says the report that
Dev .1. F Norris of Foxcroft. a missionary to
Burina!i. nud been murdered by the natives, can
be oaeed to no trustworthy source, ami is probably
unfounded. His relatives in Foxcroft have re
ceiveil no news of the kind
Saturday morning lire broke out m a stable in
Biddeford owned by Frank N. Simpson, which
was burned with its contents, including one horse.
Doss upon stable and contents and adjoining
buildings probably will not exceed >F»fiO Insured.
A full acreage of potatoes will bo planted in
Washington County this season, and the acreage
of wheat will he increased.
Mr. Warren Brown had an iusuiance of only
^DMKJon his sardine factory, nearly destroyed by
lire at Kastport, a lew days ago
lie estimates
his loss on buildings and stock at over 3>t»00O.
Ho
has not decided the question of rebuilding
! Winslow Jones A Co., have placed at the dis
posn! of the executive committee of the Bridgton
and Harrison Farmers’ Club the sum of £?.'< to be
awarded lor the best conducted experiments in
raising sweet corn for the Bridgton factory for
h*SI, whether in or outside of the limits of said
clubs « r towns.
Maine
is

The bill for the relief of

shipping engaged
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in the

trade has passed both Houses of the Mas
sachusetts legislature, and received the signature

foreign

of the Governor, who has been in favor of the
measure from the lirst. The Boston Herald says—
The shipping relief bill passed by the present
Legislature, while not as liberal as the bill now
pending in the Now York Assembly, is still an excellent measure, and is the first sign of a new departure with regard to foreign shipping on the part
of the maritime stat s.
While the New York bill
absolutely exempts all foreign shipping from taxa
tion for the term of fifteen years, the Massachuiug favorably
The house of Dr. Fapham. iu Augusta, was setts measure, based on the English law, makes
struck by lightning Wednesday evening of last only the net earnings of such vessels taxable as inweek, and the fatni!} had a narrow escape from
come.
The result of this progressive step will be
that all the maritime states will have to do someinstant death.
The heaver catch at Dead River this season has
thing for their foreign shipping, and Congress will
been almost unprecedented.
i probably step in with a general comprehensive law
all American vessels engaged in the for
W.
Charles
V.
S.
relieving
Capt.
Keyes.
Army, (retired)«
editor and proprietor of the Farmington Chronicle.- eign trade from the operation of state and muni
is to give the oration at the Soldiers' Memorial
at\ cipal taxation. One cannot help feeling a senti
Fast Wilton the 30th inst
Capt. Keyes has a] ment ot state pride that Massachusetts should have
brilliant war record, having been wounded three* the honor of pioneering this needed reform, and
times, lost a foot at Spot tsyl vania Court House, of first giving substantial encouragement to onr
Va., and twice breveted for gallant and meritori- depressed shipping. Governor Long deserves the
thanks of the mercantile community for his sugous conduct in battle.
of some measure of relief, a suggestion
A fellow travelling about the country is
selling gestion
which
has taken form in the present hill
silver plated ware for solid silver
To one woman
he reduced bis price of $45 for a set of knives and
forks, to $5. She ascertained they were worth a
Mrs Mary Jane Lee, sister and last surviving
dollar.
member of Hon. Zachariah Chandler’s family, in
The liabilities of C. T tfc T. I. Jordan, produce
New Hampshire, died May 17th at the residence
dealers of Portland, are about $11*50, with assets of Rev. E W.
Kellogg, of Manchester, N. H in the
of $1050.
Hon. Eugene Hale and
eightieth year of her ago
The Macbias Republican says that Mrs. Andrew
his wife, who is a niece, and her mother who is
Grover of Beach Ridge attained her one hundredth
the widow of ex Senator Chandler, were in attendbirthday on the 25th of April She is hale and ance at the death bed. The remains will be taken
to Bedford, her native place for interment
hearty.

record is limited to

public

good terms to-day
with a single Republican leader of ability
and prominence in his own State; he lias
lor years maintained a deadly feud against

Childishness

Conkling has given to the situation in W ashington an unexpec ted turn
by resigning his seat in the Senate, dragging with him into a retirement which lie
be but
no doubt hopes and believes will
temporary, his colleague Senator l’latt.

He is not

he rendered his partv no assistance.
In
deed, it was whispered in Washington,
and

re-

lie has shown in this instance,
former occasions, how little he has

party which

lift

a

to aid them.

finger

and now, he has had

Then,

or

confidence of

of Mr.

The commission he has

in

tit of childish

a

resigned

petulance should

ncw*r

he returned to him.
of his

The country is tired
grimacing and quarrel-

posturing,

ling. The party can well spare the set
vices of a man whose motto has been
‘•rule

ruin."

or

As for Senator

has made of himself

Platt lie
and

cypher,
regarded.
resignation addressCornell by Messrs. Conk
a

mere

■

fice

:

and

failed.

Mr

justify

to

of-

be .justified.
He provoked a quarrel and
has boasted that lie would have Robertson's nomination rejected by tile Senate.
Before the ease comes up in any way he
evades the issue he hituself made by re-

signing.

This is

cowardly

well

as

as

childish.

For the past week Conkling's
allies and histools in the press have been
the President

assailing

bedside of

striking

a

<>\er

as

he stood

by the

wife sick unto death, and
the shoulders of the Presi-

dent at

Secretary Blaine,

position

to strike back

who is not in
It

membered that Mr. Blaine

will be

once

a

re-

left the

to the

as

of

appointment

a

the tirst page a sensationprint
al account of emigrant horrors on ship-

It cannot

course.

ensulted

on

board. with

the comments ot

York Herald

on

of the

j

steamship

Ihe sensational
Brien.

statements of

say the

They

ot which she wrote

steamship,

ocean

the New

the story.
The agents
lines emphatically deny
.Miss O'-

differently worded notification.

a

and

some

of them have

been familiar with

steamships for many
years. The agent of the Anchor line
suggested that Miss O'Brien wished to
arrest the

the horrors of life

by depicting
board

York

Herald.

The bill to allow women to vote
the New York Senate.

The editor who would lift his pen against a poet
of kindness, is unworthy of the
rejected poets are very apt to call
him. Whenever we are obliged to say that we are
“full" our correspondent will understand that we
are full—full of consideration for them—and for
our readers, and that wo wouldn’t wrong either of
them for the world.

save iu the way
names which

Seven liuudred passengers
York for Europe, Saturday.

matter is that the steerage is not the
place one would choose to make a passage in, provided they were able to

was

sailed

riding

Ohio Democrats are talking of
candidate for (ioveruor.

Hon. Stanley Matthews
Court judge Thursday’, by

defeated in
New

from

appealing

to

Senator Thur

cx

was

New

continued Stipiemo
of ih! to \ll

England

exhibitors took seventy two first
prizes at the Australian International Exhibition.

York, it will be a death blow to the Senator whose
political existence and “place iu public esteem" is

depend upon his controlling the
Federal patronage in New York.

The Baptist Church has, in the last decade,
added 7HI.4IS to its membership in the Southern
States

One of the men whom the
sent to Washington to abuse

The proposed woman suffrage amendment was
defeated in the lower house of the Michigan Eegislat ure

thus admitted to

New York Herald has
the President is the
same fellow who concocted and sold as genuine an
of
the
order
Secretary of the Treasury during the
war.
He has a very luxuriant imagination. [Boston Journal.

l'r< f <i. S. Hall, of Harvard I'niversity, thinks
the tendency to precocity is the bane of American
childhood

You mean Joe Howard —don’t you I Joe palm
ed off upon the New York papers in lSf»*J a bogus
proclamation, purporting t > eome from President
and afterward

:

An unusually bountiful fruit crop is expected in
southern California. That region escape 1 frost
last winter.

enjoyed the hospitalities
Lafayette

The Republicans carried fourteen out <*! twenty
three cities and large towns in indiana on Tuesday. May IOth.

of the Government in Port

editor of the Ottawa (111 ) Herald,
in his journal to the effect that
Ottawa milliners had m> taste.
Mrs Uuntrick, a
milliner, eowhided the editor in retaliation.
Mr. Zwauzig is now doubtless confirmed in his
Mr
made

Zwauzig

It is

opinion.
hide

certainly

very had taste to

in

for

Portland

has invented

man

a

t

duel, ami not felt, although
the thud is often felt—by the partaker thereof
••We should all unite

We vote that this
the

to uage

-.m*

man

correspondent

be the

one

man

;

The Mobil- R-gister remarks that the Democratic party lost, and deserved to lose, by joining

He

he is out of

sa\ s

of the

were

no

a

There is
tralia The

The

jury

days beeu s-riuusly ill.

some

for

The Smitaria
for

r.-e

Fishisi;

am»

hominy

Prizes have arrived in this

Berlin,

as

follows:

Fresh

P' it land. Maine. Packing Company : tishing tackle,
gold medal. II. K. Leonard, Bangor : tish culture,
G

caught

gate weight was
is doing
Rockland lias

fair business_Mr.

Maker, of

planted

several bushels of oysters in
the Gig Pond, South Thomastou.Shad are
taken nightly in Lastern river. Dresden_The

creasing and
Four

work

[

The

canning factory put up 17.”>,000
April The catch of lobsters is in
the season promises to show heavy
smacks are employed collecting the

verdict of

The Boston Herald has long arc mats of the al
leged coolness between Oartiel I and s *n.it-*r
Dawes and its causes. The Senator dentes there
is any coldness.

men

reported dying. Kegister

are

disemboweled

duel
Both
being almost
a

A Southern paper icports that W. II. Pillow
ot
Jacksonville. Fla has sent uo.ono .marts I straw
berries North this season. and that thev have net
ted him f-0,i»nn

The total value of exports of petron-urn and petroleum produces from the F nited Mat* s dm mg
March. 1SS|. was
I!»• and d-r.^ig March,
lsso.

Buldelord

luion and .Journal says:
Mr
Buck, warden for J years for the Fish

James I

a

Milton Hart and Jesse Begi.-ter fought
with knives near Atlanta, (icorgia. Thursday

lobster

Bnnthbay

of lobsters in

ami Game Society, has beeu ripping lip lish nets,
down in the river, put there contrary to law, and
by Frenchmen mostly. Mr Buck intends to enforce the ti.sh and game laws to the letter, in this

Seven hundred

dollars per letter is vvl* it Fncle
Speaker's chair and administered to Mr.
Sam's mail costs oil one ot the Star Kouti s in New
Mexico. This is what the contractors call build
Conkling, then a member of the House, choose, but it is not quite so bad as it is
ing up the country.”
section... .'flic Littery Point fishermen have tried
a castigation from which it is evident he
sometimes painted.
Ail elegant new theatre, to cost >dbo.ooo is to lathe
net*
for
eod
and
them
a
is yet smarting.
patent
pronounced
When Mr. Blaine was
erected this summer in Boston, by Jordan. Marsh
failure for oil shore tishing.. ..The Lewiston
Alfred
Townsend
has
been
in the Senate Mr. Conkling roared as
A
Co.
In the upper stories will be studios to ac(ieorge
Journal says
Anglers are getting good strings of commodate thirty artists.
of
which
tlm
women
the
South,
"gently as any sucking dove." But now maligning
brook trout.
The sport lias been nearly rume-l,
W. 11. Buckingham, of Newton, Mass has disthat Mr. Blaine is out of the Senate, Mr. leads the Mobile Register to remark that however, by the trout thieves, who violate the
appeared and the young lady to whom he was to
Conkling's "courage mounteth with oc- lie will eventually end his journalistic law and rob tin* brooks with spears, while the have been married, last Thursday, i- lo iking sadlv
at her faded orange blossoms.
casion" and by the abuse of irresponsi- career by meandering unwittingly into trout arc spawning in the fall_Mr. H D. Hall of
Mrs. Abraham Lincoln is still very id at the
Lewiston has returned from Sebago with a PJ
ble penny-a-liners, by intrigue and inso- the cess-pools of the Police (iazettes.
home of her brother in la-.v u: Spnugli. l 1. Ill
pound salmon, one of the largest caught in those and is eared for
by her sisters. Mrs Nbnian W.
lence, he seeks to drive Mr. Blaine from Townsend, who is a Bohemian utterly waters... .The Southern mackerel fleet
report the Kdwards and Mrs. C. M. Smith.
the Cabinet. That this motive underlies void of conscience, veracity or principle, schools gradually working Northward.The
Kx Senator Dorsov denounces the Colorado suit
his resignation is clearly shown by the and a coward withal, will regard this as Waldoboro News of the Idth says: The alewive against him for
unpaid services in expediting star

fact that the New York Herald, which
enjoys the unenviable notoriety of being

Conkling's

a

lirst class advertisement of himself.
The

“calls for the retire-

organ,

Secretary Blaine and a reorganization of the Cabinet as a solution of
the present difficulties." It might as well
demand the resignation ot the President
and the abdication of Queen Victoria.

says;

What

ern

ment of

are

know of

the “present difficulties
We
Mr Conkling and his man

Friday,

their little
play
farce without disarranging the universe.
The storm they bat e endeavored to raise
is hnt a tempest in a tea-pot.
They have
at

can

made themselves ridiculous
M hat Mr. Conkling

that is all.

expects to gain bv
his foolish performance is not
apparent.
II
or

bethought

to

the Senate,

or

disappointed.

bulldoze the President

both,

lie will

surely

may secure the reelection of himself and Platt liy the New
York Legislature, and claim this as an
course, but such game

hardly be worth the powder. It
certainly would do Mr. Conkling no good
in public estimation, nor would it reflect
credit on a Legislature which hailed the
nomination ol Judge Robertson for Collector

w

proval.
oil'his

itli resolutions of enthusiastic apMr. Conkling has simply bitten

spite
only

his

face, and his predicament will
excite laughter.
He
need not expect words of sympathy from
any quarter, and certainly not from the
Republicans of Maine.
to

nose

He would bo content to have Judge Robertson
appointed to any of tbo offices ot the State save
that of Collector ot the port, or to imy otlico outside the State
indeed, at tbo time when the
nomination of Robeitson was sent to the Senate
he (Conkling) was engaged ill an attempt to arrange a distribution of the offices of the State in a
manner which would recognize tbo Robertson
function and be satisfactory to the Administration
[Conkling's Caucus Speech

This is sublime cheek.

-‘He would he

Judge Robertson appointwas “arranging a distribu-

content to have

ed,’’ etc.

Fie

tion of the offices,” etc. One would hardly suppose from Mr. Conkling's remarks
that the

appointing power is vested in
the ITesident. Rut Conkling is so blinded by his egotism and vanity that it is
possilde lie is, or rather was, under the
impression that he is the President.
A

of

the

correspondent
Herald speaks of Secretary
political tramp,” and as “a
woodsman.”
was

New
Blaine

ments

in

without

That Mr. Blaine is

as

‘-a

or ever
news

to a

great many people. But there is no
doubt but that the. Herald correspondent
is a dead beat, who is doing Mr. Conk-

ling’s dirty

work.

The American
the Maine

Ship wants to hear
Shipowner’s Association.

even a

cursory

political

move

Atlantic

the

across

progress

being impressed by

headway

the

which Prohibition is making in the South
and Western States."
"Mr.

C,inkling and his friends"
the President with

threatening
Who

incut.

are

Mr.

Conkling's

And, by the way wedo

for

dictation ot

impeaching

a

impeach
“friends

not remember that

the Constitution makes
to the

Mr.

yield
Conkling ground

a

refusal to

President.

Well, why don’t
tor

a

Blaine in

good

.i

man

many men who are
without scratching,

|ss|

however.

investigations
by

progress in the Bust Ofliee Department
rection of tlm President—
iu

di

that they are aimed at a system and
not at men, but if this’inquiry should disclose that
any persons have been guilty of corruption and
fraud they will ho handed over to tho
Department
of Justice
(Croat applause )
Second, the country may ho assured that no
mail service necessary to the welfare of
any coin
munity will he abolished or curtailed, while all mi
necessary and wasteful expenditures shall be re
lentlessly cut oil. (Applause) In other words
it is proposed that the postal service shall bo eon
ducted and distributed with strict regard to actual
public requirements and not with a view to servme sav

ing private interests (Applause.)
1 will only add in further reference to this sub
jeet that it is tho intention of tho President, as
embodied in his explicit instructions to
myself
and tho honorable Attorney (leneral, to pursue this

investigation

until there are no more facts eon
nected with it to he ascertained. (Prolonged
ap

plause.)

A year

or

ago one of the Washington cordescribed the despatches of another
two

respondents
“hog wash.”

The term became

as

permanent
addition to the vocabulary of the guild, and is applied to wordy and watery despatches and correspondence which are very meagrely ballasted with

fact.

The letters from

casional

are

a

from

an oc-

published in the New

nothing

more

than

hog

windy and watery,
characterized solely by childish

wash.
and

Washington.

correspondent,

York Herald of late,

They

are

President and Secretary Blaine.
make

sensation out of the

a

this anonymous penny
failure.

a

The woman's

void of fact,
abuse of the
The attempt to

vapid productions

liner has been

a

of

decided

Portland was
earnest and interat

not largely attended, but it was
esting, and will ho elfectivo in promoting the
cause

for

taken for
with

more

which it

was

held.

Measures

were

organizing and carrying on the work
vigor ami better system than ever be-

fore.
Sarah Bernhardt has returned to France with
a good opinion of this
country. She
can afford to think well of the people who
patron

$150,000 and
from

ized her

liberally.

Another Sal- Salviui, pock
ets $5:5,000 from his American engagements.
so

were

weather has been

so

cold and

so

by

a

family

ton. Mass

shot

with bombs off Province-

tin* vast schools of herring that ••strike
middle <f May
The factories at

(

Millbiidge and .Jouesport have all the lish they
large whale <d the Cratupus species
wu.; caught at
Lubec a tew days ago.... Among

passed

the late

at

chusetts Legislature, is one creating a close season
for lobsters, extending from June id to September

than >100, or by imprison
ment in the House of Correction for not less than
one nor more than three months, and
anyone who

buys,

sells

nor more

has in his

possession lobster taken
in tha* Common wealth shall forfeit for each ol
fence a sum not less than >ld nor more than >od
or

This act is not to

a

ike effect utr.ii the year I88’J
correspondent of the
Calais Times writes
There are IDS lobster canCrim

.\

e

ning factories
oration
are

so

now

t

L I ward Island

this island, most of them in op
Smelts can lie had by the ton. Lels
on

abundant that

mills at times 1

am

they stop

the Humes of

told.

The new schooner Andrew J
Su1'i‘N*i l KMs
T'ork was launched from the yard of George Rus-

Peering, Thursday. Her managing
owner is H. M
Sargent. Her dimensions are 111
feet long. IV) wide and l* deep.... Fourteen ocean
sel,

at

Fast

steamship capluiLs were indicted in New York
May IOth. for carrying an excess of passengers_
Sehr.

Joseph

M.

Hayes

was

launched at Hath

on

Wednesday afternoon of last week, towed to Rich
inoinl, loaded with III) tons of ice, and was ready
for sea at half past live Thursday afternoon_A
court of

inquiry

has decided that the

steamship
Belize was lust at sea. because too deeply loaded
Sbe was laden with corn in bulk. ..The yacht
Maggie, ot Fllsworth, FI tons, has been sold to
(’apt. David Poor, of Portland, for a pilot boat_
Launched at Hath, Friday, by Master John McDonald, from the ways of Henj. Fliut, of New
York, a ship of eighteen hundred and forty eight
tons,

named tor Bath's old

physician, A. J. Fuller,
by Messrs. Flint, Fuller, Capt. P. T.
formerly of ship Paetolus, who conmian^8

and owned

was

\\

dispatch

Among the congratulate:y letters sent to Mr.
Frye for his late able speech was on fim.11 General
Hen Butler, who felt constrained to write a kind
word and say that he approved the sentiments ot
the speech.
Lawrence A Martin wholesale !h| n.j- m. rc .ants
of Chicago, known throughout the counts in connection with “Tolu H >ck and Rye." failed Saturday. their store and stock being sci. 1 t>\- >ii-.-rilV
Liabilities are very heavy,

Strikes are all tlie fashion in the West ami in
New York
There is a geucr.it strike ot various
trades in Brooklyn.
'Die railroads are greatlv
bothered by the strike. The strike in I be Grand
Trunk shops at Montreal still prevails.

which any one who takes a lobster
shall be punished foi each olienee by a tine of not
g

less than >10

His escape

Tribune buildum New
wmik. striking 11
h" was :i>p«-< u ng I ho
miraeuh.ii>

last

Nine thousand dollars’ worth of geld chains,
stolen at a Baltimore hotel recently, from a sales
man of Luos Richardson A Co. o! New York, were
recovered in Philadelphia, on the payment ()j
tr-.oOO to representatives of the thieves

of the Massa-

session

new

.1 ay (ion hi.

from San Francisco says
Tlie tins
of the estate of the late Mark Hopkins of the
Central Pacific railroad, have tiled their account,
placing the value of the estate at Sjo.700,(Hmi,
A
tees

!

the acts

of

Letters wiitten

iicc.

Partial records of the live stock i;i:t--1s <f
Texas shows a yearly yield <>f something over
ILight dollars per
400,000 head of cattle
about the average market price at Nan \:itnnio

much water has

Satunia)

t

in flies

premises

Four cargoes ot mackerel
were brought into Boston the
past week, selling
at *1 do per bain !-The Lastport sardine facto
ries have not yet s* cured a full supply of lish ot !
th- right size, and are anxiously awaiting the

coming

few

But 'M\ millions of the six percent, bonds re
unheard from. The Secretary ot the Treasury lias given notice that the outstanding live
percents, will be paid after July 1st. or extended
at d.t per cent at the pleasure of the hold, rs

main

j

Boston is excited over a great failure thm of J.
B L Lincoln, a speculator in canned good' at Id.’
State street.
II is liabilities are suited to be yi do.
dOO. Speculation did it. and nearly every Boston
house in that line ot trade i> involved
1 >s
The number of failures throughout the Tinted
States and Cauadas for tlie past week, a* reported
to Bradstreet s, was 'Jo. a decrease ot Jl as com
pared with the preceding week, and far ln-low the
The most marked decrease i> in the
average
Southern Stales

Horsey is bagged. Notwithstanding his sot lie
inent of the Colorado ca>o against him. F-.stmas
ter General James secured copies of the da uaging
letters and dispatches and will see tine ids cars
tingle worse than they now do. More damaging
Star Route developments came from Arkansas.
Residents of some of the suburban t->w:;s m
Massachusetts witnessed a rare sight at lull'past
1 o’clock Thursday morning--a lunar rainbow
\
short time previous there was quite a smart show
er. and as the cloud passed to the north the lavs
of the moon, which is nearly full, were refracted,
producing a brilliant rainbow which lingered tor
several minutes
Besides

large number of contested seats, there
are already live vacancies in
the next House of
Representatives Fernando Wood, of New York,
and M. IV O'Connor, of South Carolina, are dead;
Mr. Frye, of Maine, and Mr Conger of Michigan,
have been chosen Senators, and Levi IV Morton,
of New York, is going to France as Minister. The
tirst two were Democrats: the other three are Re-

publicans

Me

Brackett, of Belfast, left on Wedne-das
Topeka, Kansas, where he goes a- a delegate
from the Maine (.rami Lodge of (,ood Templar- t"
the annual session of the K. 'V. (irand Lodge of
(ieo. K.

Mr. Brackett will be absent from

the world.

tw

■

three weeks.

to

A

mentioned last week the celebrated aetre.-s

—

Maggie Mitchell, supported by a llr-t da-s eouipa
ny, i- to appear at I lay ford Hall, in this city, t-.
night, in the play "Little Barefoot." The holy liaheret«»fore played l<* a Belfast audience, and In

the fact that he had know n an eminent minister
ho, because he had become .-aturated with to
baeeo, was sent from tin* room of a living lady,
where he had gone to administer the holy eomniunion, because she could not, endure t!>c odor exhaled
from his lncath and person.
In tin* afternoon, the annual
mi-donary -erinon
to
w

talent is well known to all.
Nr."

AOVI.KTI.-I.Ml

Bros., of this

Andrew

NT-.

city arc oiVering new goods in the shape of men'-,
boys and childrens' clothing to which attention iealled. I Me\ have a large stock and arc selling
A hoy i- wanted at their -tore
\\
cheap

preached by Rc\. N (.. Axtell.
the evening, theannh n-ary of tlie( Inn- h K\
tension Society wa< presided over by Rev. W. I.
Ib-ow n and addressed by Dr. T- fr, Dr. ’l -rsev and
was

In

Lang otter- for

Brook-

in

-a

a \er> line farm of
Belfast, ad\ertises fo

acre--II. L. Pie -er, of

so

a nice farm on Waldo Avenue.
..Henry II
(•rant, ot searsport, will -ell at auction onthe .’i-i
mans’ articles.
Sec hi- advertisement.

-ale

Re\. Mr. Axtell.
i>v\

onnnit

<

who killed Mr

seaman

tor

Ri-liop's address to the candidates for the
order of deacons placed great emphasis on tin* iiu
portanee of a eoiiverted ministry. In proposing the
•
iuc-tions prescribed by tin* discipline, in* referred

I In* Balii I htily Time- ha- a long aeeouut of the
launching o| the ship A. J. Fuller, whieh oreunv.i
at that pla<a* tm Friday last. The -hip i- a line
“I l.'d" ton-, and i- owned by the builders (
hiptuai

('.duration, ivferring to and commending
l.assell Ladies seminary. Wesleyan
I’niversitv,
Boston I niver-it\ and tin* Cnnt'crem'e
seminary
at Bm ksport.
It was urged that greater interest
ire »»n

Flint. I >r. \ I Fuller, ot Bath. and othn
I
is p> lie commanded by Cupt. Theodor. p
<
>nl, of "ear-port. who. rim Tine- -av>
i- a _- a
that in the month ot October ol e.urli year,
-perial
< Ibw!- be
m,
made t<> prouiob the inDre.-Doi therein 1 iIonian w li" has been in the employ or the linn
eon-id>-ruble time and w 1
i- de-ervdug of \ m
iuai
B*w. <i. Forsyth, t le
I'rineipal of the Srmi
tidenee tin- owners plane in him
I he Fuller
iir-i
nary, addressed the ('on fere nee. B»*v. (.. Wiiit taker,
\oyage w ill be from New \ oik to "an Franei-.
of Boston, was introdii* ed and
presented the claims
of Liu New Knglaml Kdm ation s,„ iei
AlaiM. T1IK Wit un s. lien. 1 la/.eltine ha- l< a
ami Ilu V
K. Ilisforieal Society
ed with in* for .lat ksonvilU*
h. Abide K P,enih
In the afternoon the
miniver-ary "I the W .-ine:■ V and i- loading for -ame port, with hay. -eh M \\
A

l»e nianife.stc I for the 'Muniuarx and that rf
made for its endowment. It recommended

-lenild

ship

tort- be

-■

I>rew

Foreign Missionary Society was ob-anacd. Tiie
principal feature was an address In Mi In- Butler,

.."eh. Nathan < liftord ha- h-aded with !:
llingliam ...W in Pitcher A "on and W
Mathew* ha \ e loaded with ha. -eh. ( at in- < Be
be

whose

hushaiui. Dr. Butler, established the M. tieIndia, ami wlu> remained Ih.-re ten
> ears inelm ling the sep*.\ rebellion. spoke at leant h
ami with great elVertuene--.
Mr-. Butier !i;i> re
li-i Mis.-ion in

bn-

annuli.

"av

bay

"ilh

Florida

II

a

1

The site tor the proposed World's Fair, in Bos
ton, may bo said, roughly, to he a triangle t>, und
od
She is a first class ship in every
by Huntington Avenue, Parker St and tlio line
of the Boston «fr Albany Railroad. The plan prorespeC. receiving the highest rate in the record of poses that the main Exhibition shall be under
one
American and foreign shipping.
roof, covering sixty acres, and connected at one
end with the building of the Massachusetts ChariFvery Republican paper in the State of Maine ; table Association, and at the other with that of
the New England Mann lac tun rs' Institute.
sustains President Garfield in the contest with Mr.
Conkling
Fvery independent paper which has
Last year this country imported over
expressed an opinion also sustains the President worth of
raw silk
It is believed that the silk eau
Neither has Mr Conkling any support in the Re
just us well ho raised in America and the money
publican part} so far as we can discover J Kenne k«*pt at home, and to that end a women’s silk-cul
bee Journal.
ture association has boon formed, which has
just
opened in Philupelphia a school for instruction in
the art, while a leading mercantile firm in that
The Pennsylvania Senate has unanimously
adopted resolutions looking to the transfer of the city offers prizes to the amount of live hundred
dollars in order to encourage this industry m the
remains ot William Peun from Knglaud to Phila
del phi a
farming districts ot Pennsylvania.

.Win

..

I’iteli. a

F lora

-'h.

in

i-

1

a.

>

i'

e

>on

lirun-w
doek. living up

Condon

for

k.

a

eently

returned from Mexico, where for several
years she has resided with her husband, who has
also had tin* honor of
estahlishinga verv neecs-ful

I b airy is <li--har.rimr a Fuel of guano at c
r:
b.r the -to, k far,:.... .The Briti-h '-rig II. H.,\.
lo. k trom Wind-or. N.
u
discharging a aig

that country. >lie deseribe.l the begin
idiig «»f the mission in India. The Him man* seen le.
Dr. ami Mrs. Bullci as
they approached the shore

plaster roek

*.

mission in

Henry

I*.

hr do-. 11

haler

ot

< o\.

Portland, Cram I .Ma-trr. " V'
1
»k, Of I a istoii.Crand Warden. I I M
Portlaud,crand Mar-hal. low I houia- I n, .<,j.m
Chaplain of the (.rami l.odg- ,,f Maine I. • >. < >. F
o

in

Imlia, was a devil-worshipper, and the speaker
-ai l her heart for a moment failed lu
r, Imt a
promise came to her mind wbieb tilled her heart
with eourage. -She most vividly desrribed the be

ompanied by a large delegation n-om W dd<
of this eity, went to "earsport W'.-dite-da
afternoon and instituted a
lodge at that pia> <■
a-'

Lodge,

ginning of the mutiin at Bareilly. On the spot
where, in a beautiful garden, a < hri-tiau girl was
slaughtered, by a sepoy, is the DiiT-Orphanage,
upporled by the Woman's Foreign Mi<sionarv n.iotv, having in it -.‘To girls, being educated Br
( liri-t am! Heaven.
After -peaking at length and
in a \ cry eloquent manner of mission work in India.
Mr-. Butler described most
eloipumtly h«-r going t•
Mexico with her husband, and gave mai.x incidents
"f their missionary life there.
I lie edu ationnl
meeting in the e\cuing u.a- a<i
Ire--, i by Bev. Deo. Whittak*
and Dr. I *r-.

The

body i-ealled "ear- Lodge am, -tart- ,.i
good ulema r-h'm. The i, r u.
Tue-day evening instituted a >dge at ( ut ni ealbI’ilie I ive Lodge No. -a. w i;!; I w ente-o.|,* nmi: «er
new

with

a
lodge i- mb, I
increasing rapidly

mouth

Fhe order i-

.rim-d

Ka-tpo.

a(

in mi- stab-.

"h-i

WlM hui-oi; i.
1J u i I» a -riisat ioi w.
last week by lino ng a leu-t- hariie-.-cd
tin forward wheel- of a rarriage,
floating in
l»oml half a mile above Plummer mill, mi
the wagon was mi,
HUently the remaimler
the pond.
It wa- thought the drivel in gin hrv
been drowned. 'I'm- team prove
m !<e mat .-I
Mr. P." kar i. >f
\ |! an-, who u ,. g \\ :! ,tj.■

''■‘Used

1

■

KOI K

ll I» V \

conference voted to h"!d it- m*\t annual -e
-ion mi W’aldodoro.
v
-Mr. Bydcr. of Belfast, fraternal ih-legale
If*>111 the

Baptist Missionar;.

\

--«><•

V

pre-ented

i.ati•• 11.

'he

!b-\. 1 >r. \

im-ent,thegreal Si ula.y sch
wa- intr<»*1 u«*e« 1 ami
-pok- ai iengtli lb pia«-e*l
great emphasis «»n the imporl.tiua* •! : iking (he
hiltlren b* the pul*
-erviec- of lb.- church at a
very early age.
IB
I >e. Warren, of Bo-bm id
ci -iiy. ;,d*!r<

ed tin

-nil of

«

Pde—

Bible

I in1 r*•— ‘Inlion- report-', 1 1>. 1 lie 'I.
tnpeinnee: mu
milli" Urn mlopieil. Tile, a
I lie ",1,1-e it
ll
1 iiri-t ileinaii11piva Tier- to lie abstainers ami
\\ orkcl's in the i'all-i
>i ielllperailee
r> >|1> leu ::
lin'
Use of lerinenteil w ine al llie -ai'ramont
a- ilan_
P»r ih.I-.- mil" bate

..mien I unfi

bail iiitrmprratr habi
niiriitod n inr lor u-e a i1
I

Vili’l"

tin*

"ii-
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">e

plan
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II I ll n il
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ills'('onferenee.
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iva-

a.lopte.l regreHinj;

Uumani.-is In the ...milr
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-el..

common

I'iie < "inmiltee
l'l'.-rile. I

'iislriei.

$1,litis.
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.siaii;
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the eiVorisor

kspori,

slalisii,

...

..her-

.I"atlis,
churches,
Total iveeipls SIT,7 .-.
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Bm ksporl, Thro. Grrrish: Bueksport ( entre. B
Blackwood; Kast Bueksport and Orl.aml -11j‘
plied hy /.. Davis; Orrington, C. B. Bc--rr Centre
and So. Orrington, d. Biram: Scarsport and North
Scar.-porl, K. d. Haley ; Belfast and Northport.t
K. Libby ( astine and West Penobscot, (. <. Wiltslow; Penobscot and Brooksville,
M. Dunton:
Deer Isle supplied by II. V Mcservry; Surry tud
Brooksville* supplied by d. M Holier! s; KI Is wort It, G.
W. Hendsou: Treniont, (’. lingers ; Bar Harbor, d
II. Mooers Franklin and Sullivan, d. \le\ander:
Kast Sullivan and Gotildsboro, \\
Baldwin, Mill
bridge* to he supplied ; ('berry lie*Id and Steuben, P.
d. Hobinson; Harrington ami Colnnthia, II. II Me
Gown: Columbia Falls and Addison, NY. H. Craw
d. Mills; Kast Maehias and
ford; Maehias, (
Whiling, dames s. Allen; Cultier to ho supplied h\
II. M. Wilkins; Kuhcr to he supplied Kastport, NY.
II. Williams; Pembroke, A. d. Koekliart; Kdtnunds
and Chtrkside, C. A. Main; Calais.,!. W. Day
Mill
town, NY. K. Brown; Kohhinston and Charlotte, M
F. Bridglnim; Alexander, Crawford and
Cooper,
II. 1*. Gardner; Trenton supplied hy A. D. Dexter;
NVesley to be supplied ; Swan’s Maud to he applied.
The Conference then closed.
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iide i. oil F>»ri Independence, w ilb
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pitixsnnxt

Slone; i'lionm-lon, A. 1 *rin*•*
liorkland, <
li. M. .Milcludl; ( ii-hing ami >ouili
1. Haskell.
Waldol.oro, D. smith: NN'aidoboro, <
lrieml-hip, D. II. sawyer; North and Wr.-l Waldo,
horo to he supplied by s. B Birkmorr NYa-hiiuton
to he
supplied. Bristol. \[ (,. Pre-rott: Bremen
and Hound Pond, supplied by d. W. Pin. « Daniai
iseotta Mill-, C. b. jumn: shcopsrot Bridge,.!. p.
Clifford; NVBra-sctr, d. | Cro-h\ •N.mthpnri, W
It. Kldridge; Kast Boolhbay and *s-»ul.h Bri-tol, \.
d. Clifford: lloothbay, s. I,. 1 lan-romb; NNA >tp..i;
and \rrowsie, li. li. liyrne; Georgetown,
s.
Gross; Woolwieh, d. 1{. Baker; Dresden. K. D.
Handy; Kast Pitt-lon and Whitetirld, o. T\ler.
Pittstlm and Chelsea to he supplied; Windsor, 1.
II. Pentecost; Yassalhoro, lliverside and Cross
Hill, K. II. Tunnerliffr. North and Ka-t \ a-sal
horo, K. 11. Boynton: China and Winslow to hr
supplied; Clinton, Benton and Burnham, W'. |.
dewell; l nity and Troy, I A Morelan; Morrill
and Knox supplied by W. Lermond I*alernio and
Montville supplied hy W. d. Clifford; Searsmont
and Iiineoluville, d. P. Simonton; I'uion, s. II.
Beale: Camden, B. t
Wentworth: Boekport W

bin

ed, extra seller- being p1 n'ed along (lie
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plied by I.. I I. Kilgore. Newport, I'alini ra and I>,
I rid I, \
IWard., ell; Orouo, Cppcr siiilw at. and
\ ea/.ie. I.. I., llaiisi'oin; Palten and Sherinaii. P 11
isii'ood : I'illslield, si. \lb,nns ami Hartlaml. I I.
sprinaer: i’erham and ( a-lle Hill, -nppli,■,I I,.
!M. Kearney: Seller and Bowerbank. D. I;. ||,,li;
spriiijjlield. < .in ,.11 and Prentiss, supplied L.v p. |;
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William llcintz, the

Kherson, second mate of the hark Alice, of Port
land, pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the courts
at New York and is now waiting sentence.

--

River the other day whose aggre:ts lbs-The Port
Clyde lobster
a

Boston April -dd returned

tenement

Kli/.abeth Oadeiie. a rope walker, who fell lioui
a rope w hile performing in Bainiim s rum
three
weeks ago and injur> <; her spite*, die.
n
New
Vork, Friday.

aud urges immediate legislation and action with a
view to their rescue... .Three salmou trout were
IS 'iigo
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Secy Windoui desires to see a department o! the
government created which shall embrace the in
terests of agriculture, e.unnie
•.
m t lufautures
and miuiiig.

zinc, directs attention to the fact that the oyster
beds ot this country are rapidly being destroyed,
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A lift eon hundred dollar diamond brooch lost bv
\ anderbilt, at Saratoga, tive years
Mrs W. 11
ago, was found in ail old trunk by an ash man,

Fish.

The chorus formed in this city to take part in the
Lake Maranacook festival, will meet at the Inis er
salist vestry next Tuesday evening for rehearsal.

their respect and love.
committee of fifteen were appointed to try
charges againt Rev. dolm Morse, for improper intimacy with one of his female congregation. Ifc
was suspended from the
ministry for one year.

read:: lie reportof the

the register last week
was made in 183s, the

to

Wo congratulate our friends in Bueksport on the
appointment of Kev. Theodore (• “rri-h to the Methodist church in that place.

token of

On and after Jane 1st no writing xecj t the ad
dress will be all »we 1 on the lace of a po.-tal card,
and if there he such the card will be returned to
its sender.

country, awarded by the International Fishery
Kxl.ibitum at
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the case ot James
in killing Fli/.a Pope

the unveiling ol a statue of Stonewall .Jack
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in Now
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the Brunswick Telegraph.
left town wit limit paying his newspaper bills.
The*

were
hospitably entertained, the sessions
largely attended, and the conference is calculated to d<» much good in this communitv.
Kev. I». s. Arey was re--elected secretary.
The reports of the presiding elders were very encouraging, showing that the church is progressing.
lb*v. J. \V. Day, presiding elder of the Rockland
district, reported that many church debts had been
paid during tin* year. Mr. Day's term of presiding
older having expired, the clergymen of that district,
through Rev. R. Wentworth, presented him with a
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Mi>sis>ippi, starting

There were fourteen sunstrokes in N< w York
and Brooklyn last Thursday.
I; was On d gs. in
the shade
A military parade was abandoned

war.

itself with the Green hackers of Maine”

New York arranging

(ieneral (iraut. Thursday. signed a i.. u contract
I wifi) the Mexican government,
embracing the ex#
tensions of the Mexican Southern Railway

and wage a
war ot extermination upon skunks," says the Orland correspondent of th- Lllsworth American.
as

in

The Fostmaster (ieneral has adopted ;t new
method of opening bids lor mail contracts, which
will preclude the possibility .d frauds.
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toward the celebration
of Decoration Day, and doubtless the day will pass
unobserved.
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of
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were

Senator David Davis suffers from heart disease
and his countenance shows In? is not a well man.

upon the President, upon the plea that if Mr.
Robertson is made Collector cf the port of New

war

News

Conference.

The annual session of the Kast Maine Conference
which began in this city on Wednesday of last week
and closed on Monday last, was a \cry successful
gathering. The attending clergymen pronounce* 1
it one of tin* best conference* they ever attended.

man as

Mr. Conklinu and his friends hold their place in
public esteem in spite ot patronage, and will hold
it
[Now York Herald.
But Mr Conkliug and bis friends are making
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The Czar lias issued a manifesto
the people to be good subjects

ship- lobsters from Georgetown to Bremen S j.Auu has
by the already been paid out for lobsters, labor, etc....
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and Platt is a very weak document.
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induced to take part in
to the extent of making a
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Conkling’s characteristics.
pertinently remarks-

And

may therefore be so
The long letter of
ed to Coventor

the eleventh

If the quality of Senator Conkling's Republican
ism is correctly indicated by the geueral tenor of
his speech in the caucus—and his whole career
indicates that such is the tact ho is in a very
poor position to sneer at men who “belong to a
lie. ii appears, only belongs to the
party a little
party on the condition that the party shall belong
to him
The case stands this way
Koscoe Conk
ling has been kept in office by the Republican
party ever since lie came of age. Without ever
having furnished the party with a living principle,
or devised any measure of
practical statesman
ship, or even having identified his name pr<»mi
nently with any hill or policy that lias redounded
to tin* glory of the party or the benefit of the
country, he has literally had honors heaped upon
him for the past twenty years.

party and by his conduct of late forfeited
the respect of all sensible and honorable
men.
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Boston Herald
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intention “to make the greatest eilbrt of
his life," and in a formal speech espouse
the cause of Mr. Tilden.
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hour that lie
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field, and it

supported and honored him. W hen
Republicans were lighting in Congress,
against heavy odds, for resumption and
honest money, Mr. Conkling. the senior
has

great commercial

Hayes, and during the exciting
perilous time of the electoral count
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President

There is another aspect,
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upon President Garfield.
In ln?d he sulked over the nomination of
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he
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making
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for four years a thorn
in the side of President Hayes, and he is
Mr. lilaino

Heretofore Senator Conkling has shown
himself to be selfish, dictatorial, egotistic-

will not fail to take note of and

for

cept in such struggles, and who is never
at peace with the other leaders of his

Senator

cans

struggles

the control of the “loaves and fishes,”
who never exerts his great abilities ex-

party.

simply
however,

“spring poets"

Tennyson,
sons

of such sentiments ten years ago, is the
Senator ('tinkling of to-dav, a man whose
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Conkling’s

In it he said

Will Republicans iu the face of the enemy, anil
of such an enemy, too, refuse to stand by their
cause, which is in etlect to desert to the other
side, merely because loaves have not come to their
baskets or fishes to their nets ! Why, only a few
years ago it was an odious imputation upon a man
to charge that his politics depended on spoils, and
be cannot have deteriorated so much that men
will plot against creed and cause now only because
the offices are too few to go round
Satan cannot
entrap men with so coarse and bad a snare as this
Every one knows that the littest step toward
remedy and reform is to nominate the best men
iu the Republican I’arty and elect them to the
Legislature and to the executive offices of the
State: and yet men stand talking about federal
patronage, and differences among leaders, and per
sonal feelings between individuals, and the like'
What have such things to do with the duty of this
hour! What do the people caro about them!
What should they care! Of what public consequence are the personal aims, and objects and inis
haps of individuals !
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would

quite

time the Shipowners' Association,
organized in March last at Augusta, Me. was
heard from.
It is said to he composed of 500 sub
stinitial members, who believe that the prosperity
of the country at large is about to make itself felt
in the shipyards of Maine, and that they propose
t<‘ aid in the revival of the great industry for
w hich the State has
long been famous We are
advised that this organization was perfected by
t lie election of permanent otlicers, who have
enough at stake to secure their best services.
This Association represents many millions of
dollars. We hope its otlicers will confer with the
committee appointed at the late convention held
in Boston, to represent the sbipowning interest at
Washington, and arrange for another convention,
with a fuller representation of Inna fair shipowners,
and that shipbuilders may not be excluded. The
early part of October would be the proper time for
holding such convention. Let us not delay moving
in this matter until the heated term is upon us.
J American Ship.
It

Would-be

On
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Brook*. A long, cold rain storm, had for sheep
and lambs, and planting. Backward is the word
that expresses it-Farm help is
irce-Lugarc only one cent apiece, 12 for a d* ••/on.
Many a
will he set-Road mending will soon be
in order... .There appear- to he no truth in the re
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Bagiev, of East
native ot Sar-mont,

the

who ilr-t nominate.! the late Mon. W.

man

Crosby,

of this

city,

for Governor_Dr. A. W.

Ri*‘h. of Brooks, favored the Journal with a visit
last week. *-omet!iing more than a year ago tindoctor went south, settling in the .-outliern portion
of Delaware. The doctor doe- not like the -oeiety
of that part of the country, and ha- again sought
congenial home at the north. Dr. Rich has
settled at his old home in Brooks, which place he
retained, and at the earne-t solicitation of hi- old
friends and patrons, ha- again entered into practice.
-Fred and Charles Carter, of thi- city, left on
his

Notice t*.

I

Proof of

(

ha\ ing moved lr<»m that town seventeen years ago.
II'- earn
Mil- wax «*\.pre-sly to he jnvsent at the
fiftieth auni ver-.trx of ihe wedding of M r. and Mr-.
Jonathan P.<*itx, >t l.iheriy. Mr. Bagiev stated
that he and the lady who afterward- heeame his
wife, wi re groom-,nan and bridesmaid at Mr.
Beiry's marriage. Mr Bagiev al-o stated that lie

,ie\t session

and hi-

"d to

a.

F.

more

■Saturday morning for Kansa.- City, Mo_Colonel
Chener\ and family arrixod home from Jackson
xille on Kridax
Mr. F. II. sleeper, w ho went
I

li

'iikk

"iiimoii

i>,

an

announcement

of

more

dramatic interest which eonvevs the

ttion that the world renowned

1

•k, is

t

appear in

actress, daBelfast undr Mr. Pote’s

Thursday evening, May

20.
The
such that little comment
made concerning her. Pronounced by the

-•ment,

on

danauschek i>

1

1 ravcller “the greatest

Living Tragedienne"
Harper’s Weekly “The greatest Living
all the critics in America and in Kngland
tny have united to place her upon tin* up

■

■

ladder of histrionic art. da
when but 17 years of age, was made the
"urt actress of bermany. She was honored
by the people to an extraordinary degree,
tied heads and the nobility vied with each

round of the

'•>

i»\v her t lie homage due to her rare genius.
1
ror Nicholas and the Queen of Bavaria
'• d
her with four diamonds, valued at the
-urn of $4s,ooo.
\o actress in the world,
!*' I tuauschck has jewels of any such value.
■’

,»

■

\i

special gold coins were struck in the < ier"iiit'. bearing her portrait and her name.
"ins were used in regular circulation and
‘•a now
occasionally be found in Cerman capIbu entire possession of jewels—real in all

"v,‘r.

1

said to be valued at over $17k),000. Many
'«■ rich
gems she will wear in the drama to be
""
The play to be given here is one highly
',! “f and
was adapted especially for danausfrom Frederika Bremer’s Swedish novel,
1 "
^ciglibers.” It is entitled “Mother and Son"
’'1,1 it the star enacts the role of the Countess of
b-ldt. We would call attention to the fact
sale of seats (at popular prices, although
ischek has seldom before played for less than
u

1

""reserved seats^ begins
"'" Ikv
morning.

at

Fred W. Pote’s, on

••m-

t«n- the

-.mi.

J»;-i feet.

water
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of

made

ore

Work---eh. Mary

1

to the
arrow

Portland -inciting
Belia-t. arrived

ot

Monday

from New York, with a cargo
for
a-titie Coal ( <>-Lawrence's < oriief Band hataken new .|uarters in the Johnson Mock, ami
several new member- have been admitted to itorgani/.ation-Miss Cotta Hale, of this village.
ha-re-igned her position in the grammar-cho-d,
and lias gone to teach in the Lawrence grammar
-ehool in Boston.
t

iie

M'HJKU.i..

i- taught In M
Li/
/ic -tevens, ot Knox-Fnion -abbalh -•
-ani/c 1 last -ahbatn.
(.. W. Boulter,
-up;_La
dies -cvving Circle meets fortnightly, numberabotit 1 -members. Through their ctl'-wt- the
ehureh ha- been painted, carpeted and fu rni-heil.

Village

school

Annual election ot oilieers next meeting
.JanieWood bury loaned his team t-- < e*o. -,r..v* r. ir. to
to Libert;, one day last week, hut a- it was not return
«‘ l next dav Mr.
..Ibury became alarmed an«'
-tarted Mr. Israel W.Umry in pur-uit.
\t I ii
ci ty he took in a Deputy -lierilV and trace-1 ( to m
ugusta, where I lie} found tlie team and (.no « rwife, .-he -aid her husband \va- on hi- wav t.< the
B.a- k Hills.... \bout the usual acreage <.f p..tat--ct" A

be

will

planted

greet the beetle

this
l

oi

Farmer- prop
itli Pari- green.

year.

Mug

vv

:■>

M ix I I.K1‘< »R f
1"vv o gentlemen by "name >■!
Mill- and Haii- -n, have been holding meeting- at
'Bald Hill Cove." in this tow n. and it appears that

ith

w

some -u<

their followers was asked if they ha-1 f«wm''daily society, and was an.-wered. “That they did
m-t believe in
forming soeietie- -t ehur- iie-." It
looks like a kind of go-as-you plea- arrangement.
hie of

gathering fruit and leaving it on the gr-mud to de
•‘ay : sheep -m tlie mountain- without
shepherd,
•'ii-'h movements <‘annot result

n

any permanc.it
Allen Imu-.-

good....Mr-. Holt has sold the
Washington -treet. to Mrs. (inn i, of M -nme_
('apt. B. F. Uu-.-ey has move-1 into tin \im -haw
hoii-e. <m the Lebanon road. Mr. James \\
ward, of -edgwi'-k, lias moved i111
N. Baker'-. and
Freeman Th-nnp.-oii into the (-rant h-u-e.--n ( m
iii»• r«• .11 street,
f rank (
Young is about to move,
it is .-aid, into the Atwood liou-t on Main .-treet.

-elling
day.

ami

moving

order >-f the

to be the

seem

The Kim st. primary school i< taught
■i\Miss'-adio simmiton, of West
tmde.i. There
are registered
forty «»ue scholars. I pon opmii
the school in the morning the teacher and .-ein.iarwith bowed heads repeat together tin L-*rd'- pra\ er.
1 hen tlie leat her recites a few
pa-sagesof -<Tii»ture
w hich are repeated
by the pupil-. After which,
v.mih:n.

<

aeeompanied by a guitar in the hands of
they all -ing an exercise song, “Here

the teacher

we -land.”
cling the various part- a- suggested b\ the word-,
t he e fleet i- very pleasing.
! Hiring the -e--ion tlm
pupils were called to their feet,and to music on the

went

through

with

a

-eric- of

light

gymna-

tie exercises of

which the pupils seemed to be verv
hieh served to render the. time le-- tediu- to -'hli
young children. Mi-- Simonton ex
‘tit>il- marked ability a- a teacher.... 11 *:. F lwar< 1
w

'ushing is making further improvements about hiresidenep, in grading and setting flower -tands. 1'.
R. Simonton, K.-(|. is also making some
improve
incuts on lii- residence and ofiice; the same i< true
of Janie- Seward’s resilience-The sardine factor)
will in a few days begin canning lish-schooner
Ktta Stimpson, (apt. \V. Martin, which brought
hard pine for If. M. Beane is to undergo repairs.
<

I.lliKUTY.

to

Belfast

on

Btieki for hi- health, returned

Saturday,

nuteli

improved.

He will

and then return to
R. \. Rich and lady.
»f Wint-erport,
aine to tow n Saturday, to attend
the Methodi-t conference.. .( apt. Fred A. <lilmore
and family arrived home on
Sunday. The captain's
remain in

Bell'a-t

hi- home in

the

a

west

few week..Hon.

faniiiy
past
Jacksonville,
while In* coasted in the -oh. Florida between that
port and the north-Mention was made last week,
have resided the

of

a

marine

painting

h\

w

< >.

interat

s.

Weber, of Boston,

We learn from the Boston
of Monroe.
papers that Mr. Weberis painting for the Mechanics’
Fair Exhibition a canvas picturing “Tin* Phantom
ship,’’ and that two marine pictures bv him, entitled, “shipwreck on the Grand Menan*' and “Minot Ledge Light,-' have been presented to tin B.
V. M. C. Association by Russell Sturgis. Jr.The
Eastport sentinel say- (apt. Deane has been trails
ferred from the command of the Revenue ( utter

Woodbury, on this station, to that of tin* Hamilton, at Philadelphia. The Hamilton i- a fine vessel,
and Philadelphia i- a most desirable station. Capi.
\bbey will command llic \\ oodlmrv.... M i-- Blanche
B. Ingraham, oldest daughter of ( apt. Otis Ingraham, the popular commander of the steamer Cam
bridge, had a most enjoyable party last Saturday
afternoon, at her parent’s residence in Rockland, on
the occasion of her tenth birthday, ( apt. Ingraham stopped at Inane on his way to Bangor, in tin*
morning, and contributed a line piano to the numerous gifts. Miss Croxford.of Winterport, sent many
Levi

beautiful lloxvers. with which the bouse was deco
rated.\t the meeting of the Bangor Historical
Society last week, a letter w as read from Joseph
Williamson, Esq., of Belfast, regretting that he
should lie unable to In* present at the meeting of the
Society, lit? presented the Society with a copy of
an interesting volume just published, entitled “The
Original Journal "f General Solomon Lovell, kept

during the Penobscot Expedition, 177*.*, with a sketch
by Gilbert Nash, together xvith the proceedings of the Weymouth, Mass., Historical Society,” with four illustrations. On motion, the
thanks of the Society xvero presented to the donor
of this valuable work.Bishop Harris while in
of bis life

Belfast

the guest of Win. M. Wood-.Col.
Geo. G. Davis, son of Marshall Davis, of this city,
is visiting his father here. Col. Davis i- in the cus•
tom house at Brazo Santiago, Texas.
xvas

lift K-roin

Fowler, Lodge Deputy t
Georges Valley Lodge 1. o. of G. T., in-tailed the
officers t»r that order at their lodge room- on tin
evening of the 14th. Mr. Fow ler i- one of the best
working oilicers in this order in the State and it ia treat to see him go through the installation fen
liionv without the aid of the Ritual.
Alt *r the installation the members of the order sat down t<> a
tine

oyster supper.

New members

are

coming

in

every evening and the old ones are waking up_
Rev. Mr. Bar-tow will move into the

Hemingway
Briggs Turner, the blacksmith, has moved
<Hidden house, s. Ryan is making exten-

h<-u-e.

into the
sive repairs

on

his

house
had

Know Ron’s -lave mill

on

Mill

street_Will

smash tip la-t week.
He was obliged to suspend operation- and -end t<>
Boston tor new belts... We were
glad to sec ( apt.
R. >. Ayer on our
reels la-t week
He has been
very sick all winter and his friends thought he
< "iild not live....Mr.
Jacob Norton is very -id-,.
a

ampbell, one of the Governor's Council, and
Major s. J. Gallagher, state pension agent, were in
tow n one day last week
investigating the ra.-e- of
the soldiers e»t this town who have made
applica-

<

oh

(

tion for state

aid-The

school in
the Pith. MisFva Norton, teacher-The oflieers of the Grand
Royal \reli Chapter of Masons will meet in thi\illage on June loth for the purpose of dedicating
tin* upper

is
to

summer

village district

term of

commenced

Chapter just started here. V grand time
anticipated. The Liberty choir has been invited

the

new

furnish music for tin* occasion.

The clothing manufactory
of John II. < .onion, of lirooks, is one of tin leading
business enterprises of the town, h was -tarted
A Bkooks Imu

sum.

Masonic Hall, hut soon
outgrew its capacity, and the abandoned cheese
factory, being for sale, was purchased and i> now
used. The building is 5nx.‘>0, two stories, with
basement, the same as three floors, well located,
in the

room

beneath tin-

adapted for the purpose. There arc Jo
hands employed, 17 girls and 3 men, in the factory.
The pay roll amounts to $250 per week. Thirteen
machines are kept running, beside one button bole
machine. The product is Jon pairs per day, over
Joo dozens per week of pants, and some 5o dozen
and well

average time of making a pair of pants
minutes—that is, one pair is made
and finished ready for shipping for every three
vests.
is

The

only

three

minutes

working

the science to

formerly

**•

The tiu shop in

lea-

:he*

time.

Certainly

this is

1

reducing

system and the system to an art.
As much work is done outside the factory as in it.
and work is distributed from Winterport on the
east to Albion and Palermo on the west, and from
I >ixmont and Newburg on the north to Belfast on
the South. Since January 1st IMS cases have been
received and 112 returned to date. Average weight
of eases <500 lbs. Formerly they were sent ami received by railroad, but it is found much cheaper jo
a

Belfast by team and thence to Boston by
saving amounts to 4S «ts. per case or
$120 on the 250 received and sent since Jan. 1st
quite an item. A finely working teleplume con
nects store and factory, a distance of a quarter of a
mile.
It is automatic, and mostly the make and
arrangement of Mr. <•. himself. All the work now
made is from C. N. Mellon & Co., U5 Summer street,
Boston. Mr. Cordon does all their pant making.
The girls earn from $1.50 to $3.50 per week, besides
board. They work by the piece. He has girls that
earn nearly $5.
It is a great benefit to the working
class and distributes a good deal of money in the
community in the course of the year. We sincerely
hope that lie will not only be prospered in his present enterprise, but so successful that lie may lie enabled to double bis business in the coming year.
John has a mechanical eye and gift of invention.
An ingenious and almost indispensable patent um
brella bolder is now living put on the market by bis
agents. A superior blacking was invented by him
a few years since, the right of which was sold to
The

—

parties

out ol the State at

a

satisfactory price.

Produce

pio-1 by

ll

Market.
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rose, p.v esi.no.

MILLINERY
i

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

In ^ear-port. May nth, Mr. Joseph W. Hroek of
searsport, and Miss Ktta F. Lewi- <»f Swanville
lu Stockton. May lath, by LYv. H. H. Merrill. Mr.
Thomas K. Ladd of Nortli Adams. Mass., and Mi-^adie Killman of >toekton.
In Liberty, Mav I Ith, 1>\ .1.0. .Johnson. l>i[.. Mr.
Walter I. Neal of Liberiv, and Mi-s Georgie A.
simnions of Waldo.
In Thorndike. Mav loth, bv Hev. I.. L. Ware, Mr.

ingtherefrom,

Bagiev of Thorndike, and Mis- \bbie K.
Hadley of Waldo.
In Bueksport. Ala> 7th, by L’ev.Geo. Forsyth. Mr.
" in. I.uee and Miss Marion L. Ann*-, bofh'of H
In ( amden, Ma;. ath. Horace W. < .lid leu, L-<|. of
Appleton, and MGs >arah D. 'start ot ( amden.
In lloekland. May lotli. Air. .John K Lilibv ot
AN arren. and Miss ( ora L Kish <U lloekland.
At A inalliaven, Mav 7th..lame- I’. A'inaland Mi-Myra IL An .and L W. A inal and Mi-- Mary 1.

of

-tteeeeded in

eharring a few board-and plank and
drawing out the tire department, a large it inn hi
of eili/ens nndin eriusing the bells to be runs and

it

risi<len-y,t)

turn the

eortier

>i year-.
In Boston. Ma

and
tlu -id-

ker’s millinerv store. The animal here gathered
Idm-oif r.,i a mighty -pring and darted 1>\ V T.
Hill'- t• *r* keeping the sidewalk, on bv the K\
M
Mil a
pres.*
l o|-"in. wsuddenly remembered that the\ had
Vsk the
important business in another lireetion.
ab'we gentlemen about it.
Tlu* horse kept on,
however, numerm- hair-breadth e-rapes oeeurring
on tl« w ay. until lie ivaehed the -toreof l. .!. John
-on. one door of wliieli w as open,
pa-sing in. he did
not
ogiii/,* Mr. Johnson at Id- de-k but kept
giit mi. dragging ero»bar and thill, to tin* farther
'he -tore. It i- a ]*u//.le to all h"\\ the horse
p.t--e l through the narrow door and between the
'•ounti r- and -liow-ea-e-.
one being in tin* middle
of the lloor and over- *
many artiele.- w it!..mt in.

lili:

ill.'lo

NATION

»NK

IN

AN!1

i’I.ATT.

The Vico President laid before the Senate .Mon
from Senators < \mkling and Pia't. announcing that tneir resignations
had been tendered to the (iovernor ot New York
i he reading of these coiinmmicat: ms caused a
great sensation and Mr Hill, of Ceorgia.
suggested
that this would he a good time to elect
odicers « f the Senate
Two vamim-us oil the I;e
publican side gives tlie Democrats a majority oi
t'v”
file out letter <<f resignation of Messrs.
It is very long.
Conkling and Piatt is published
They recite tin- -. i:vum<!.mces of Hie \c.i: Y<k
nominations, give their objections t.> Mr l; >t)ert
.'on
ami construe the Presidents withdrawal of
several of thes- u-unir.aiioQs as an attempt to co
eri c the Senate
On l!iis ground, and the fact
that the eoricctLe." of their position has been dis
trusted, they appeal > Hie Legislature
The resignations were entirely unexpected by the
< " course the members icel
Administration
ijuite
exoiteu nnl a!' visitors arc refusedadmiPaun*
It
was reported, that Postmaster Cenorai James i; » 1
also resigned, but this is false
Mr .lames lie.' de
finitely broken with Conk ling, and will in this
slamI
with
the
tight
President, m l s will alt the
< abinet.
<»n this jiicstion they an- a unit in
up
porting the Presi lent s policy .-onFally and active
iy. The move of the N ew Yoi k Si n itor? is looked
upon as the hist desperate step m thei: game.
! hey pr« pose to transfer the
tight from Washing
ton. where they have been defeated t*> .\!'»mv
1 rak'peh'.ient Republicans shouht accept the gage
°f bai'ii*
Platt was elected last time by the
help
II 'bel ts. .:
He probably w Cl w' get support
f'r mi that element now. The Administration will
not surrender
!{••:>ertson's name will not lie with
drawn
The Republican caucus M -iduc afterar
with <• 1!y t
diss-mCiug v,»tes. m. i 1 to bring
Robertson s case before the Senate for action
forthwith, and to procure an adjournment
this week.
Not since the memorable days of Andy Johnson
have political circles at Washington been so
agitated. Friends of the administration in the S n
ate now discover that their
temporizing with
Conkling was a mistake and that the contested
nominations should have been immediately dis
posed of. Hi*; desertion leaves them now at the
mercy ot the Democrats
Politicians in New V-rk city arc reticent and
dumbfounded
Mauv express doubts whether
f
oukling can he re elected The Tribune says no
one takes the resignations seriously.
At Albany
the oj mion prevails that unless theSenators with
draw their resignations, both will be re elected
The ant- Conkling men at Albany are in high

day morning communications

yesterday's (Wednesday’s)

to

papers
marked difference of opinion regarding
Conkling s re-election. A feeling that the matter
should do deferred until a new Legislature is
elected is gaining ground
There were no develAn exeeu
opments in the Senate on Tuesday.
turn session was hold, in which a number "f nomi
nations were confirmed, including Frederic D mg
lass as Recorder of Deeds for the District of <\d
timbia. No aefiou was taken oti the Robertson
matter.
The Senate will probably adjourn this
week.
.'how

a
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,t>-rail»'il
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••/

in .January, I8S0. eight
mouths after beginning the Treatment, he says:
"/ "■/,/
/>*■•/;ort U<vll!i Dyspepsia. Bronchitis,
pain in the heart and other complications all removed and yet 1 have not taken one half of your
medicine. My friends all congratulate me on my
recovery. My thanks to you also. My weight be
fore taking your Treatment was I IS pounds: pres
ent weight. IV pounds.” Our Treatise on Com
"/•'

o'

•,

pound Oxygen, containing large reports

and lull information,
Drs
Palkn. IIP:1 and I'll tiirard Street

of

cases

Siakki.y a

Philadelphia.

BELFAST.

PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal.
Bv e. IF > a in ;n r. No. s', Main Street.
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MAitKi:r.

Apples S' bush,
dried, S lb

riticus i*aii>
lOaOO

Hay

imioim ci;ks.

$ 12,011/i in,no
ton,
a<in
4gf> Hides W lb,
tidi
Beans,pea,hush -2.O0a2.20 Lamb 4p lb,
Medium .*1 s.'»a2.oo l-amb Skins,
sl.r.im-j no
Yellow eye- 2 0»im2.1.'> Million ty 11),
Butter S 11),
17 n7)0
Migls Oats i? bush,
Halo Potatoes,
Beef S H),
:,om;o
be a 7~> Hound Ho# |r lb
Bariev 1?' bush,
7<i^‘i
Cheeses’ll),
I2glt straw P' ton,
.•sn.noys.on
12a 14 Turkov W H),
Chicken S' lb,
Uiiin
12 Veal ty It,,
Calf skin*, k lb,
fas
Duck Sit.,
It,.
OgO Wool, washed,
12 Wool, unwashed, #' lb,
Ki^irs S do/.,
Fowl S’ lb,
log 12 Wood, hard.
£L00«."».00
Geese S lb,
OgO Wood, soil,
^-i.aOa.'I.OO
It''

RETAIL MARKET.
( orned, fcv It*,
71.
20
Hotter, Salt, t/ box,
os
Corn t' bush,
os
Corn Meal •IP’ bush,
Cheese ^ tb,
ia«i7
Codlish, dry,IP’ tb, a«0L
a
Cranberries |p' qt.,
Clover Seed, |p' tb.IO1., a22
Flour ^ bid.,
$0.7aa!).7a
II. G. Seed IP bu-h, $.‘i..‘la
i:!1.c l4
laird tP’ tb,
Lime tP1 bid.,
ougl.lK)

Oat Meal */ II.,
r>n.V.
Onions
In.'*
tt»,
».'>
()il, Kerosene if ;*al.,
Pollock
'a n 1
lb,
Pork ¥ lb.
1*2 is i:;
Plaster ¥ l»l*l.,
$1.00
n J
live Meal, ¥ lb,
Shorts If cwt.,
$!.:;<•
II
If
It*,
Siii^ar
In
Salt, T. 1., If bush,
o
s. Potatoes If tl»,
W heat Meal, If lb,
4a4'?
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PRICES ARE LOW I

PAINT NOW !

o

:\u

k-

.a
W 11
\ iLl'M \ M. IP I At II. '.Hal'd
A LIAM IL I- PI A( II. initio:- h.-.r
WILLI \M
FKI-Al 11. late ot Ntoekton. in -aid <
a
!•
ed.
repre-euts that -aid minor i- -ei..
a certain part of real e-tat* -it mite in -ai ! •- o.-k
ion, and being a portion of the hom*-lead of aid
doeoasod. and consisting ot about titty a<r.--.
:
one IP >BKRT PR1AC II ha- iiade .n; a l\
..
••
■•tier, to xx* 11, the sum ot one hundred d"!ia;
sairi minor’s interest in -aid estate.
Wherefore you petitioner pray- ; .mr
r
grant her a license to -ell and roii\e. -a
hm.
e-tate of -aid deeea-e i. itieitiding- the rex cr-i m ■!'
in* xx i«!. ox '. d"\-.er thereon, m" -aid Robert for
said -lit,\n.( T \ M PR1A( 11
■

•.•

I'rnl If. Tote's 'sittiiriliu/ Mornintj

only

BLUE STORE, BELFAST.

a

"!«;-

ask an inspection of our stock
to convince every person that we have the
choicest line at the
lowest prices.

md Tm

the ton-going petiriof.
r, d. t.. t tn.
gixa notice to all peir-ms intere-led.

be

We

nm

canning
m. t-»

Gloves, Underwear,
Corsets, Fringes, Gir
dies, Laces, Ties, Buttons, dec., &c.,

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

o|’,r.

(

Stock of Silks, Satins,
Dress Goods, in Black
(Sc Fancies, Trimmings
oi every style and
quality, Sacques, Dolmans, and the Cloth
for both, Woolens for
Men and Boys’ Wear,
Momie Cloths, Cam-

le-peetfully

V, and otic.
:j.‘,e.
til

liabilitie-.

it

and Summer

Spring

a paper
t
imp
I*
(
ppear
the Prohate Office ill Pel t a -' ;i! •re-a :d. •, Lie
ond Tuesday of Jurn" uex:. a; t.-n .VI...-k
:m
u
forenoon. and -how cau-e if aux tln*x haxi.wh
the -.line -iioidd ll<'! i'l Granted.
I AM !•> Ik LA M>« »\. I
a-tge.
V II « cop
Mu
\
\. Li t it ill!:. K

sh. x—(,<n. m: x a i /
In

>i;l;.

»

<

piibli-he.
Republican .Journal,

Thr ( oiliifess.

us

•.•

I p"ti
litiomr
■

32 Church St.,

Ilelfa-I, April >. I"!.

111 \ i..'
\
lad-. M«

1 i>• >• n-«• to -» 11 a:id
er. -\
.it pudi*
-:
all ..f the real e.-tati of -aid deceased,

a

Court of Pro
te,
for the « oiuvtx o| \\ aldo.
ot Max
A. I>. !-;.

ix ytu'i,• nunnus.

HANEY,

-aid

meet

the market, lie is also prepared to take
and MAKE TO IIHHKIi any NTVLK or
ILITI
ol HIIITF. slllltr. and yylll H iiillAVT
((I
a PKKKKCT KIT in every ease.
niiixi.

t,

private -ale,
to sati.-fy said debts, and incidental charge- am
charge- ot Administration, as no lc-s amount tiiai
the xx hole in tin judgment «d vour petitioner \\ i

plriiMMl to inform tlit* public Hint lie fins runstmilh on haiMl a L VIK.F \SSOIU MKM of
Ihnst* nice

'-wclUh
n;iii-i.

>

>r

1

grant her

C. W. HANEY

tin-

iiduv of I'rebate

I

A. M( l < dill. Ot 1. i 11 e
of the estate of

At

riiMlional 'Irania, a«lai*i«,<l
NKH.IIHOItS.-*

the 11• >a"r.id<
of Wald".

o

MAh'!tratvix

«.

appear in

CO.

dc

hue of Lincolns Uh-, in -aid v ■•nnl\, deea-ci. :t
;•;
speetfully represent- tli:»t the go...i-, hato-L
credits «t‘ -aid deceased, are :ioi
ir 1 i.■ii iu to an-xver her just debt-and
i! id---.e ..
Itargeby the sum of eight hundred dollar-.
Whored.re your petitioner pra
x
■.r k.
m •.

CHEAPEST & BEST FITTING SHIRT
will

/.l ’/A

|.

Persons having unsettled accounts with the firm
of FKRMSON A RUKLIKFT. are rccjucstcd to
make Immediate payment to save cost.

White Shirts!
Is

/>

I \

ha:

PROBATE NOTICES.

MKKKl.
.! boii n anted *■/ the dorr

26th.

on

J. W. FERGUSON

call before purchasing.

a

HAVE JUST OPENED THEIR

brics, Prints, Hosiery,

\- Milliner. xx iio-(- experience and e\e. Unit t.i
in trimming eanwt tail to -nit t» «• mo-:
i-ti-•:

White Shirts!

—

! i.-i-

?

;umi-1:

ii i.

\

I N-

"Xer-,
••

ni'-r lin<* "f

;l

Mil.II

C. W.

s

■

olia-ing elsewhere,

In

humitsc/nl,'

Colors

Oprr<(

have a mil line.
V large i
i I < III-.WKI,"
-! r> rvi\ eh
i
';-r idle color-. ak-o KKid’s |..i
<

Xi

measures

“TUI

<*l

xv

<

Which are a< know lodged to he the

^upporifl

~nfill
i: i}!, i. »r

-ilM'IN*.

<(•

<*f which we warrant h .our*
l’leaM1 at 1 and examine i*nv

ii—i'Unicm i-

Am.
1. i

JANAUSCHEK! Custom lode White Shirts!
listing-Ihml

I.INK.

-1 N-

i\i mi: us nit os..

1‘iv I W. Pot,- iak«‘- nnwontod plea-nn i:
notin'a n y iho rngamunent for tillnigh!
only of the

>-!

styleIn

Ujuro l\ifl (ihms /nr

nil

COMPETITION!

Please give

Gralisl Ll'li liBiiim

iii

*N

«

in«»-t

j

WOOLENS FOR CUSTOM TRADE.

Fall

Thursday, May

I.

III

\!->i

Itiver. Maia
L. McKern Putin-, n,
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Ill

Department

Uiditnn

i"in.

*‘HVr. *! i.*v ~al«- in thi. ,ity. :u prCa- that
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tinMe-
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Belfast,
tin* -• e.

itbiu

xx
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1

at
ae- 1

EitnirliiirY
A N D-

D. Ivl.

bp 'i; the forcgoiiiG petition, « bd'-re-i, tha
x
i.otie, to all per-ms interc-tc !. b\
]»et it toner
causing a * "p
ot -aid petition, xxttli thi•)■•
r
tliere.m. to
pui ii-hed !hr**• weeks -1:.. --i\ e!x
*>•

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE, E. J. Morisort &
I. Owen. Munui/er.

Trunk

Co.,

r>> m ti\

in the

Bepubhea.;

•ioi.rn.-ii,

a

p-.per

printed

lb

at

fa>t. that they max appear at a Probate < art
held at tin* Probate < ufa c in Belfa-t alore-a'ei.

>

Thursday Evening, May 19, 1881.
Engagement for

one

K

H.W

YFKY

A

night onij oftlie charm-

ing artiste

Maggie Mitchell,
will appear supported b> her

own

<

BRUSHES. PRICES REDUCED
a suhslitutr for Kalsomine, Hall Paper. Ar. Cheap and desirable.
Anyone
ran apply it.

M ORISON & CO.,
lubbers an* 1 retail dealer in
Hardware, Iron. Steel. Cutlery. Hubs, spoke'.
Mill'. Ac.
t Irders
by mail fir evyovsscarefully- till* ! 'alH
Iwlt
l'a*-li«Mi guaranteed. I all ami 're io.
J.

14th snst.

J W11 >

BKPOBT OF THK CONDITION OF 1IIK

BELFAST

REMEDY,!

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY

NEPHRETICUNi.
Is llic most

effectual Heme-

j

dy for all Diseases of tIn' |
kidneys, madder, and ( Hilary Organs, Female Complaints and (icncral lleblll-

ty.siieli

as

painful,dragging

sensation In the Hack and
Loins, Suppressed or Incontinent lrlnalion, with
whitish or brick-dust deposit, Dropsy, (travel, Diabetes, Organic Weakness,
Ac.
NF. PH It FT 11 I M has no
equal for Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to Females.
NKPIIKKTHT M Is the best
known remedy for Diabetes.
NEPlIltKTIt IM. as a Tonic
and Stimulant for aged persons, Is without a rival. Be
sure and ask for Dr. Bl LLOtkS KIDNEY REMEDY.
NEPHRETHTM.
For Sale

I

[

ot

NATIONAL

BANK,

Belfast, in the state of Maine, at the ( lose of
Business on the tith day of May, lssj.
i:i;s<u itci

-.$ I:Id,ol7. to

..

1.1

MUM

I II.-.

apitai stock paid in.£ldu.uuo.uo
Surplus Fund. :‘.:>.uo0.00

(

mlivided J’roli;.
National Bank Note-< ho-Landing.
1 >ividend- l npaid.
( heck..
Individual I>eposii- snhject
l

7.1 >♦». Id
I .".2 .uno.no
I !‘».00
1 L_\ tIS..Id

Total.s?T5d.0I7. to
\\ ai.do. ss.
Maim., coiati <»
I. A. If. KKADBUU, < ashler of the Belia-t Nanl
do
tional B:ink
Belfast,
solemnly-wear that the
tiliovc statement i- true to the he-t of my knowl\. H. Bit VIUU in Ca.-hier.
edge and belief.
subscribed ami -worn to before me this 12th dav
.1 os r i’ll \V H .1. AM sox,
ot May. lssi.
•Tusliee of the IVa< e.
( orreet.
Attc-i:
)
D. 1 AI N( L.
DA NT II. II \BADLN.
Director-.
1
I win
ALlTsl'l s I’LKin

30 A 3S Hanover St., lioslon, Muss.

[

subscriber, having no further use for hiteam, will -ell at public auction at Searsport,
Saturday, May *21st, at *2 I*. M.« his tine bay
Mare, nine years old, about fifteen hands high,
weighs about non lb-., .-omul and kind, extra good
roadev. and trots sharp.
Nice, shifting top, piano
b->\, fop Huggy, good as new, in line order, and
:;2.‘)
Hi-.
Light
riding Wagon, in good
weigh-«*nly
and one old
order, weighs 2f7 lhs. A new Harm
All will
one. Holm-, Hlankcl-. Whips, &e.. ,Ve.
i>o-itively he -old without reserve to the highest
bidder. Thi- i- an opportunity seldom oflered to
get a tine team at your own iniee. Itemcinher the
time and place, and come and hid.

r|MIF
1

on

C.

fn.vin, A

»

s.

m

tionei

ALLAN LINE ROYAL MAIL
> 77: .! vsjr/rs.
I'm* magnificent steamship PKBLYIAN
ails
from Boston direct from Liverpool .1 line *21.
sailings from pi KBLCeverv sATl BPAY.com
morning May 7. The route presents unprecedented
advantages to tourists, enabling them to view the
magnificent scenery of the Lower st. Lawrence.
In addition, the distance from puoboc to Liverpool is duo mile- shorter, and <d the reduced ditanee 1,000 miles is inland navigation, reducing the
lavs.
actual ocean voyage to a minimum "t
(i XLWA'i
Lxtra ships from
<il.A><;<>\\',
»N
\ND
l.<
>\IX
DIB L< l
DF.BB\
plLLVsToWN
t<» b< >st< *n
For passage ami information apple to F. 1
at Belfast. Me.. dr LI NK A:
201 Wash
ALDMN. Agents. 207 Broadway. V >
Boston:
M7 south dth street, Philastreet.,
ington
i*.m2o
delphia.

H. HH \NT.

r.

areport. May If*, ISM.— 1 \v*2u

Notice of Foreclosure.
VTOTK 1. is hereby given that JOHN PLI'M
MK1I, on the JSth day of August, 1S7C*. eon
vyed to the >ub.-eriher i:i mortgage, a lot of land
.-•iUiated in Palermo, in the Count; of Waldo, and
bounded as follows, to wit < hi the south, hy land
ul Joshua Hoodwin: on tin* north, by land of said
Joshua Ci nod win; on the east, hy the town road ; on
the west, by land of Hurley Hlaek, Mvin Sylvester
and Charle- Fowler, containing seventy.H\ e aero,
more or U*ss, being the same farm on which the said
John Plummer now 1 i\ os, and the conditions of said
mortgage lia- been broken, hy reason whereof the
subscriber claims to foreclose the same, and pub
lislie- this notice for that purpose.
M MI'Til \

May 11,

CBOWLLY,‘agent

..

Sun Shades 1

lar.i;v variety <>l sun shades in
!> men ih<f Safins amt l*lain

PI I MMLIL

\

ISM.—Jw2n*

>

I \

1)

A.

<

V I *! I 1

LFMFX I

at J.

V

tople.

::mi<;

Ci.KKK's ()i h ii. M;u :», Issl.
PliOpt )S A LS for colleetiuir t he state,

iiy taxes for the \ ear iss 1 for -aid
received h\ the City Clerk until Moncity,
da), the fttli day of June, at <> o'clock P. M., I ski,
tlie City Council of said city reserving the ri^ht to
accept

of the same or to reject all.
Per Order.
AttestJ. s. IIA Bit IMA N, < ity < ’Jerk.

anv

Farm for Sale!

Hoi/ in Store.
>-

(iooil t ook tu go to \lt. Desert lor the Summer.
*2w PJ

ifiom:

('ountv and (
SMALM
willin'

WANTED!
-A I.si

ottered in Belfast.

CITY OF BELFAST SS,

4\\ l<

Art ire. Honest

>

I

!' 1

I

ll.U \ M

\. !'• \ R i’l i TT. Vdniini.-trator oi
e-tatr ot .i i;i I- i.Rm )\ t: \ I; I I i i \\
in
-aid < oimlv dcrca-rd. iv-|,ortfu A
aity,
nd credit- >' I
rcpro-ent" tliai the y.Is.' hat 1
-aid do. a-,
n, \ -nihricnt to au-w or iii
u-t
drill and ,-lutrye- ot adniini-1 rat i"ii •) ihe-cm.f
-c\ on hundred dollar-.
Wlieveb n.
,.m- | >t 111 i- M ;• [Tax
'U"
yrant him a lie. n-e b>
ami eoiivr) -o muel, ,|
tin* roal r-tal
of -aid det ea-. d
inebidiny t he rt
ver-ion of tho w i«low .- tlower t hereon. a- w ill -ati-fv
1
-aid di-1:1 -, ami imideutal rharyes ami charm-\duid : -I i\aI :■«,!. ai pul-lie ->r priv air -ale.
Wll.l.l \ M A. HART! 1 TT.

\T7
} \
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We Invite Mi all to Examine
Our Stock!

l

■

■

\! a <
lor t he
of Mil)

-a I’r-'i-aie. held
< own!
,,f \\ alt |o.
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The Ladiss ars tb Judges!
-THEY HAVE

tecisied

I.

if 1.

A. 1>.

I pon the !'-*re_oin_ iieliti-m. < »rdcivd* that tintithmer yive notice t-» all per-on- intere-b-J.
eau-iny a ropy ot -ai'l petition wiili thi- .-rd'er tl.t
ill ;
on. to i.e ]»u I -ii -hei 1 three \\ eek- -i;.aa

—

Unanimously in Favor
O F

■

*••

Republican Journal,
they may appear a!

a paper printed at Hel'a-t.
a Probate ( ourt !•■
the Probate < Mliet in ileita-l ator« -at l. -u the
oml Tue-day
t
dune next, at ten
„-k
the forenoon, ami -how ean-e d any die) iia.ve. w
the -ame -hould not lie yranted.
I \Mlf l>. LA M>« *V -Li i,.
\ rm\. \. Fu n m i;. RVyi-tei
Alte-t
up

A; a P’/ouate ( uu ; hei-l .n I led a-I,
he
lli,'t--um\ oi Waid-.oi
Mil} A. I>. l>s].

whi

iiiu

ei.;

t

an

r

f

i,a

AM K> M. MCM.R'UN, Kxoeutor oi iiie \\ ;.t
ot- i;oi;i:ih m. nk ki:rs<>\. late ,u "ear
port in -aid Count) of Waldo. deceased, Iiaviny
pre-eiited hi- lir-t account L executorship and uprivate claim ayain-t -aid d: -eased for allow.im
Onlere-L That the sai l K\ eutor yive notice to a-!
persons intere-ted by causiny a copy of thi- order
»
t
be pitbli-hrd three work:u tin- Re
publiean -Journal print--.! at Ih-ifa-t. that, they a ;i
Probale < ourt, .. held nr lle!fa-i.
appear at
a
within am! for-aid « oun;\. <>n t i«e-ee.»ml I'm
of dune next, at ten ot the cl-iek befoiv no,hi",
and show eau»c, if am they have, why tie -atm-hould no. be allow ed.
-I AMI ". 1*. I. \M."( >\. -Lidye.
A. \. I i.i v< iii:k. Reyl-tci
A true cop\. \ttest

J

>

-ue»-e--(vely

A! a Pr il,ate < h.r; held at Relfawithin an i i. r
e.nid 1 ue-d.r. of
the ( otintv of W aid", on the
May. A. 1>. lssi.
-,

a
I V L T liRIMvWATkR, namol i ixr m
a < retain instrument purportiny to he the la-i
will ;uiil I. -la.ii .if 1.1 1 >1 \ il. l,ia\k\\ \ 111:.
late of Lim-oluville, in .-aid Count) of Waldo, d>
• •eased. Iiav iny
piv-enled the same for Probat.
Ordered, Tliat the -aid Kxeeutrix yive notice
to all per-« -n- intere .-ted hy causiny a eopv of this -r
dor to be publi-hed three w eeks -uece--ivel\ in the
Republican dournal printed at Hi-I last.that hey mav
appear at a Probate Court, b> be held at lielfast",
w itliin and for -aid < 'ounty. on the -econd l'ue-da
of dune next, at ten ofttlu- clock before noon,
and ,-liow cause, if any they have, why the -aim.-hould not I>»* proved, approved and allowed.
J AM If D
I. \MSO\\ du lye.
A. \ I-I t: r< m:i:, Reyi-b-r.
A true copy. Attest:
>

OL

wkki» ton

\h: iiavi-

TO

Caldwell*- Hook-tore.
I

In Brooks of so acres, desirable,
well located, .uood soil, pasturing
and water. Handy to mills, mar
kefs, schools, village, stores and It.
Will in* sold at threat
It. Station.
stock and tools with it if desired. Appl\
JOHN W. LANC, Brooks, Me

Comparison of Prices
ON

Is

to him.

I.

M.

in PKIt KS LO\>KK than all
lOWl’KlITOKS

ui‘ art1

FULLY REPRESENTED!

DRESS

II.

WARR1.N, late of Heifa-t.
in the l ounty of Waldo, deceased, by yiviny bond
as the law direct-; he therefore reque-t.- all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased's e.-tale to
make immediate payment, and those w ho have any
demand- thereon, to exhibit the .-a me for settlement

that

Every Department

of ilie estate of
\APOLLON

OIK KOOKS, AND TilK

Overwhelming Decision of Everyone

rTMI L Mibsr ribrr herebv yiv e- public m>tiee t * all
X eoneerued. that he ha- hern duly appointed
ami ta von upon him-elf the mi-t of \'"lmini-tralor

GOODS,

Velvets, Satins,
SHEETINGS.

PRINTS,

IP >AR1>M \\.

Nottingham Lace Towels, Table Linens.

I Arise to Say!
th \ r

rt»it

Good

v

Glow,

MOWER,
s (

y i

r<irm /mpltimiit
FHED ATWOOD,
M<*.
Wlntorport.
I< tin*

man

to

NAPKINS, CRASHES,

Hamburgs, Hosiery,
royysyys.

Kid Gloves,
,i «•.

All (foods Sold Stricth
AT

h i-:,

OK

Heifast,
County
Maine, the twelfth day of May, \. I). I'M.
notice of lii- ap
rpiIK undersigned hereby< giveJL point ment as A s.-ignee I the e-tale of FKANK
M POL A NT), of Mont ville, in sail 1 Comity of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an hi
solvent upon his own petition by (lie Court of In
solvency for the Count v of Waldo.
•2w2>
W A1 I AN 1) KNOWL’I'oN, Assignee.

An

ever

.S/7/.,

M A N S V 1 K 1. I>
M

Waldo and State of

of

desirable lot

more

Notice of Assianee of His Appointment.
in the

Sun Shanes!

A

A.
At

■

■

st vi r. or

by all lli'iiggi'l'.
1’rlrr. only $1.00 per Bottle.
V. S. BOBEHTSON. Proprietor, Boston.
I
OKI).
I.OOHWIN A t'O.. tlen’l Agents,

HFNKY

T" t i:
I I > 11 ’';] 11 <
of Waldo.

r.

<

Loan- ami Di.-counl-.sl.V.t,\M. 11
I
>. I’.omls to Secure < ireulai i"i.
l do .nun. no
s>,utd.nd
Due from \pprov ed Bc-on e \gcut-....
4
Current FLxpcn.-es.
( hook- ami other Ca-h lie a~..
-P.io2.nd
l.»'*:J4.oo
liill- of other I’.ank-.
7.'1M."n
Banking House.
Tnoo.oo
Fremiiim Account..
*'.71-.o;>
specie.
-,ooo.no
I .egal Tcmler Note-.
liedemption Fond with C.s.Tiv; -urcr
of
(
m7d0.no
irculation'.
percent.

Total

r.

k

the see.i*id 'I’m -day of .lum- next, at ten "’••
in the fo|-rn"uii, and show cause.:; ar* fh.
11;
xx hv tlie -ame -hotild not be granted.
I \ M L> I >. I.AMm a. .1.
\ n
\11.—i
\. \. Pi
k ni:k.R« gi.
_•

*>t.*>t;-

\LAIIASTIVE.

her original creation,

Saturday Morning,

■

vti

Pure Linseed. Lard, sperm. Aral'** Knot,
Paraftitte and Mark. Turpentine. Beit/1 lie, Asphaltum, Shellars. Pratt's Patent Dryer',
Coarlt
Japans,
Japan. Bold size. Ar.
Sole agent lor the Murphy
UARW1514FQ
VnnillOnLJ. Varnishes,
III grades for all
kind' of work.
UiTlSTS COLORS IVI) Blit slips.

The sale 01 resected seats will commence at
the store of K. \\. I’OTK, on

i-

OF

nil C
Ull-O.

E.

Iy

STOCK

STIilCTU PI KK HIIITK". Li llis.
u.vii.tt**

Him

Ft 1.1.

Phoenix, Atlantic and Jewetts!

AUCTION !

"['■<■

1

1 H 1.1.

TinMMEl> IIO.X.XETS

Harford Opera House,

■

(til

>

MENS, BOYS & CHILDREN'S
ClOtliinGr

-V. It.

Tin-

t.

t'a'hu.iialile colnrs

Clove

llhtvk.

1M.KTI-: -t.M-knf

20 A

Those who stiller with lame back will be glad to
learn that ne bottle of Fi.ixik ol Fill Boot will
cure the most obstinate ease.
[Courier.

/

*!.1~

I..XV

Magee,

-.

n

•'••iu|il,

BKLFA-T.

Mai"
May lllii.
bar. ( unis. Ii"-t«n: \
Jacksonville.

a

>l; I \| I-a I

i~

Straw Trimming Ornaments. &c.,

W

wortii.

Mr.

I.AHi.K

WK HA\ K

NEW GOODS!

-'

—

in Catarrh and Bronchitis.
-Mr John Butler, of Port Fads. Louisiana, sent
for the Compound (bxygen Treatment in May, 1S?*>.
In describing his ease, he said
“i have been
sufloring with Nasal Catarrh for a number of years,
lmt never so much as 1 do now.
1 have also a
slight cough, which my doctor says is Bronchitis

new a a. l

Our

HITTHEIM.E, AGENT,

‘i*«

—

Prompt Belief

Laces,

NEW GOODS!

hr-. Mary K!i/a. P.udook. Ito-ion ; \
Utli.
l. Pr*,--oy. Jacksonville: A. I.. I ni. H.,.
hfII. Bangor: J. Ponder. Jr., Ityan, Non York.
Morh-W.t, liild, lorry. rhar!e-ton.
May ! it h, selir. -eo. B. Fcrgu.-on. Feryustni. 1711M y

HATS,

Fancy Goods. Zephyrs. Creweis.

SAILKIi.

Hay

II.i III'.

Feathers & Flowers,
all tlit’

In

ROCKLAND. RAISE.
AI I. DRI't.l-lsT' skip pp.

t-'1

tt»

-aid C-nilt—

Wimt a doom is imprisonment for life t » a
robust man only twenty three years old. Hanging
is merciful compared to such a fate.
Will men
never In* warned of tin* dread
eonsc.jueuees of tak
iug human life ( Forty, tifty, sixty years in a rockribbed prison, shut out from association with his
fellow men. from human sympathy, from the sight
of filends, kept in restraint like a’wild beast, this
is what awaits the man who slew his mother, and
there an* none to say he does not deserve the punishment he is to receive. [Ken nolxe Journal

M.

M il

SILKS, SATINS, RIBBONS,

LISLE
i

ran-uctcd at tiie

A DMTMSiltATIoN t.UANIJa* «'N F>r.\TI.*» « U-•lolin >teven>. late of Belfast, N. 11. Hubbard, AdlninMrator: Wii-..
Hi'hbnni, la I.- of >tockton.
A<iela (>. 11 iehbtun, Administratrix; Nathaniel
l ane, late «•!' Frankfort, dot-1 Fane, Adniini-tramr:
Napoleon II. Warren, late of lidla-l. I. M. Boardman. A dministra tor; dona than FI well, late td' Northport. N. IF Hubbard, special Admini-trator; Bober! Flliojt. late of Fverett, Mass.. F.
Fuller. Administrator: H.i/en \yer. late of Montville, Marshall >. \y er, Kxocutor.
Ft A1M»I*\NS \i*pt»ivn;i*—( ha-'. Bradstreet over
minor heirs of Peter s. siirkney. late of Washing.
t"u: Flhridge tierrv over minor heirs of Henry
( ••rstm.late.il Dockland: Margaret ('. Brock over
minor heir tit Almira F. Fisher, late of >earsinont.
Fit
n -!. i.> >1.1.1. Pi; m. Fst \ it: < *n F> ati: < u
losepli Woodman, late of Fibertv.
Invl.n ft>i;ii;> F11.l;i» ON Fsta ri.s oi —Beni. IF
Fray, late t*f Prospeet: Luther Mudgeti, laic of
Prospect; Lot M. Bust, late of Palermo.
ot ms allow i:i> hn Fsta n> < >r--FnD McAt
( obb. late of Fiueolnville: Harriet N. Prescott, late
..f Liberty ; ( lcmcnline Ha\ ner, late of Winterport ;
minor heirs of \V. <
( oonibs, late ol Belfast.
Wilis Pip, )Ua ri:i>
A lon/.o Bryant, late of Mont
'ille: Nicholas West, late ol Frankfort; Mice (after. i.iic of I nity. W. (..< i’o>by, late of Belfast.

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

1 KI!Y

\

—

Court.

following business

Term of

formerly

of

—

La.mson. .1 udge.—A. A. Fi.l.n ni:w, Register.

The

W( k.rk.

Mlli.i. -‘iirs. Nathan < litt'ord, Join-. :.’ook
ami
Mary Mu. a to. Bangor ; Mala'nr. < uni-. ;•>.
May lull, -ehr-. Harmony, Pattrr.-hall, >a<o.
\U
h. Bet illy
!>• »-t* »n ; futile <
Bern
1 iilian. Ky an, Bo-t«*n ; ... -halt nek,
H.m, do Flora f<»mlon. I'renoli. •!•'. Florida, nil
: M;in I arrow, Pattor-hall. N, u ^ .rk for
nion-.
( astim*: Havol"< k.
Boyd, Windsor.
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r

AKuivr.ii.
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spirits
Despatches

1

I.F.S

rimming ■ li-partinvnl
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Washington.
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SHIP NEWS.

jury re-nhii,g.

Situation

! N*n* li«t*

nraro

IIA\ K

"K

j.

—

The

f the name, aye,
mill he published

111 Buck-port.May uiliAYm. Iiallar*!. aye* 104 yearami »: montiis. Probably tin oldest riti/on in town
Iu lim ksport. May
Mr. < ha-. 1.. Patter-on.
aged 11 year- ami lo’inontli-.
In P'*<klaml. M ay sth. Jer t-ha P.. -a fo >.( 1 >a\ id
'Mialtuck. aye 1 e,t: year-.
In Korklaml, May
(. «-ra Ik, wife o?
linin ',
i A me-. aye»l
years,
in Koekport. May loth, Mr-, lame- 1 elan*1.
In F.ll-worth, May -1 i
Air-. Laura
I \cwiiim;i.
ay« <l hi year- am!
montiis.
Al liar Harbor. May loth, < apt. Ih\il K -in k.
aged *U year-. m*mth- ami lo day -.

Par-

11.

M

t

fever.
In Northpori. May Irii. I>a\ i 1 Patch, a,ye*l <?!*
yr-.
in Palermo, April Pith, of 'liphtheria, John* F..
aged year- ami *'. month-; Jbfli, *-u-ie \.. aynl. !
:m• i»11:
yt*ai ami
May :M. hilia 1... aged y earami •' months, children of W a 11.1 *• M ami I.m*\ \.

brought up on
opposite, sliding along am! leaking through

walk

...

vs,

FANCY STRAWS

'T1

( Sailors anti Shinies).

One Houle Cured Him.
Wksikiki.p, M vss. Mare], gs, l-sp
•l.
KtrrmtlMip. Agent Elixir of |.-tv
near sir —Having -ml'ered intenselv for font
year- with disease of the Kidneys, alter having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, I wa- induce i to trv a bottle of
your EI.IMR (>K I.IET. Rut IT. and ii at!' rds me
pleasure to say that one bottle of ii oonadeteh
cured me. I recommend it a- the onlv valuable
and certain cure for kidm-v tr-atl-les | have ever
! would add that before taking •.--m mediseen.
cine I had become
weak tha; l wa- about t give
ill- work.
Hulling tiiat other- wlm have -ml'ered
like
fortunate a- t-> trv v-»ur
may Inmyself
valuable medii ice. Trulv vour~.
T. i
M- MAIN.
AS A APHIAG TONH
AN It APPT.
Tl/.fll IT HAN SO ntCAI.

Belfast, aged a' •;11
year-.
In Woive-trr, Ma>-.. May utli. l.phraim I.. Merri
thru. former! v
|-io-bnr... aged
ear-. 11 -lay -.
In Freedom. May Util, hn-favti-. only son'of
Ben5 an*I \nn <owvrii, ay-- i 7 oar-. liheumatif

of Mam

l.lm >t-. and '''Mi-eiivnilr

tn ..a

dt ■■east./

under this headiny.
111 tlii.s nil
M iy

the tannery whistle to blow.\ horse attaehed to
a gu and driven 1-ya
seminary student fruit »►
’aii'i. -i tried from the -eminary ground- and com
the embankment in lront "t the buildingbig
lell, and it i--aid rolled n\er thr^< time- w it! tie
vehiele. wliieh he left a; the fom ,.f the bank. He
then ran dow it 1 ranklin and Klin >t.-. w ith thill and
ero--bai attaehed. c .jng at sueli a furious rate.

ea.-iiy

or

VII

TRIMMED

IJocKi. vxi>, Mi
1 ssj.
April
Lave -old ever one thousand 1 Kittles el Flixiv
l.ifc Root, and Itttve never fotiud ;i ease wl-ert
tailed t" give satisfaction,
WM. II. KITTHKIX.E.

Nearly Dead

Ileurv Davis ot
Mi .airet L liar!

&

Chip, Milan, Rough & Ready,
Porcupine & Canton Braids.

..

lloekland.

(\othiny

such as

I
id

•DIED.

in

>I

A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bottles.

<

and Bangor, making railroad eonneethis plaee... .We had two runaw a> and a
tire la.-f week and all were remarkable. Tu
tire,
wliiehwa- in the shipyard below Verona bridge,

-1 N-

TUSCAN

DROPSY. GRAVEL. DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OE
THE BLADDER. BRICK REST DEPOSIT. RHEIMATISM. DYSPEPSIA. EEMALE (0MPLAINTs. AND ALL DISEASES OE
Till
IRINARY ORGANS.

Nt*wel

'oyle—a double wedding.
-At Long I -land. May 1-t, Mr.
Long Island l’!:. tat ion. and Mi--

l*e lound in this city, consisting of

o

BONNETS & HATS

MARRIED.

new

'e*t

THE LARGEST STOCK OF

BANNER

( hkese—New full eream. 12-. l'!e. old do, about
of market, 14 <? 14' ,e.
Pexohscoi Salmon—Light receipts,
slightly
advance in priee. Selling at OOai'V. and in demand.

1'* 11 -worth

“id''

Root !

THE

tion-at

h>

tr

out

been

ha-

or

s

Byder’- Bloek,

Ki field,

>ra<v

i.vt.

<i*k<

ciH«>sn>\.
Mi'M* v Y, Mav 10.
-La-tern, extra. •tiered at 1 -'»l-»*. Northern,
V. -ale-. Then* is a prospect
exira, offered at
«»f a further decline.
Hi mat—Dull and unchanged.
V>-alc>.
Hiians—Hand-picked mediums offered at $2.7o L
hush. Screened do,
Yellow eve-. $2.!n. Hand
picked pea, $2.70.

linn. Barstow ami Cobb. They
will engage in the tin ware famines* ami do job
w-»rk... .The new brig Henry B. Bueknam wa- on
the loth in-t towed to )’ *rtland, where .-lie willload
with lumber t* *r Buenos Ayres.< apt
Ivory
<«rant ha- e-tablished a new stage* line between

send t<>

boat.

•**11

*iii i;i>

hi.i:i*>.

cymbals. ...Mr. lYregrene White has received in
telligenee of thedeath of his son Leslie White which
took place in Colorado, on the 7tli inst.An old
resident "ays that every house and building in
town, with one exception, have been built -inec lie
came here sixty years ago.

Mr. K. K.

....

-until in sell. Charlie

formerly

"•

1

shipment

loud, and

v* r\

a--ignm(*nt issued to him. Notice
acceptance lile*l, ami order 1"
i*<- to gi *• notice issued.K. K.
\dam-. !
M arrant to mes-engci. schedule of < redi tors
! a -el
returned-\ mo- F. Bowen. Bol\i*n
p, creditor- ordered
published and sent
Hearing on debtor’s petition for discharge
an

F.

have also >et

-on

■

lie \.

<

■>

.-nee

Drink

F‘iu-<
Fowjer. Albion.
.my. t
-t »ekt"
to Mr-. \ngustu» M.

town.

Pi in'nai,.

do

assignee and hibled. Mrdf.
assignee to give notice
...Most- '\
Biel:, Belfast.
JParing on
petiti*m tor di-charge put over to .Tunc
further notice t«> creditors... Milton (’of.
u’ndikc. B. F. I Hinton, of Beltast, appoint-

I

\.

-aim* i-*wn.
-e.

CvsTlN'K.

guitar

Jo

tin-

on

issued to him.

It

F. Dean.

1.

Hill-, -.•.me
ami Joint \ Wells, !.iun>ln\iile
-araii I.. < oleman. -ame town.

fallowing busine-" b •'
: "
May t.-riii. A-bury >. Pen
nil;., on petition.*1 debtor for discharge
!• r<
tiiat the hearing thereon be had at
term, and unices thereof be published and
■• dit.>r-....l rank
M. Poland. Wayland
■d Belfast, appointed
assignee and a-

1

\lin

Crindle A

l>a\ id

nity,
town,
r.-wn "i Nortnport, t-* Orrin Whitmore,
Nort!ip"i !. limer;. \. Parker. Liueolnville, t Nel-

was
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to

t•

F. an-1 Man

u-

same

litTbril, Palermo,

Pun- <.ihw

\. I.o\i'iuv,

Mary F.
Nortliport,

-Imre- of swan Lake,
Lodge, in the form of a basket
appropriate exercises, including an
<
Ten,piar Mtiionton
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Fane, Frankfort,
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ill*

:in

Hun

A.

.-iblev,
Freeilom, to Joseph M. Fliiot, same tow n, oilman
-man,-ear-port, to Oliwr P. ( lark. Martha A.
II an iman, lielfa-t.
-tap!-*-. New burg. t*» Ja-.
Frank F. Tyler, F rankfort, to Bobert Tyler, -aim*
Jo- oli \ igu *. Palenii *. to (Hive Ii. Bobintow n.
Hannah M. Whitmore, -ear-port,
-on, Augu.-ta.

put
and thuum-'cli!i g in Bella-t. ami
"g
b"- "iinty r.m.-table t
either make -ome
f■ “iitm" e iIn.* law- or
r.--igu -o that -ome
-*w
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al

Man

Frank

town.
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built under v.-rv
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.! alia (

1

t rate
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county : <r
M
Pennell.

Plummer, Tr«*y. !•*
libem-zer M Pag. Nortliport, t «>ii~ A Ferguson,
Bella-t. -am. with Name Pag. t Kimcli P. liar
Belfast- Washington Pea-h*-. -ear-port, to

the

pn-miti i bv loodelcgate!-<vlge- in Waldo cunt;, were reported.
i~ \cio prospi-rou- in tincounty. The
’tipici with routine business and waa -‘-rial reunion, the local
lodge furtii-h-

■

!n

are

Wablo

Frank

FreJ

!

:v r.

<

in

stream to

bring water from Wiu-lnw'their brink yard, a distance of p-mi feet.

Bostou
1:ki

old company with the band. The new instruments
which an* daily expected, an* very tine,
triple -ilvrr
plated, gold trimmings and nickel drums. The entertainments given by the band are very line and
are always greeted with a full house.
The follow
ing are the member—c. U. Could, solo B flat:
Frank J. Nyv, K flat cornet;.!. ll.Crout.K flat » or
net; II. B. Haley, first B flat; A. H. Webber. sc<
“nd 1> flat: Will Twombly, tirst alto: A. Newcomb.
~<‘cond alto; Fred Newcomb, lir-ttenor; J. l>icke; r
second tenor; Albert Morsman, baritone: II. Dol
lofl, tuber; Franklin Chase, tuber; 11. K. Dawson,
bass drum: H. s. Webber, side drum: I. \ l ow,

1

to

ram

their labor-- have been attended
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attended and a lively interest is manifested...
Mcs.-r-. Bowden A: Crlndlehave just introduced
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Peiia-l. < am F. .tie* (Mia.-.
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Peli'a-t, to Fplnaim Doekliam. Belfast. Nowell o.
lone-. Free-bun, I
F. \
Foyrj..y. Liberty■. Fit z
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the Phillips House at the Centre—The Deputy
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Rev. T. F. McLeoid preached hifarewell sermon last Sunday—Our village school
is in operation.
Miss. Ora <«owen has charge of
the same, she is a young lady of much promise.
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Possible

Prices

Our sieudil) increasing Miles are found in the
fuel that we give more value for the mone)
thim an) other house in our line.

l-ny of.

<;\vir»

Eight Hundred Dollars Wanted

For the best farm of ils acres in
the city of Belfast, situated upon
Waldo avenue. Said farm contains
twenlx -live acres, di\ ided into Held,
pasture, ami woodland. I' poo sail I
farm is a larji'e house and ell, two larjfe barns, ami
thirty apple trees, producin'*' \-cry choice fruit. Let
none applv unless tliev liave the monev t«» bnv.
II. I
\*K\\U K.
Belfast, Max In, )ssl.- :l\\Mi

It Pays lo Deal Sparely!
Our rndruvur has ever lirru to treat our riMomrr> III » straight forward nuiniirr. and lo
give thrill (INK IIIMIKKI) t'KXTS lu value for
ever) dollar left with us, at all times instrudin

our

cmiilous

never

to

misrepresent

an ur-

tide in order to make a Mile.
Dor reward is their I ONTINI U CONKIDUXCK and
Id
PATBOXAtiK.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO-

A

Sailor’s

Yarn.

AttESTS A .Hit CANVASSERS
Make from $25 to $50 per work selling goods for
E. <1. RIDEOUT & CO.,10 Barclay Street,New York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
lyrJH

NARRATED HY THE SECOND MATE TO ONE OK
THE MARINES

AS

This is the tale that was told to me.
By a shattered and battered son of the
To me and my messmate, Silas Green,
When 1 was a guileless young marine.

Short sighted ministers have an advantage.
When people go to sleep during the services they
innocently think they are nodding assent to the

sea :

HB
DR.

good ship head to night !
How heads our gallaut craft !”
“Oh she heads to the E. S. W. by N.

“Oh. what does the quadrant indicate
A lid how does the sextant stand f"
“Oh. the sextant’s down to the freezing
And the quadrant's lost a hand.’’

an

Internal Remedy for

Liver

“Oh, tly aloft

as

IHi.nn >m>-,

Book
Ari’i'.irri
l\i»i(;i:srio.v,
I>\si-ia si v. Di/ziNT.ss, Picks, Boii>. .1 ai n
MICK. Ill AHTHl KN, SOCK STOMACH,
Kiikcmatism. NKlUAlAav, Klil I'TIONS, Sciiorri.or< sorks. Kkmack Ocmccaints. imITUITIKS v\|> "ACT Hiiki m.

Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
Body. It i- the largest because it has the most to
It is intimately connected with the digestive
<!-•.
and nervous systems, consequently, any derangeThe

tli<* Liver
evils in it-

I»ruggi-t- at *1 pm* bottle,
lyrli*

all

or

And reef the spanker boom,
Bend a studding sail to the martingale
To give her weather room

It rains alike on the just and the unjust —on the
just mai tly because the unjust have borrowed

“Oh. boatswain, down in the for'ard hold
What water do you tind ?"
“Four foot and a half by the royal gaff
And rather more behind."

Fellows' Syrup of Uypophosphites saved the life
of my wife, alter her case became apparently hope
less from Tubercular Consumption.
Fellows'
Compound Syrup of Uypophosphites will rapidly
improve tile weakened functions and organs of
the body which depend for health upon v<> tintarv
and involuntary nervous action
H. L. liAitiUNo. Xelsonville. tt

They

A young mail who lost his baud in a
describes it as worse than being cut by

They bored a hole below her line
To let the water out.
But more and more with awful roar
The water in did spout.

The Reduction of Bates of interest by tlf> Savings Banks and the probability of a considerable
advance ill the value of all kinds of dividend paying stocks, insures a welcome for a loan peculiarly
suited to the popular demand. Such is Coupon
Dividend Stock, of the (Hobo Company, of Boston,
to whose announcement entitled : A
I’opttlar
Loan." elsewhere in this paper, attention is called,
[(■olden Rule, April fl, ISSI

ship—

Oh. then 'twas the gallant second mate
As stopped them sailor's jaw,
Twas the second-mate whoso hand had
In laying down the law.

This is the tale that was told to me,
By that modest and truthful sou of the

weight

Downs' Ki.ixik will cure all lung
The best medicine known tor whooping
A yacht can -taud
A man can't.
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copious and regular evaluations. The rapidity with which patients take «»u itesh while under

Dr

file various hinds of waste

decay

body, though attended each w ith some
symptom not common with tin* rest, agree very
much in this, that the basis in all i.~ nearly the
it is generally conceded, that the mai< rity
same,
of diseases are accompanied by faulty digestion;
and sueli being tin* c;i>e. wa* must, in order to cure
such diseases, call''.' the organs of digestion o per
No punedv 'in'before
from their proper function
been discovered which Ini' -o benelieial an inilueuce
the human

these organs

on

Fcil< v'.'s’
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<

llypophospbites.

.impound <yrup
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of

For salt h} W VI. 0. P00K A SON.

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIAEU
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD fOf?
THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness.
Sore Throat,
Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and
Every affliction of lha

THROAT, LONGS AND CHEST.
including

CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITER:
It does
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WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD C K T F.P. \
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50 Out* an<l £1.00 a Uottk..
ihepare l bv ST I'll \V. ] OWLK sc SONS, ].,
ion, MujS. Sold Ly druggists and dealers
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Dr. Graves' Blood Puntier is designed to meet
the wants of those desiring a sure and certain
relict for all derangements of the Stomach ami
Liver, and by pmifymir the blood to bring tin.* .- s
tem to its natural vigor
It is a cure for Biliou-U088,
Indigestion. Liver Complaint. Jaundice,
Humors, Scrofula. Ac.
Nothing can be better
suited at any season of the year to cleansing the
system of its accumulation of disease than the
Blood Purifier.
It will regulate the liver, give you
an appetite, and. in fact, build up the system gen
it
erally. Try
you will not regret it Price Sl.wi
per bottle
For a Cough Cold. S -rc Throat. Hoarseness,
Ac use Dr Graves' Balsam of Wild Cherry and
Tar. Price, 10 cts and bil ets per bottle.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills, made by Dr
Price
Graves, cure Headache, Constipation, Ac.
-bets p< r box
Dr Graves’ Remedies are for sale
hr.’O
bv W C. Poor A Son, Belfast

Ash-ToniC
The great remedy for Dyspepsia. TiTitraaDiscases and Functional Derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1-2 lb.bottles,75 cents.'Six
bottles, H. Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
cupplied with net exceeding six bottles at one-ha! C
theretailprice, money to accompany order. Sold
by Drnggista nnd by'D. B. Dewey & Co...IS
DcySt., XewYork.

(astoria

the

liquor

-35doses

A pleasant, cheap, and
Talnable remedy for fretful and puny children.
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Here is

BONNETS & HATS.

OLD TKLE«.II\I’ll 111 11,111 Mi.
I

Main and II 1^1) Sis..

or.

llrlliiM, Mr.

Prints & Cambrics!

Emm $1.00

and

ROOM.

SJCK

MRS. LYDIA E.

MANSFIELD’S,

PINKHAM,

LYNN, MASS.,

Igaorauce
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largPotatoes,
Corn and Grain. The Cheapest and Best Top Dressing for
your Grass Lands. Then buy
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

Positive Cure

Complaints and Weaknesses
our best female population.
entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation ami I'lcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, aud is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
it will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
The tendency to canan early stage of development.
cerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Frustration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indi»o

common to
pure

It'will at all times and

under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pink ham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LIVER PILU3. They cure constipation, biliousne. s
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
&jr Hold by all Druggists.
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LADIES’ READY

SPRING & SUMMER SACQUES.

man

j
I

A good opportunity for a lady to obtain an elegant litting and perfectly made garment. Also
a fine line of cloths for ulsters and sacques.

A.

P.

Mansfield, Masonic Temple.
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Mil'

FRYE,

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.

No. 1. Iliirudrn Block, BeUtiS, Me.
ll;u i11~ l'lX-nli'.l iiv.-r ill.' 1-r. ii.1t. :lli, 1 h.-..,
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Kld-jr Downs was given5
up by hi' p'iv‘-i**:ans to
die with Coir-uiuption.
Under these circumstances lie compound J this
JE.-F'* Vir, was cured, and!
lived to a pood old ap:e.
You can try it for the
priced one doctor'.. : jit.
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GOVERNMENT BOND,

ithout the trout tie of a tran.dVr upon the book- of
corporation < >r, if de-ired. it can be made pa'
aitle to any one, the -anie a- a cheek on a bank.
Registered •'< rtifieates •'///«' usual sfidt I' /d also
he sold to t/ois, who ins’, tin
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FERTILIZERS !

IjVUil.K

Aj a- a tertilizer.
It- ipiililie an- peruianrnt
ami la-tiny, ami it i- twenty per rent.
Draper than
Iwr-r manure.
It will a--ure yuml rvup-, ami a- a
t"p ilre--in.tr nr lur inirtieultura! purpn-e- it Pa- nn
e'ptal. Apply liberally ami u-e tin oilier manure.
Semi for eireular-ami see testimonials.
Kvui.r's
l'llDSfll \T 1: ( I)., 1'IW i.lenee, K. I, Fur -ale 11\
JOHN ATWOOD A CD..
•'Dull
III) smith Market St., Huston. Mass.

HANDSOME
NEW
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ORIGIN Alt

Illustrated Picture Cards given
purchaser of Higgin’s
German Laundry Soap.
Ask your Grocer for (hem.
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class of
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-DECORATIONS\'<>t to 1m*
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Lowest Prices and Best Quality pf Paper.
M. r.

WOODCOCK «{'• SOX.

Insect
BERT R.

Destroyer.
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P. S.

Ryan’s Insect Destroyer.
Destroyer
designed

The
is
for the
Paris < ireen tor the destruction of IM
and is the best thing in the market.
at Belfast by

MAliDEX

a-

use

of

liquid

)TAT< Bit is,
.Manufactured
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McDOXA LD,
Sitlr Agents for WaMo ('utility.
O
PRICE, 82.50Call al l{. P. STICKNKVS sliup ami see a ample.
Belfast,‘May I, ISM.

style

and at

prices

that cannot laii to

I Horizontal stationary Steam Knglnc, 15 llorse
Power, with Ilumoon («o\crnor and feed water
heater.
1 t pright Portable Steam Knginc, 5 1-2 Horse
Power, witii Feed Pump attached, and a copper
coil healer.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
are as good as new, and can he seen in motion if
desired.
1 Hitntonn Governor new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Knginc.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new,) cylinder sxIO. connections fr t :M inch pipe.
I Irregular Moulder, in good condition, and with
o\er £ 100 worth of Moulding Putters.
I am also prepared to cut on carriage* axles, to
take up end play in box, and will guarantee satisfaction in all eases.
mt
suor /x muck nr/rn/xa ox rleasaxt
strfft, xi:ai: suor. factor y.

F

MCDONALD,

Belfast, lias purchased a one-half interest with
( L A BK M A IIDKN, of Swam ille, in

c
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We

liartjain.

following machinery can he seen at F. A.
HOW ABO’S Machine Shop, Pleasant Street,
Belfast, Maine. where he keeps on hand, or will
furni-h to order, all kinds of eastings at manufacturer's price-, and will do ad kinds of machine

All O WARD.

HAIR WORK !
A I I. THE MAY STYI.KS OK HAIR HOODS
il. made to order at short, notice.
Such as Long
Branch Waves, Crimps with invisible partings,
Frizzes,
Combings made into Switches at
•£.» emits an ounce. Large Bull's O cents apiece.
Switches greyed, and hair dyed. Work warranted
satisfactory and cheaper than elsewhere.

only
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ORDIN ARY SEAMEN, for const
.1. S. RANI.KTT,
Intelligence Olli. e, Rockland.
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EDDY.

Patent.- in the Failed ''tat.- a I
in (,iv;;t
liritain, Framv and other for ian count ie-, (.opi.--•1 the claims of any Patent fund-died bv remitting
me dollar.
A--ianmeut- ree.-rded at AN a.-hinaum.
Vo
Igt 11 1/ in the I nit<d St r/< s*
arilities for obtaining Patents or use. /■/ /inino th?
pa tent aid lit g of in rent ions.
K IF P I >1
In it t of Pup nt-.
Secure

-.

K. ( '.

Wk.st's Nkuvi-: vnd Uuain Tukat
mi:n
; a specific for Hysteria, l)i/./im >-, ( om ul
sinus, Nervous Ileadaehc, Mental I>cpre>-ion, I."~of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotence, Involuntary Emissions, Premaftm Old Age, "c aused b\
over-exertion, self-abuse, or o\ cr-indulgencc, u hu ll
leads t" misery, decay and death. Onebox u ill cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month's treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes lor live doilars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. We
guarantee six boxes to cure any ease*. W ith each
order received by us for six boxes, accompanied
wr will send the purchaser our
With live
written guarantee t<> return the money it' the treat
ment does not effect a cure. Guarantees issued by
It. II. M» m >i>v, sole authorized agent for I tel fast. Me.
JOHN ('. WEST A l'o.. Sole Proprietors. |sl A INt
W. Madison Street, Chicago, 111. J. W. Pkkkins
wholesale agent, Portland, Me.
Ivrcowla

dollars',

MANHOOD RESTORED.
victim of early imprudence, causing ncrvms
debility, premature decay, etc., having tried in vain
every known remedy,has discovercd a simple means
of self-cure, which he will send free to his fellow
sufferers, \ddres .) 11. RKKY I-:s, |.: < hatliam
N. Y.
ly 1 »G
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New York. Philadelphia am 1 \N a-Iuiiabm. 'ml • -till
in v our
.aive v mi almost the u hole of mv bu-ine
line, and adv i-e others to emph v you.
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Notice of ForecSosure.
1IKK1:a>, dolIN \N\I>, Ilf r.. l
<'minty nl Waldo, Maine, hy hi-

ill the
■

11•

*rt mm

deed dated tile 7th day "| April,
!> I^7*•. and n
l>< < d-. in
corded in I lie Waldo ( omity I.’ _:-n\
Vol. 17.'», Pa>fe l.'L\ mnve\ed !•» me. t he limler-iirncd,
in -aid ltd
a certain parcel of real c-ta»e -iina
fast, and hounded as follows i/ Item me n- at the
south corner of land formerly .uvncd hy l>avid
Peirce;
thence norlhwe.-terly
on
-aid
l>a\i i
Peirce's line 4 rod
theiiei- -outh\\ e-trrl\ parallel
with the line of North -street, -o called,
r-«d-.
I hence -mil heastcrly I rods t •» the north line o| -aid
North street; theme n-rllie.i-p-rly hy -aid North
street to the place of lu^inniim, containing
ol an
acre, with the buildings thereon.
\nd whereas,
the condition of said mort^a.ue has heen hroken.
now therefore hy reason of the breach of the eon
dilion thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mort
Tin>M \s \v. mem i:
tW.
•hated at I’elta-1. May in. Jsst.—*ivv 1 *»
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I’AVSON riCKKH, Superintend*'t
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Besidener Vmerii'iin Home,
titlin' hnur>—it i» vi, \l in i, ; in y.

in amounts of slim, with Inn coupon- attached ..|
£‘2.an each, payable at the I *; * i t i Nat ional Bank oi
Boston, or at tin* oilier ot the (ilobt ( o.. on t
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\l ml -I an N<>\ I.MI5EII m iking

poll.- will be ea.-hed readily, at matin i!
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after Monday, May
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COUPON DIVIDEND STOCK,
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COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

\vk your Druggist tor it
\sk your iirnrer for it !
\sk your Wine Merrtmnt for it !
( hiltlren, ask your Mamma for It !
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MEIDHWTs everywhere.
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the icintt r and tea-/: out durian the Unrian season,
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iin and August :i.
l-'or < alalogau- or further ini"i'
mat ion. addre>M. <. FKI5N VLI), President.
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LAWRENCE & MARTIN, Proprietors,
III Madison Street, Chicago.
Inti ti Barclay
Street, New loti,

AND THE MECHANIC AR I S.
Scientific and Practiral. < "iir-r- in Avli' idtuiv.
Engineering:, Mechanical Engineering. < hemidry, science, and I.iteratin'- IT] a.-.
mode!- j
so t iiat -t
ilte. Terms
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BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
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READY MADE WRAPPERS.

the only Iron
IRON BITTERS
Preparation that triil »...< blacken the teeth
or give headache.
Sold hy all druggists.
IVrite for the A i! 0 Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.
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P. J. EATON &

A Nice Assortment of

IRON BITTERS are highly
recommended fur all diseases requiring a
certain and efficient tonic.
IRON BITTERS enrich the binod,
strengthen the muscles, and glee new life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS art like a charm
on the digestive Oig.c s, r moving all
dyspeptic symptoms, m h as tasting the
food, belching, heat in <’ e ..uach, heart-
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■

|
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MVKINEK 111
Chicago.:- mi tin* label-d r,, r, m.itl--. Hi- well
know 11 to tin im dieal profession t! it t > >1.1 IB X K
and BY E w til afford the greatc-t r. hei i<-v < 'mi. 1,-.
« olds.
Influenza, Bronchitis, s-ore T'no.at. Weak
Lungs, al-o 1 oiisuniption, m tin* iueipi. ut and .1 1ancei i -tag,-.
Used as a BEVEKAHK
U’l’ETI/.I
makes a delightful tonic, for fumih use !isanf
1" take: il weak or debilitated. if live- t .-.at.;-.,
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lished for two hours in a trout brook last
summer, and never got a bite until the farmer’s
dog happened along that way.

New
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Collars, Cuffs, Handkerchiefs, Farmers Attention!
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An excited convert: "Let me out! let me out!
ve got salvation !" sobbed a thin man, in a
many
pocketed ulster, up at the M. and S meeting the
other night, as he wedged toward the door
“Let
tne go home and bear tho blessed
tidings to my
uubelieving wife" Uut all tile samo a suspicious
detective jammed him up against the wall and unloaded from his pocket three watches and five
pocket hooks, after which the services went on.
[San Francisco Post.
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he) and Bracket Saws, Framed Wood saws
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"Is that ayaeht 1" we inquired of a long, gaunt
codder who was lounging about the wharf, and wo
pointed to a small steam vessel coming in. "No,"
was the reply.
"Is that ayaeht?” we inquired
again, pointing to another sort of craft that we
thought might be a yacht “No, that ain’t no yot,
uuther," was the answer. "Well, what is ayaeht!"
was our next inquiry.
"Wat's a yot?" said the
fisherman. "Well, you gets auv sort of craft you
and
fill
her
with
please,
up
liquor and soeg j ars,
and git yer frieus on board and have a hell of a
time—and that's a yot!’

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently eu?-ed by its use.

IM >i:i{"l< ;m:i > « ,,u!.i l.
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JL iii> <‘M u-luniiT- an,l ttu*
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\er) lair, i have fliina Sets from $7 to $(2.
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'Vhen the commonplace we must all die" transforms itself suddenly into tile acute consciousness,
"I must die"—and soon, then death
grapples us
and his lingers are cruel; afterward he
may come
to fold us in his aims as our mother did. and < nr
last moment of dim earthly discerning may be
like the first. [Middlemarch.

for all those Painful
It will
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CROCKERY

ti

It is very diflicult to lie learned ; it seems as if
people were worn out on the way to great thoughts,
and can never enjoy them because they are too
tired
[Middlemarch.
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This >toek i- issued for the jmrito,-

Life is so complicated a game that the devices
of skill are liable to be defeated at every turn by
air-blown chances, incalculable as the descent of
thistledown
[Itomola.
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N<> man puts rotten apples in liis pouch,
Itecause their upper side looks fair to him—
Constancy in mistakes is constant folly.
| Felix Holt.
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It's au uncommon tine tiling when you eau let a
know just what you think of him without
paying for it. [The Mill on the Floss.
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Portland. Bangor & Macbias Steamboat Co.
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SURPLUS. MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS

FOR SALE.
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Colleges mostly makes people like bladders, just
good for nothing but t' bold the stuff as is poured
into them. [Adam Bede.
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parity. Well found in cable-, and anchor"
Will make ip*od lime c irri* r-.
AMBhosi WIIITF.
Blicksport, Feb. s, is.si._ -,

GROCERIES!

Corn.

It s allays the way wi' them meek-faced
people ;
you may as well pelt a bag of feathers as to talk
to them.
[ Adam Bede.
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Belfast and Searsport ami
Fort Point

From
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A orttt Street♦ t lost on,
lothinp House in New Engluml.
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One that will
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Do you want the most reliable

It seems as if them as aren't wanted here are
the only folks as aren't wanted i' the other world.
[Adam Bede.
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damnable as humbug, but
waen it prescribes
pills it may happen to do more
harm
[ Felix Holt.
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Boots, Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes

The devil tempts us not—'tis wo tempt him,
Beckoning his skill with opportunity.
[Felix Holt.
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HITS. (APS, (.LOVES, SCARPS, OVERALLS, .11 HPERS, 111 I1KER ( OATS, LADIES’ GOSSAMER
(Till I LAltS, I M11RELLAS, Ac.

mau's work pursued steadily tends to he
eud in itself, and so to bridge over the
loveless chasms of his life. [Silas Marnei
other
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Life Insurance (k.
of Maine.

water i< carried to the rooni" !iv pumps, and the sh\
li.srht is one of the best in the >;atc. The ball ow ;
the store i-, ;,u by ju feet, well adapted for am meet
injrs or any
Fmtuire of the proprie
tor at hi" store, on Hindi "tree
adjoining M.i oni'I
|;. KNOWl.TnN.
Temple.
Belfast. Feb. IT. Ml. ;if

FINE WHITE SHIRTS !

GENTS

*’

SPRING

the ball and photograph ro«mi" o\er
Higdi "licet. The photograph jraIler\
was recently occupied
b> W < Tuttle, and U c"
pecially titled ti]> for the bminms. Abundance of
Id' .store

Emm 30c. In $1.50.

1-very

It's easy lindmg reasons why
should bo patient. [Adam Bede
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Hall to Let.

lUBFB OFFFKS |

suist

Urns' I nilrrs/iirts anil Itrairrrs.'

A SPLENDID LINE OF

come an

Best for TOILET. BATH.

Photograph Room &

Mens' Sails, $0.00, s.OO, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00,
10.00, 22.00: Mins' listers anil Overrnats,
$2.75. 0.00. 0.50, 7.50, s.OO. 11.00, 15.00.

B. B.

Fare from Belfast to Lowell.
Boston.

OAK HALL.
to

•>»

V'<»r sale I * s' the midi r-dnned, the M.\
><>M< Bl 11.!>l V..of I >eer Me. located in
the Northwest Harbor.
It is a two ston
building with a French roof. 40\C,m feet',
located
be converted
and
can
pleasantly
into a hotel, which is much needed in thi
Will be sold at a bargain if called for soon.
II
T. I t I'KIN.
Isle, April a. Ml. -1 Ml
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G. W. SIMMONS S SON.
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SHIRTINGS,
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list of Prices : 12c., 15c., 17c. 20c.. 25c.,
2sc.. 50c., »2e„ 35c., 10c., 50c., 55c., 05c.. 75c.,
S0c„ s5c.. 00c,, $1.00, $1.10, $1.20. $1.30, $1.35,
1.75, 2.00, 2.50 Per lard.

a

Lime.

Tin* subscriber oiler-' for sale hi
iv>idcn< •' oil Bay \ iew .-irect. The
house is two stories, all linished,
large cistern in cellar, with a good
AL giirdon spot. Thc\i«*w overlooking the harbor and bay is not surpa- d in tin* ciD
Brice reasonable. Dood reasons for selling.
\
I,’. < I. |>\ MB.
ply at this ofliceto
Belfast, April 11. l»l- I.Mf

LOTUS KOU MEN A BOVS' WEAK.

(

FINE DISPLAY

TRIMMED

Steamer, hATUHMN,
Capt. W. K. Koix,
Commencing Monday. April 25th, until further
lmtirr, will leave Belfast for Boston and intermediate landings, everv Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Saturday, at J>, ..’clock !\ M.
Will leave Boton from Lincoln’s wharf, even Monday. Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, at 5 1*. M
Foing Fast, connections made at Borkland with
kno\ ,V Lincoln B. B. for Thoma-hm, Waldohoro,
I>amariseotta ami other Station-; with steamer
Lewiston for Deer Isle. C'astine, Sedgwick, Mt.
De-ert and Marhiasport: at Belfast, with steamer
May (»ueen fort astine and Isleshoro; at Burk-port,
w ith stages for Blurhill and Fllsworth
at Bangor,
w ith F. \ V A
B B and Bangor
Piscataquis
B. B., and all stages for the surrounding country.
Foing We-t, ticki t- may be obtained on each steam
rr for Lowell, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington, and baggage cheeked through,
also tickets for the We-t aim Southwest via Penn

Every day at noon, precisely, AFTER APRLE a
Balloon si\ feet high will he released from tin* top
of Oak Hall. Boston, and a reward of a -ant of
clothes will he paid to the hoy who
capture-it and
return- it t** Bo-ton.
We also tfive to everv ru-1*■
uicr in our
an
1 ri i.ni
inflated
hoys' department,
Balloon, ho centimeters in diameter
Elie stock o| Men's and Boys’ spring and Summer Suits and Spring Overcoats icomplete, and
surpasses in variety and general excellence all for
mei displays, in three hundred New
England tow nand cities we are represented hy e-t abli-hed \gent-.
in whose hands full lines of Spring and Summer
samples will he found, and with whom our trade
can confidently «!ca!.
When you go to Bo-ton l><- -ure and \i-it Oak
Hail
the famous, .me price, reliable Clothing

FOR SALE.

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

May Ilili&l2tli,

shall be |»rej>arei| to exhibit

found in this vicinity
great variety of

rail Ik-

as

VMBIillH.F,

steamer (

HALL, Loasee.

S. A. HOWES A

Belfast, May I. ls>i.

For Sprains, Wounds. Scalds, Rheumatism* and
any pain upon Man or Least.

No story is the same to us alter the
lapse of
time or rather, we who read it are no longer the
same interpreters.
( Adam Bede.

FLORIDA WATER.

J.

Super-Phosphais of

Every Style of Trimming Goods,

35 cents

There's a sort of human paste, that when it comes
near the tire of enthusiasm is
only baked in harder
shape [ Daniel Deronda

& Lanman’s

after

and
We

Tovic.—“Increasing the strength, obviating the
effects of debility, and restoring healthy functions."
-Webster.

a

As nice

of

Ih'lfasl, M:t>

has preserved yart of
her wedding <wkc forty nine ears This was wise
If she had eaten it she would doubtle.-s hav. died
long before thi-.
A

There is no sorrow greater than to love uhat is
great, and try to reach it. and vet to fail. | Middle
march.

PERFUME.

On

and

Blows are sarcasms turned stupid ; wit is a form
of force that leaves the limbs at rest I Felix Holt.

IMPERISHABLE

Murray

cures

Di: Rookk's W.ium S\i;ri- instantly
WulJMS

beforehand.

what that's worth depends
[ Adam Bede.

to

BakKir's Pain Panaoka
Beast

«yen ins at first is a little more than a great ea
pacity for receiving discipline [Daniel Deronda.
TKB

Mathews,

skowho^an, who ha- been uttemlim:
all the openings in Huston ami New York, we
feel eoniident that wo «*an <;ive satisfaction.

Formerly

attacks these

Secure Health.
li is strange any one will sutler from derangements brought on bv impure blood. When SCO
V ILL'S SARSAPAKILL \ AN D S 11 LL1XG1 A, or
BLOOD AND LI VLB SYKFP will restore health
to the physical organizations
li is w strengthening syrup. plea-ant to take, and the BUST BLOop
PFKIFIFK ever discovered, curing Scrofula Syphilitic disorders. Weakness of Oie Kidneys. Li’y
sipelas. Malaria. Nervous disorders. Pebintv Bil
ions complaint-and Diseases of the Blood. Liver.
Kulnevs. Stomach. Skin, etc

empty stomach.

Trouble's easy borne when everybody gives it
lift for yon. [ Felix Holt.

Remedy"

journeymen

How

Eliot.

seems

Favorite

s

bakers of New York have risen
and say they knead more pay. and if
they do not g»*t some concessions they will loaf
awhile

■

■

Kenned;,

C.

Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns. White
Linen and Turkey Ded Damasks,

PER WEEK.

TRIPS

fa[*t. OTIS IscmilAM.

Belfast, March 1, 1881.—i)

ings,Shetland Shawls,Long anil Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (Doth for ladles and gents)
ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Kepellants,

ires of the popular milliner,

MASONIC

as one man.

;

loosens i:, < lean-c.. t!,. I_
\ ,.]• iV j-:;:.iti
thus removing the can. e 1 .nipLu;:
i>(> NOT Hi: I)E( hlVi:i)
y article, i
ing similar names. Be sure y 4: ;

scr\

Mrs. E. M.

life pure
Only one dollar per bottle All drug
Dr
David Kennedy. Proprietor,
gists sell it.
Rondout. X. V
Jwllt

The Boston Commercial Traveller says the rapid
of the canned food business shows
that the article must meet a great popular need : a
need, indeed, not very complimentary to the industry or cooking accomplishments ot our fair citizens. To open a can. pour out a certain quantity
of the contents, add the requisite proportion of
water, aud give tin compound tlie necessary
amount of boiling or simmering is so easy and
demands so little exertion ot culinary ability* that
it is no man el such a labor saving device has
been so widely patronized. It is estimated that
the canned goods business of the I’nited States
now amounts to about SuO.000,000
annually, and
is constantly growing.
Originally, blit a few articles were put up in this
way. which were, for th- most part, fruits or "pro
serves;" now the list of canned goods embraces
tish. llesh and fowl, fruit, vegetables and berries,
in fact, almost everything that constitutes human
food.
Among the fruits are peach, pineapple,
strawberry, blueberry, thimbleberry. pear, apricot,
common apple and quince.
Of vegetables are
bonus, peas, okra, sweet corn, tomauns. pump
kins, asparagus, and succotash. Ot meats, are
beef. veal, mutton, chicken, turkey, goose and
bam Offish; mackerel, halibut, sardines, salmon,
codfish, haddock trout, lobsters, shrimps, oysters
and clams. Besides these are various kinds ot
soups, such as mock turtle, oxtail, chicken, vege
table, mullagatawn}', tomato and pea : also minced
meat for pies, sausage meat, venison and
tripe
This is a pretty liberal bill ot tare, especially when
we include the “devilled" entremenfs which have
been more lecentlv added, and which embrace
ham. tongue, lobster, turkey and chicken.
To give some idea of the business done in this
line, the writer states that one establishment
alone in Boston sold last year 7.500 dozens cans of
tomatoes, d.ooo of peaches. ‘A,500 of corn. 1,100 of
peas, 000 ot blueberries. 100 of succotash, 50 of
quince, besides large quantities of beef soup, oxtail. mock turtle, pea aud chicken, salmon, sardines etc. To these may be added condensed
milk and coffee in no small quantities
It is evident. when we take into account all the other
grocery stores, that the trade must be enormous,
and big sums of money must change hands in the
various processes and movements of the goods.
Probably as many as two hundred millions of cans
are annually put up in the I'nited States, a
large
proportion ot which are used for sea stores, aud
exported to all parts of the world.
To the foregoing we would add that the sale of
canned food is not at all confined to the large
cities—it is becoming general throughout manv
parts ->f the country. The great extent to which
canned goods are used in Texas is truly astonish
In nearly every village in that State there
ing.
are stores devoted almost exclusively to the sale
of c mned goods, especially in Southwestern Texas,
where the drouths of summer make gardening a
somewhat uncertain business. A large proportion
of the people there who have no provisions tor ir
rigation now depend almost entirely on canned
g"!-ds tor their supply of fruits and vegetables

that affect

Temperate

the fountain's head and makes the stream of

at

development

ellicaeious in all depression of spirits, shaking or
trembling ot the hands or body, cough, shortness
of breath or consumptive habit. The nerves and
muscles become strengthened,and the blood purified

in,”- secured the

Ha\

and cleanse the system. The great multitude < f
human ills have their foundation in impure blood

a

Canned

influence of the *■»; rup, of itself indicates that
n«* other preparation -an be better adapted to help
and nourish the constitution, and hence be more

without swearing.

Brices will
merit and

t*>

nice line of

a
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ARRANGEMENT.

all

POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT.

Prints from 5 to Nr.; sheetings from 5 to ltle.;
( rushes frum le. upwards; Dress (ioods from
an Nr. Knlehrrboeker to a line All-Wool Cashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Lares,Edgings, Iturhes, Duell-

Feathers, Flowers, &c.

or depression conn s, do not
buy
It is better to die of disease than
Huy a !• >Ltle of Favoiite Remedy

drunkenm-ss.

sea.

more

the

tack

on a

cough.

have

I

BOSTON.

Ship Work

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

girl.

diseases.

&

SUMMER

TOUR

a-

&

specialty. Duplicate parts or full
agricultural implements in use in

a

nearly

promptly and just

this vicinity in stock or made to order.
be made low, and we hope and expect
obtain a liberal patronage.

have it trimmed

charge.

of

ree

1881.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

of the season, in

When sickness
“tonic bitters

second mate.
Though captains curse him and sailors hate :
For he ain't like some of the swabs I’ve seen.
As would go and lie to a poor maiine
[J J. Koelu*, iu Boston Courier.

the food to assimilate properly—thus the-.y-tem i nourished. It also,
by its tonic action on tin* digestive organs, induces
It assists

a

will be made
sets of

me ran

Curtains & Curtain fixtures

received, consisting of all the latest novelties

•Just

made in the llesh by cuts, speedily disap
pear without having a sear, when Hknky A John
son's Akni« \ and on. Linimkni is used.

loam and spray, a league away
The anchor stout he Imre,
Till, safe at last, he made it last
And warped the ship ashore.'

And I envy the life of

t

MILLINER?

Gaps

Through

olFeci is to increase the

Parties having paper of

Large and Select Stock

haycuttor

Constipation invariably follows Liver Complaint:
but it is easily overcome bv the timely use of
Baxtkk's Ma.njikakk Bitti.’ks
Dyspepsia also
readily tit-ids to this potent remedy.

He took the anchor on Ills hack.
And leapt into the main :
Through foam and spray he clove Ks way.
And sunk, and rose again

Its lii-st

OUR

to do work

Mining Machinery

now

juices.

Motto of the good collector—Never put off tint il
to-morrow what can be dunned to day.

Then up spoke the captain of the marines,
Who dearly loved his prog.
■It's awful to die. and it's worse to be dry.
And 1 move we pipes to grog

G

EXAMINE

prepared

customers direct.

our

the* LATEST SI>1MN<; STYLES, which can
ho seen at my stores, ami at the lowest

Of

their umbrellas.

Then up spoke the cook of our gallant
And he was a lubber brave—
“I’ve several wives in various ports.
And my life I’d like to save."

>

by

the garboard streak.

stirred their stumps, they spiked the pumps,
They spliced the mizzen brace :
Aloft and alow they worked, but, oh
The water gained apace.

Liver Aid lias been a blessing to my poor, alllict
ed mother, she tried many, many things for her
-i«'k headache, but never found any relief until she
took the Liver-Aid. I; has. indeed, been invaluable
t-> her. She is now n>Jnu her fourth bottle.
I told
our druggi-t how cv client it was. and assured him
that In* might-afeh recommend it as the best known
remedy fni si-*k headache. lb -ays it i- not advertised half enough. 1 hop.
>u will let ii become
better known.
M
M. \ "HIVI.KIL
4-h- W. jJ i "I
\cw 'I ork.
Lor sale
bottles for

to

Mrs. H.H. McDonald’s 3000 Rolls of Room Pajer !

Women who have been bedridden for years have
been entirely cured of female weakness by the use
of Lydia F. Pinklmn's Vegetable Compound
Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Piukbam, •.‘flit Western \v
enue. Lynn. Mass., for pamphlets.
flw.’O

Oh. sailors, collar your marlin spikes
And each belaying pin :
Come, stir your stumps to smke the pumps,
Or more will be coming in

produce.- Constipation and a
hundred
train, and also occasions nerv
ous diseases without number;
resulting, if unchecked, in paraly-i-, insanity or death. I>r. tirosveuer’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine for im
mediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of
testimonials have been received a- to tin* benefit it
has given.
ment of

Here is another attempt to deprive woman of
her rights: a male wretch lias got up an invention
to prevent the slamming of doors

point.

a hand.
And the sextant falls so low.
It's our body and bones to Davy dunes
This night are bound to go."

Complaints,
Such

Have WTstur'.s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. 50 cents and $1 a
bottle.

“Oh. if the quadrant's lost

IS NOT A PAD,
Hut

our

And the binnacle lies abaft."

LIVER-AID

GROSVENOR'S

Why are young ladies, at the breaking up of a
party like arrows f Because they can't go off with
a bean, and are all in a
quiver till they get one.

we are

ANU

BANCOR

now

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,

HAVE .TEST DECEIVED FltOM BOSTON

I

out

-BETWEEN-

mink

and

Is

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands who
were
suffering from Dyspepsia. Debility, Liver
Complaint. Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle <V Sons, Boston.

'Twas Captain I’orgie on the deck
To the mate iu the mizzen hatch.
While the boatswain bold, iu the for’ard hold,
Was winding his larboard watch.

The Sanford Steamship Company

England

tski.kast koindky
mai
Tajik
fnirlv riuiniinr, at"l hcin;?('i,mppt'<l
shop
With

sermon.

'Twas the good ship ‘-Gyactus,”
All iu the China seas :
With the wind a lee. and the capstan free.
To catch the summer breeze.

“Oh, how does

To the Boys of Now

vi!la-e.

more, and
a-

health)

1

slightest faith
bought a bottle
that and tw
Iona stor\
as there i> in

I

u-i'il

to

make

a

man

1

a

eoimtr).
^inee then 1

have rerommrnded ‘favorite IJeii

I) to other" whom I knew to have sutiered It
hidue) and l.iver complaints; and, 1 assure
puhlie^that the ‘Favorite Uemedy* has dom
w ah with a similar
completeness in ever) -m•

e, and 1 trust, some other siek
i-"d mortal may hear of it and
try
lleined) .* as I did."

in- lam

and disthe Fa’
1

\

r.h;

Notice of Foreclosure.
tiiuma*
i vim.ky
\\7in;i;i:as.
t?
<i.

i>k
>11.1.A
TA1M.I-.Y', h\ tlmir morta.mi 11
•kited \ pril is, is7h. and recorded in Waldo Peof Heeds, Volume 17", Fa,-v l.Yi, conveyed to m
mortyajre a "ertain pan el of real estate situ:»t<
said lielfast. and hounded westwardly and
wardlv by land of lliram f.. Peirce; northwai
b) Waldo Yvonne, and castwardly b\ land
I'homas Hautrh. And whereas the comlitioi- m
mort^a^e is broken, now by reason thereof IF.
a forerjosure of said
mortgage.
i.Fnlp.f Hid I
Ib-lf t'i. M.i) 1. lss!.—:lw 1

